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Tuesday 28 November 2006
starting at 10.30 am

ANCIENT COINS

1
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III (336-323 BC), gold stater,
Callatis, helmeted head of Athena right, rev., Nike left with wreath
and stylis; to left, K and monogram, 8.51g (Price 915), some
obverse scratches, otherwise about extremely fine
£800-1,000
2
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, posthumous tetradrachms
(4) of Aspendus (3, one tooled) and Phaselis, all with Seleucid
countermarks; with new style tetradrachm of Athens and
miscellaneous drachms (6, one plated), some fine to very fine
(11)
£180-220

5
Parthia, Phraates II (132-126 BC), tetradrachm, Seleucia
on the Tigris, diademed head right, rev., bearded male deity
seated left, holding cornucopia and crowned by Nike; below,
two monograms, 16.37g (Sellwood 17.1), slight reverse
corrosion, very fine and rare
£1,500-1,700

3
Pamphylia, Side, tetradrachm, head of Athena, rev., Nike (obv.
scratched); together with tetradrachms of Alexander III, Antiochus
I, Ptolemy II, XI and XII, fine to very fine (6)
£300-400
6
Parthia, Artabanus I (126-122 BC), tetradrachm, Seleucia
on the Tigris, diademed bust right, rev., Demeter seated left,
holding cornucopia and crowned by Nike; to left, small horse’s
head; two monograms below, 16.08g (Sellwood 21.4 var), very
fine and rare
£1,500-1,700

4
Kings of Syria, Antiochus V (164-162 BC), tetradrachm, AkePtolemais mint, struck on the Phoenician weight standard,
diademed head right; ΑΒ monogram behind, rev., ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ
ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΕΥΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ, eagle standing left on thunderbolt; in
front, palm branch; ΡΗ monogram between eagle’s legs, 13.21g (cf.
Brett, A.B., Seleucid Coins of Ake-Ptolemais in Phoenicia, ANS MN 1,
p. 26, 16-17 and pl. IX, 17; Le Rider, G, in BCH 119, 1995, pp. 391404; Mørkholm, in Proceedings of the Numismatic Commission,
Jerusalem, 1963, pl. XV, 4), area of horn silver on reverse,
otherwise good very fine and extremely rare
£2,500-3,000
Tetradrachms of this type are known with two different monograms
between the eagle’s legs; this example is interesting in that
previously only two plated coins were known with the PH monogram
Phoenician tetradrachms existed in Ake-Ptolemais (Acre) alongside
the heavier Attic weight tetradrachms of Antiochus V (as Houghton
794-795 and see note 1 on p. 77). Both heavy and light weight coins
share the same AB monogram behind Antiochus’s portrait.

7
Parthia, Mithradates II (c. 122-91 BC), tetradrachm,
Seleucia on the Tigris, diademed bust left, rev., archer seated
right; palm branch in field right; TY below, 15.86g (Sellwood
24.6), extremely fine
£1,000-1,200
8
Parthia, tetradrachms (5) and drachms (14); with Sasanian
drachms (19) and copies (7), some fine to very fine (45) £200-250
9
Sasanian, drachms (51) of Shapur I (1), Peroz (20), Kavad I
(12), Khusraw I (1), Hormazd IV (1) and Khusraw II (16),
mainly very fine (51)
£200-300
10
Egypt, Ptolemy VI (180-145 BC), tetradrachm, Paphos, year
5 (176/5 BC); Indo-Scythian, Azes I (c. 57-35 BC), tetradrachm
(Mitchiner 752b); Sasanian drachm of Khusraw II and Roman
denarius of Faustina I, mainly very fine; and dupondius of
Germanicus with “VII” countermark, good (5)
£100-150

11
Julius Caesar, denarius, head of Venus, rev., Aeneas carrying
Anchises (S. 1402); with denarii (3) of Vespasian, rev., sacrificial
implements (S. 2282), Divus Vespasian, rev., Victory placing shield
on trophy, at foot of which mourning Jewess (S. 2565; Hendin
772a) and Domitian, rev., Minerva, fine to very fine (4) £150-200

12
Vespasian (69-79), aureus, 75, laureate head right, rev., COS
VI, bull butting to right, 6.97g (RIC 87; C. 112), very slight edge
marks, good fine
£700-800
13
Vespasian, sestertius, rev., Judaea Capta type, about fine;
sestertii (6) of Marcus Aurelius, Lucius Verus, Lucilla, Maximinus I,
Philip I and Trajan Decius; other Æ (8); antoniniani (10), siliquae
(4) and a cast copy, some fine, a few better (30)
£250-300
14
Denarii (20), of Trajan (4), Hadrian (2), Sabina, Faustina I (2),
Faustina II (2), Commodus, Crispina (2), Septimius Severus,
Geta, Julia Soaemias (2) and Severus Alexander (2), mainly fine,
some better; together with Greek small silver (11) and
miscellaneous mainly Roman bronze (65), poor to about fine;
and a number of pottery beads (97)
£300-400
15
Antoniniani (50), eastern mint issues of Aurelian (1), Probus
(15), Numerian (8), Carinus (10), Carus (3), Diocletian (7),
Maximian (6), very fine, some better (50)
£300-350
16
Antoniniani (50), eastern mint issues of Probus (20), Numerian
(5), Carinus (9), Diocletian (10), Maximian (6), very fine, some
better (50)
£250-300
17
Antoniniani (73), comprising eastern mint issues of Probus
(28), Diocletian (22) and Maximian (16), unclear (7); late
Roman bronze (27) and a denarius of Geta, mainly fine or better
(101)
£200-300
18
Antoniniani (24), of Numerian (10) and Carinus (14), with
corrosion, some fine or better (24)
£70-100

19
Antoniniani (100), mainly eastern mint issues of Probus,
Numerian, Carinus, Diocletian and Maximian, mainly fine or
better (100)
£250-350
20
Miscellaneous, Greek, Greek Imperial, Roman and Byzantine
coins (about 200), mainly bronze but including Syrian
tetradrachm of Vespasian (Sear 736), fair to fine, some better,
identified in envelopes (about 200)
£300-400
21
Miscellaneous, a large group of ancient bronze coins
contained in four albums and a plastic cabinet, mainly late
Roman and Byzantine, mainly poor to fine, a few better (about
700)
£500-600
22
Weights: a Byzantine bronze round weight of one ounce, 5-6th
century, engraved with cross flanked by Γ-Α, 26.67g (cf. Bendall
123-125), extremely fine; and Greek imperial square lead
weights (2), one inscribed A, 28.80g, the other inscribed
XYO/AIX (?), 23.61g, fine (3)
£100-120

23
Glass Weight: Byzantine pale green glass semissis weight, 67th century, issued by the Eparch Kosmas, with facing bust and
inscription around, 2.22g (cf. Bendall 186 for solidus weight),
very fine
£100-120
24
Glass Weights: Byzantine green glass semissis and tremissis
weights, issued by Zemarchus (Eparch of Constantinopole in the
560s), each with facing bust and inscription around, 2.15g and
1.66g (cf. Bendall 187 for solidus weight), first with iridescence,
second with edge chip, very fine (2)
£100-150
25
Glass Weights: Byzantine glass weights, 6-7th century,
comprising one with boxed monogram, pale green, 1.87g, and
three with cruciform monograms, one in blue glass, 2.17g, the
others pale green, 1.11g and 0.95g, the last repaired, mainly very
fine (4)
£100-150

ISLAMIC COINS

26
Arab-Sasanian Khusraw II type, drachm with bism Allah, GD
(Jayy) 37YE, 3.95g (SICA I, p.7, note 19), good very fine;
`Abdallah b. Zubayr, drachm, DA+P (Fasa) 54YE, very fine; with
Seljuq lion-and-sun dirhams (5), Venetian grossi (2) and a bulland-horseman drachm of Kabul, fine and better (10)
£120-150
27
Arab-Sasanian, `Ubaydallah b. Ziyad, drachm, DŠT (Dasht
Maysan) 62h, 2.70g (SICA I, -; Walker p.70, I.38), clipped, good
fine and scarce
£80-120

28
Arab-Sasanian, `Abdallah b. `Amir al-Mujashi`i, drachm,
SK (Sijistan) 80h, obv. margin, in third and fourth quadrants:
 ﺑﻦ ﻋﺎﻣﺮ/  اﻟﻠﻪ وﻟﻰ ﻋﺒﺪاﻠﻠﻪ, rev., in fourth quadrant of margin: ﺳﻠﻴﻢ,
3.50g (cf Sotheby’s, 25 May 2000, lot 233 = SICA I, p.31, note
175), traces of hoard-staining in margins, very fine to good very
fine, extremely rare
£1,500-2,000

29
Governors of Tabaristan, hemidrachms (4), of Khalid,
Sulayman (with diamond instead of face on royal bust), Sa`id
and Mutaqil, very fine and better; with Sasanian drachms (3), all
with Hepthalite countermarks, mainly fine (7)
£80-120
‡30
Arab-Byzantine, fals, Dimashq, Emperor Enthroned type
(Khalili 19; Walker 4), almost extremely fine, scarce thus; with a
Standing Caliph fals of Qinnasrin (Walker 132ff), almost very
fine, and a post-Reform fals of Tabariya (Walker p.267, P.137),
very fine (3)
£70-100

‡41
Third-dinar, 99h, 1.42g (Walker 215), good very fine and
scarce
£250-350

POST-REFORM UMAYYAD COINAGE
42
Third dinar, al-Andalus 102h, 1.44g (Miles, The Coinage of the
Umayyads of Spain, 2c; Walker HSA.12 = Miles, RIC 65, same
dies; Ties. 497), very fine and extremely rare
£8,000-10,000

‡31
Dinar, 78h, 4.30g (Walker 187-188), about extremely fine
£150-200

This is the earliest year that post-Reform gold coins were issued in
Muslim Spain, replacing the earlier bilingual Arab-Latin coinage. Full
dinars, half-dinars and third-dinars are all known dated 102h, but while
small numbers of dinars were struck intermittently thereafter, the issue
of halves and thirds seems to have been confined to this year.

‡32
Dinar, 80h, 4.27g (Walker 190), small scratch on reverse,
extremely fine
£120-150
‡33
Dinars (2), 81h, 82h, 4.25, 4.27g (Walker 191, 192), the first

good very fine but sometime cleaned, the second almost
extremely fine (2)
£180-220
‡34
Dinars (2), 83h, 84h, 4.30, 4.28g (Walker 193, 194), about
extremely fine (2)
£200-250

43
Dirham, al-Andalus 103h, 3.00g (Klat 116), toned, good very

fine and extremely rare, apparently only the second recorded
example
£3,000-4,000

This is the earliest recorded date for a dirham of Muslim Spain.

‡35
Dinar, 85h, 4.27g (Walker 195-196), almost extremely fine and
a rare date
£300-400
‡36
Dinars (2), 86h, 113h, first ex-mount, second creased,
otherwise very fine; with post-Reform dirhams (2 – both Wasit),
Tabaristan hemidrachms (3) of Farkhan, Hani and AFZWT type,
and a Sasanian drachm of Khusraw II, good very fine to
extremely fine (8)
£150-200
‡37
Dinar, 87h, 4.31g (Walker 198), extremely fine with some
lustre
£140-160
‡38
Dinars (2), 90h, 91h, 4.26, 4.26g (Walker 201, 202), good
very fine (2)
£180-220
‡39
Dinar, 92h, 4.28g (Walker 204), extremely fine

44
Dirham, al-Andalus 116h, 2.92g (Klat 129), good very fine
£200-300
The obverse of this coin shows what appear to be guide-lines used
by the engraver when preparing the die.

45
Dirhams (5), Ifriqiya 105h, Junday Sabur 91h, Kirman
93h, Harat 95h, Hamadhan 94h (Klat 92.a, 239, 525, 658.b,
671), first clipped, last stained, otherwise generally good fine
and better (5)
£120-150
Last ex Prof. Oskar Rescher Collection, Sotheby’s, 6 November 1997,
lot 273 (part).

£140-160

‡40
Dinar, 95h, 4.28g (Walker 209), good extremely fine with
some lustre
£150-200

46
Dirhams (6), Balkh 115h, 128h, al-Mubaraka 117h (3),
al-Mubaraka 119h (Klat 180, 186, 575 [3], 577.a), fine to
very fine (6)
£150-200

53
Dirham, al-Furat 96h, 2.36g (Klat 508), fine

£100-150

47
Dirham, Jayy 81h, 2.92g (Klat 255.b), extremely fine £150-200
54
Dirham, al-Kufa 79h, 2.32g (Klat 540), pierced, very fine and
rare
£400-600
55
Dirham, al-Kufa 81h, 2.92g (Klat 542), double struck, good
very fine
£150-200
48
Dirham, Jayy 82h, 2.94g (Klat 256), very slight traces of hoardstaining, otherwise extremely fine with some lustre
£150-200

56
Dirham, Mah al-Basra 81h, 2.48g (Klat 552), traces of
hornsilver, very fine
£300-400
49
Dirham, Sabur 80h, 2.87g (Klat 416), scratch in lower obverse
field, good very fine
£150-200

50
Dirham, al-Sus 80h, 2.95g (Klat 474), obverse centre weak,
very fine
£250-300

57
Dirham, al-Mubaraka 109h, 2.96g, (Klat 572), about
extremely fine; with Sasanian drachms (10), a Tabaristan
hemidrachm of Hani, Abbasid dirhams (4) and Buwayhid
dirhams (4), generally fine to very fine (20)
£150-200

58
Dirham, Manadhir 81h, 2.88g (Klat 612), almost extremely
fine
£200-300
59
Dirham, Hamadhan 97h, 2.74g (Klat 674), scratched in
margins on both sides, otherwise better than very fine £70-100

51
Dirham, al-Sus 81h, 2.62g (Klat 475), very fine

£300-400

60
Dirhams (26), comprising Wasit 92h (cracked and plated), 94h
(edge damaged), 95h (13), 95h (4), 97h, 105h and 123h; and
al-Basra 100h (4), mainly extremely fine (26)
£150-200
61
al-Hurr b. Yusuf (governor of al-Mawsil 108-114h), fals, alMawsil nd (Walker 930), good fine; Abbasid, fals, al-Mawsil, in the
name of Isma`il b. Ali (Lowick 293-294), very fine (2)
£60-80
62
Revolutionary Period, `Abdallah b. Mu`awiya, dirham, Jayy
129h (Klat 270.a; Wurtzel 17), loop-mounted, fine
£100-150

52
Dirham, Shaqq al-Taymara 82h, rev., apparently with two
points on inner circle, 2.91g (Klat 204.2, same obv. die), some
black hoard-staining, otherwise about extremely fine £150-200

63
Revolutionary Period, Zuhair b. `Alqama, fals, al-Mawsil
nd, obv., la hawla qa / la quwwata illa / billah (Rotter 11), small
piercing in centre, otherwise fine/good fine, rare
£80-120

ABBASID CALIPHATE
‡64
Abbasid dinars (5), all anonymous, dated 144h, 157h, 165h,
167h (2), good fine to better than very fine (5)
£250-300
‡65
al-Rashid (170-193h), dinars (4): 170h `Ali, 176 `Umar,
181h Ja`far, 188h with double margin, 4.05, 4.21, 4.15, 4.24g
(Album 218.6, 218.8, 218.11, 218.3), last good fine only, others
very fine or better (4)
£250-300

66
al-Mu`tadid (279-289h), dinar, 286h, mint-name unclear,
probably a contemporary imitation, rev., citing only the caliph,
4.30g, minor crease at edge, good fine and unusual
£100-150

71
al-Radi (322-329h), dinar, Qumm 327h, obv., shahada in four
lines, ornament (?) and letter jim below, rev., letter sad (or
possibly kef-ra) below, 3.61g, uneven strike and flan split at
edge, about fine and rare
£250-300

72
al-Radi, dinar, Qumm 327h, legends as previous but rev., with
additional unread word in right field, 3.32g, edge damage, fine
and rare
£250-300
‡73
al-Nasir (575-622h), dinars (3), all Madinat al-Salam 599h,
3.41, 2.26, 4.63g (BMC 483), typically irregular strikings on
wavy flans, very fine (3)
£200-300

67
al-Muqtadir (295-318h), dinar, Mah al-Basra 315h, 3.65g,
fine to good fine and rare
£400-600

‡74
al-Nasir, dinar, Madinat al-Salam 616h, 3.14g (BMC 490),

68
al-Muqtadir, dinar, Ardabil 318h, 4.99g (RIC 190), part of

edge broken and re-soldered, margins weak (including at date),
hence fine only but rare
£500-700

unevenly struck and margins weak (especially on reverse),
otherwise almost uncirculated
£150-200
‡75
al-Nasir, dinars (4), Madinat al-Salam 615h, 617h, 618h, 620h,
3.89, 3.31, 4.77, 4.12g, mostly uneven strikings on creased or
wavy flans, very fine and better (4)
£300-400
‡76
al-Nasir, dinars (2), Madinat al-Salam 617h, 619h, 7.29, 7.17g
(Kazan 207, 208), very fine or better, the first creased (2) £180-220

69
al-Muqtadir, dinar, Mah al-Kufa 318h, 3.08g, partly weak, fine
or better and rare
£300-400

70
al-Qahir (320-322h), dinar, al-Ahwaz 321h, 4.37g (Kazan
191), unit of date weak, very fine or better
£150-200

‡77
al-Musta`sim (640-656h), dinars (2), Madinat al-Salam 640h,
645h, 7.71, 7.98g (Kazan 211, 213), generally good very fine, the
first pierced; Lu`lu`id, Badr al-din Lu`lu, dinar, al-Mawsil 641h,
6.82g (BN 450), wavy flan, about extremely fine (3)
£250-300

‡78
al-Musta`sim, dinar, Madinat al-Salam 641h, 7.50g (BMC
504), extremely fine and well struck for the issue
£150-200

‡79
al-Musta`sim, dinar, Madinat al-Salam 653h, 8.25g (BMC 510),
flan fault, otherwise good very fine for issue, scarce
£150-200

89
al-Mamun (193-218h), dirham, Madinat Naysabur 194h,
citing Jibril, 2.99g (Lowick 2318), small areas of horn silver at
edge, otherwise extremely fine and rare
£250-300

80
al-Mansur (136-158h), dirham, Arminiya 155h, 2.79g (Lowick
675), good very fine
£120-150
81
al-Mahdi (158-169h), dirham, Arminiya 167h, rev., citing Ibn
Khazim, five additional annulets within marginal legend, 2.86g
(Lowick 685-686), good very fine
£120-150
82
al-Hadi (169-170h), dirham, al-Haruniya 169h, citing
Khuzayma and Ibn Khazim, 2.90g (Lowick 870), very fine/good
very fine
£120-150

90
al-Mamun, dirham, Marw 201h, 3.78g (Lowick 2286), hoardstained, good fine/fair but rare
£150-200

83
al-Hadi, dirham, Madinat al-Salam 170h, 2.93g (Lowick 1264),
extremely fine
£40-60
91
al-Mamun, quarter-dirham, San`a 210h, rub`a in lower
reverse field, 0.67g (Bikhazi -; SICA X, -; cf Lowick 570; Album
1050 RRR), good very fine for issue and very rare
£400-600

84
al-Rashid (170-193h), dirham, Madinat al-Salam 170h, rev.,
with caliph’s name in inner margin, 2.90g (Lowick 1269 var.; cf.
Leu auction 62, 18 May 1995, lot 433), flan split, otherwise very
fine and rare
£200-250
85
al-Rashid, dirham, Sijistan 172h, 2.86g (Lowick 2367), struck
from a rusty obverse die, about extremely fine
£60-80

92
al-Mamun, dirham, Dimashq 212h, 3.01g (Lowick 623), crude,

some weakness in margins, otherwise very fine or better and
rare
£300-400

86
al-Rashid, dirham, Arminiya 174h, citing Ibn Dawqala, 2.81g
(Lowick 697), centres weak, otherwise good very fine
£150-200

87
al-Rashid, dirham, Arran 183h, citing `Ali b. `Isa, 2.86g
(Lowick -), extremely fine and scarce
£200-250

93
Abu’l-Saraya al-Shaybani (‘Al-Asfar al-Fatimi’), rebel,
199h, dirham, al-Kufa 199h, rev., margin: ‘Surely God loves
those who fight in his cause, arranged for battle as though they
were a compact wall’ (Qur`an lxi.4), 2.91g (Album A225 RRR;
RIC 253), good very fine and rare
£400-600
Abu’l-Saraya claimed descent from `Ali, hence his use of the title alThe historian Ibn
Khaldun specifically records that Abu’l-Saraya struck dirhams during his
revolt.

Fatimi, and rebelled against al-Mamun in 199h.

94
al-Wathiq (227-232h), dirham, Marw 227h, 2.92g, small
edge chip, good fine and scarce
£80-120
88
al-Rashid, dirham, Arran 191h, citing Khuzayma and Saliya,
2.95g (Lowick 812), good very fine, scarce
£180-220

95
al-Wathiq, dirham, Madinat al-Salam 232h (Lavoix 940), very
fine to good very fine, scarce
£60-80

96
al-Mu`tamid (256-279h), dirham, Arminiya 274h, citing alMuwaffaq, 4.75g (cf Ties. 2082), scratched, otherwise fine and
scarce
£120-150

‡103
Spain, Castille, Alfonso VIII (AD 1158-1214), dobla,
Tulaitula (Toledo) 1228 Safar (AD 1190), with sanat for ‘year’ in
mint/date formula, 3.81g (Cy 1003), good very fine
£600-800
97
al-Muktafi (289-295h), dirham, Halab 292h, 2.85g, stained,
good fine/fine and rare
£150-200

98
al-Muktafi, dirham, Misr 292h, 2.96g, good very fine and
scarce
£250-300

99
al-Mustakfi (333-334h), dirham, al-Kufa 334h, citing heir
Abu’l-Hasan Muhammad, 2.86g (Album 263), about very fine
and rare
£300-400

‡104
Spain, Castille, Alfonso VIII, dobla, Tulaitula 1229 Safar (AD
1191), with sanat for ‘year’ in mint/date formula, 3.79g (Cy
1004), very fine
£500-700

‡105
Spain, Castille, Alfonso VIII, dobla, Tulaitula 1237 Safar (AD
1199), with `alim for ‘year’ in mint/date formula, 3.80g (Cy
1012), tiny patch of hoard-staining, good very fine
£600-800

This is considerably rarer than the Madinat al-Salam dirhams of this
year.

100
Abbasid, Salih b. `Ali, fals, Khazana Halab 146h (Shamma
p.91, 10), fine
£60-80
101
Abbasid, Yazid, fals, Sijistan 176h, rev., strapwork circle around
field with four pellets-in-annulets at cardinal points, governor’s
name in margin (cf. Shamma p.289, 6-7), good fine/fine with
clear mint and date, rare; with another Abbasid fals, Harat 146h,
citing al-Mahdi as heir (Shamma p.323, 2), good fine and scarce,
and other fulus (12), mostly Abbasid, including one of Madinat alSalam 166h, mixed grades (14)
£120-150

‡106
Spain, Castille, Alfonso VIII, dobla, Tulaitula 1238 Safar (AD
1200), with `alim for ‘year’ in mint/date formula, 3.82g (Cy
1013), good very fine
£600-800

SPAIN AND NORTH AFRICA

‡107
Spain, Castille, Alfonso VIII, dobla, Tulaitula 1250 Safar (AD
1212), with `alim for ‘year’ in mint/date formula, 3.81g (Cy
1021), almost extremely fine
£600-800
‡102
Umayyad of Spain, Sulayman, First Reign (400h), dinar,
al-Andalus 400h, uncertain ornament above obv., three annulets
above rev. field, 3.96g (Miles 342), margin weak at mint,
otherwise good very fine and rare
£700-1,000

‡108
Spain, Castille, Alfonso VIII, dobla, Tulaitula 1251 Safar (AD
1213), with `alim for ‘year’ in mint/date formula, 3.86g (Cy
1022), about extremely fine
£1,000-1,500

‡114
Almoravid, Yusuf b. Tashufin (480-500h), dinar, Sijilmasa
480h, 4.15g (Hazard 74), buckled flan, good fine to almost very
fine, three old ink-spots in inner reverse margin
£250-300

‡109
Spain, Castille, Enrique I (AD 1214-1217), dobla, Tulaitula
1255 Safar (AD 1217), with `alim for ‘year’ in mint.date formula,
3.80g (Cy 1074), almost extremely fine
£800-1,200

‡115
Almoravid, `Ali b. Yusuf (500-537h), dinar, Sijilmasa 511h,
4.10g (Hazard 178, citing one example), very fine or better, six
old ink-spots in inner reverse margin, scarce
£300-400

‡110
Spain, Castille, Enrique I, dobla, Tulaitula 1255 Safar, similar
to the last, 3.74g (Cy 1074), good very fine
£700-1,000

‡111
Spain, Castille, Enrique I, dobla, Tulaitula 1255 Safar, similar
to the last, 3.83g (Cy 1074), good very fine
£700-1,000

‡112
Almoravid, Abu-Bakr b. `Umar (448-480h), dinar, Sijilmasa
470h, 4.20g (Hazard 41), very fine or better, scarce
£300-400

‡113
Almoravid, Abu-Bakr b. `Umar, dinar, Sijilmasa 471h, 4.18g
(Hazard 42), two old ink-spots in inner reverse margin,
otherwise about extremely fine
£400-500

‡116
Almoravid, `Ali b. Yusuf, dinar, Marrakush 516h, 4.04g
(Hazard 196), good fine
£200-250

‡117
Almoravid, `Ali b. Yusuf, dinar, Ighranata 517h, 3.97g
(Hazard 248), almost very fine
£250-300

‡118
Almoravid, `Ali b. Yusuf, dinar, Ighranata 519h, 3.93g
(Hazard 251), five old ink-spots in inner reverse margin, better
than very fine
£300-400

‡119
Almoravid, `Ali b. Yusuf, dinar, al-Mariya 522h, without name
of heir, 4.04g (Hazard 291), very fine
£200-250

‡120
Almoravid, `Ali b. Yusuf, dinar, Marrakush 527h, 4.17g
(Hazard 325), good fine
£200-250

‡121
Almoravid, `Ali b. Yusuf, dinar, al-Mariya 531h, 4.16g
(Hazard 358), of crude style, good very fine
£200-300

‡127
Marinid, Abu `Inan Faris (749-759h), dinar, Madinat Fas
nd, 4.68g (Hazard 775), good very fine
£180-220

EGYPT, SYRIA, JAZIRA AND IRAQ
‡128
Tulunid, Ahmad b. Tulun (254-270h), dinar, Misr 267h,
4.29g (Grabar 4), scrape on edge and some marks, good very
fine; Khumarawayh (270-282h), dinar, Misr 277h, 4.05g
(Grabar 37), good very fine (2)
£150-200

‡122
Almoravid, `Ali b. Yusuf, dinar, al-Mariya 533h, citing heir
Tashufin, 4.17g (Hazard 396), double-striking in obverse field
(hence heir’s name unclear), good very fine
£200-300

‡129
Ikhshidid, `Ali (350-354h), dinar, Filistin 353h, 3.90g
(Bacharach 99; Nicol 1817), very fine; Tulunid,
Khumarawayh, dinar, Misr 277h, 4.32g (Grabar 37), obverse
die rust, about extremely fine (2)
£250-300

‡123
Almoravid, `Ali b. Yusuf, dinar, al-Mariya 535h, 4.17g
(Hazard 400a), crudely struck from rusty dies, almost extremely
fine for issue
£200-300

‡130
Fatimid, al-Qa`im (322-334h), dinar, al-Mahdiya 331h,
4.17g (Kazan 437), very fine and rare
£800-1,200

‡124
Almoravid, `Ali b. Yusuf, dinar, Madinat Fas 536h, 4.14g (cf
Hazard 378), light scratch on reverse, otherwise very fine with
superb calligraphy
£400-600

‡131
Fatimid, al-Mu`izz (341-365h), dinars (2), Misr 362h, month
of Jumada II, and Misr 365h, 4.14, 4.15g (Miles 40,46), good
very fine, the second with small edge chip (2)
£150-200
‡132
Fatimid, al-Mu`izz, dirham, al-Mansuriya 359h, about very
fine; with other Fatimid silver issues (5), of al-Mu`izz (2) and alHakim (3), some fine or better (6)
£120-180
‡133
Fatimid, al-Hakim (386-411h), dinars (5), Misr 390h, 395h,
396h, 407h, al-Mansuriya 387h, 4.04, 4.03, 4.19, 3.95, 4.10g,
mainly fine (5)
£300-400

‡125
Almohad, Abu Yusuf Ya`qub (580-595h), dinar, without
mint-name, 4.64g (Hazard 502), good very fine
£180-220

‡134
Fatimid, al-Hakim, dinars (2), Misr 411h and al-Mansuriya
411h, 4.18, 4.00g, first with minor edge damage, generally fine
or better, both scarce (2)
£150-200
Struck in the last year of al-Hakim’s reign.

‡135
Fatimid, al-Zahir (411-427h), dinars (3), Misr 414h, 415h,
416h, 3.93, 4.23, 4.18g (Miles 214, 216, 217), first good very fine,
second good fine, third extremely fine but with edge shaved (3)
£250-300
Ex 126
126
Hafsid, Abu’l-`Abbas Ahmad II b. Muhammad (755-758h
and 761-796h), dinar, without mint name, 4.65g (Hazard 608),
very fine and scarce, with miscellaneous Ottoman issues in silver
(13) and base metal (2), some fine (16)
£150-200
First piece illustrated.

‡136
Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinars (3), Misr 433h,
440h, 444h, 4.26, 3.93, 4.27g (Miles 324, 334, 342), the last
extremely fine, others very fine (3)
£200-300

‡148
Mamluk ashrafis (9), of Faraj (1), Barsbay (1), Jaqmaq (3),
Aynal (2), Khushqadam (1), and Qa`itbay (1), all with missing
or partial mints/dates, generally very fine (9)
£250-300

‡137
Fatimid, al-Mustansir, dinar, Sur 450h, 3.44g (Miles 298),
slightly weakly struck, good very fine and scarce
£150-200
149
Mirdasid rulers of Aleppo, Asad al-Dawla Salih (414420h), billon dirham, mint off flan (Halab) 41x, 1.69g (Album
766 RR), toned, margins weak, fine and scarce
£150-200

‡138
Fatimid, al-Musta`li (487-495h), dinar, al-Iskandariya 493h,
4,20g (Miles 395), scrapes on obverse, very fine and rare £250-300

150
Zangids of al-Mawsil, `Izz al-din Mas`ud I (576-589h),
bronze dirham, crowned seated Turk holding crescent, rev.,
inscription, 7.87g (SS 63.3), cleaned, otherwise almost
extremely fine and a rare variety; with other Islamic copper
issues (37), including pictorial bronzes (18) and an Umayyad fals
of Wasit 120h, this very fine, others generally fine or better,
mostly cleaned (38)
£200-250

‡139
Fatimid, al-Amir (495-524h), dinar, `Asqalan 502h, 4.02g,

scrapes on reverse, otherwise good very fine and very rare,
apparently the earliest known date for the mint
£1,500-2,000
‡140
Fatimid, al-Amir, dinars (2), Misr 503h, 515h, 4.32, 4.40g
(Miles 452, 467), about extremely fine (2)
£200-300
‡141
Fatimid fractional dinars (5), including al-`Aziz, al-Mansuriya
[3]x9h, al-Zahir, al-Mansuriya, no date, and al-Mustansir,
‘windmill’ type, [Siqilliya] 452h, fine to good very fine (5) £180-220
‡142
Crusader Kingdom of Jerusalem, Second Phase bezants (2),
in the name of the Fatimid al-Amir, probably struck at Acre, ‘Misr
506h’ and ‘Misr 510h’, 3.67, 3.71g (Malloy 3), almost extremely
fine (2)
£200-250
‡143
Crusader Kingdom of Jerusalem, bezants (3), in the name
of al-Amir, comprising ‘Misr 510h’ and with blundered mints and
dates (2 - one possibly ‘Misr’, the other ‘al-Iskandariya’), 3.77,
3.95, 3.74g (Malloy 4), generally good very fine (3) £250-300
144
Zirid, al-Mu’izz b. Badis, dinars (6), al-Qayrawan 442h (cf.
Hazard 4), mainly good very fine (6)
£600-700

151
Zangids of Sinjar, Fath al-din `Umar (616-617h), bronze
dirham, Sinjar 616h, crude bare head right, rev., five-line
inscription with mint and date around, 10.76g (SS 84.1; Album
1881 RRR), only about fine but a very rare type
£300-400

OTTOMAN
‡152
Sulayman I (926-974h), sultanis (4), Halab 926h, Misr 926h,
Qustantaniya 926h and Sidraqipsi 926h, 3.40, 3.46, 3.48, 3.44g
(Pere 172, 181, 177 var., 187), very fine or better (4) £200-250
‡153
Sulayman I, sultanis (10), all Misr 926h, very fine and better
(10)
£400-500
‡154
Ottoman gold struck in Egypt (7), comprising sultanis (5) of
Sulayman I, Selim II, Ahmad I, Murad II, Mehmed III; with a
zir-i mahbub of Mahmud I, and a half zir-i mahbub of Mahmud
II (KM 195), very fine to good very fine (7)
£250-300

145
Zirid, al-Mu’izz b. Badis, dinars (6), al-Qayrawan 442h (cf.
Hazard 4), mainly good very fine (6)
£600-700
146
Zirid, al-Mu`izz b. Badis, dinars (2), al-Qayrawan 442h and
443h, 3.89, 3.62g (cf. Hazard 4, -), both typically irregular
strikings but very fine or better for issue (2)
£300-400
‡147
Burji Mamluk, al-Mu`ayyad Shaykh (815-824h), ashrafi,
al-Qahira 815h, and Barsbay, ashrafis (2), al-Qahira 837h,
838h, very fine (3)
£120-150

‡155
Ibrahim (1049-1058h), sharifi altin, Misr 1049h, 3.47g (Pere
429), some flat areas, otherwise almost extremely fine, scarce
£150-200
‡156
Mustafa III (1171-1187h/1757-1774), zir-i mahbub (4),
all Islambul, years 7, 85 (2), 86 (KM 334, 335 [3]), and half zir-i
mahbub (2), both Islambul, years 85, 86 (KM 328), about
extremely fine (6)
£250-300

PRE-MONGOL IRAN

‡157
Abdul Hamid I (1187-1203h/1774-1789), sultani, Jaza`ir
1198h, 3.42g (KM 34, date unlisted), evenly struck, good very
fine and scarce
£200-300
‡158
Abdul Hamid I, half-sultani, Tunis 1188, 0.82g (KM 66), pierced,
otherwise very fine and scarce; with zir-i mahbub (2), both
Islambul, years 2 and 9 (KM 416), about extremely fine £180-220

166
Sajid, Diwdad b. Abu’l-Saj, dirham, Barda`a 287h, obv., with
letters dal-ra below, 2.07g (Vardanyan, A., ‘On the attribution of
dirhams of 282-288 AH from Barda`a and “Arminiya” with letter
waw,’ JONS 187, Spring 2006, pp.8-11, no. 7), clipped to inner
obverse margin, fine and rare
£80-120
167
Sajid Yusuf b. Diwdad (288-315h), dirham, Barda`a 293h,
2.98g (Album 1479), very fine, scarce
£80-120

‡159
Abdul Hamid I, zir-i mahbub (6), all Islambul, years 1, 2, 4, 8,
9, 10 (KM 416), generally extremely fine (6)
£300-400
‡160
Abdul Hamid I, altin, Islambul 1187/16 (KM 420), extremely
fine; Selim III, zir-i mahbub (2), both Islambul, years 5 and 9
(KM 522), extremely fine (3)
£200-300
‡161
Mahmud II (1223-1255h/1808-1839), gold issues (8), all
Qustantaniya, comprising: 2 hayriye altin, hayriye altin and halfhayriye altin, years 21, 24 and 25 respectively (KM 639, 638,
637); rumi altin, year 15 (KM 616); half-rumi altin, year 11 (KM
612), surre altin el-aliye, year 16 (KM 621); quarter zir-i
mahbub, year 13 (KM 608); and quarter-yeni altin, year 25 (KM
641), generally about extremely fine (8)
£250-300
‡162
Mahmud II, 20 para (2), Trablus 1223/8 and 1223/13, para,
Trablus 1223, and 8 kharub, Tunus 1241h (KM 137, 149, 115, 89),
very fine to good very fine, all scarce thus; with other Ottoman
silver issues (16), Ahmed III - Muhammad V, mainly crown-sized
or slightly smaller, fine and better, and other 19th and 20th century
Near or Middle Eastern issues (9), including a Sudanese 20piastres, Omdurman 1315h, mainly very fine (29)
£200-300
‡163
Abdul Mejid (1255-1277h/1839-1861), 100 ghurush, Misr
1255/5, extremely fine; Abdul Aziz (1277-1293h/1861-1876),
100, 25, 10 and 5 ghurush, all Misr 1277h, years 16, 11, 12 and 7
respectively, good very fine to extremely fine (5)
£300-400
‡164
Abdul Hamid II (1293-1327h/1786-1909), 50 kurush and 5
kurush, both Qustantaniya, years 29 and 15 respectively;
Muhammad V (1327-1336h/1909-1918), 100 kurush (3), all
Qustantaniya, years 2, 3 and 6; 25 kurush, Qustantaniya, year 4;
Republic, 100 kurush, 1923/23, with bust of Ismet Inonu instead
of Ataturk, good very fine to extremely fine (7)
£300-350
165
Ottoman: A small collection comprising kurush (2),
Qustantaniya 1106h and 1187h year 3; yuzluk, Islambul 1203h,
year 2; 20 kurush (4), Qustantaniya 1255h, years 6 and 15,
1293h year 3, 1327h year 8; lower denominations in silver (65)
and bronze (14), including silver akches (18); Mahmud II, half
hayriye altin, 1223h, year 22, many very fine, the last pierced;
with Umayyad dirham, Wasit 110h, Ilkhanid, Abaqa, dirham of
Tabriz, and a group of nine brass seal dies (98)
£150-200

168
Sajid, al-Fath b. al-Afshin, dinar, Barda`a 317h, 3.44g
(Album A1480 RR), flan crack, fine to good fine
£400-600

169
Su`lukid Governors of Rayy, Muhammad b. `Ali, dinar, alMuhammadiya 316h, 4.12g (Miles, Rayy 160A), very fine £150-200
170
`Alid Rulers of Tabaristan, al-Hasan b. Zayd (250-270h),
dirham, Jurjan 268h, with title al-Da`i `ala al-Haqq, 2.84g
(Album 1523), good fine and scarce
£80-120

171
Ziyarid rebel, Bakram b. Khurshid, dinar, mint unclear
(probably Tabaristan) 323h, 3.44g (cf. Baldwin’s Islamic Coin
Auction 10, 20 July 2005, lot 284), repaired at edge, fine and
extremely rare
£1,000-1,500
Bakram b. Khurshid was involved in the coup which overthrew
Mardawij b. Ziyar in 323h, and apparently ruled for a brief before
the accession of Washmgir later in the year. The mint-name
certainly ends –stan, but the preceding letters are not clear.

172
Ziyarid, Bisutun b. Washmgir (357-367h), dirham, Jurjan
358h, struck in his own name, 3.38g (Album A1533 RR), very
fine and rare
£150-200

173
Ziyarid, Qabus b. Washmgir (387-403h), dirham, Jurjan
390h, 6.00g (Album 1536), fine, scarce
£80-120

174
Batinite Rulers of Alamut, `Ala al-din Muhammad III
(618-653h), fractional dirham, `Ala al-din / wa’l-din // almawlana / al-`azam, 1.96g (Album 1921A RRR), a well-centred
coin, good very fine and rare
£1,000-1,500
175
Tahirid, Talha b. Tahir (207-213h), fals, Sijistan 209h
(Album A1395 RR), very fine and rare
£100-150

176
Saffarid, Ahmad b. Muhammad (311-352h), dinar, Zaranj
325h, abu Ja`far // al-Radi billah / Ahmad b. Muhammad, 4.21g
(Album A1411 RRR), matt surfaces, good very fine and
extremely rare
£800-1,200

182
Anonymous, dinar, Madinat Amul 324h, rev., al-qudrat lillah /
amir al-mu`minin, six-pointed stars in upper obverse and lower
reverse fields, 4.07g, fine and rare
£150-200
183
Anonymous, dinar, Jurjan 326h, 3.78g (cf Morton & Eden
auction 20, 27 June 2006, lot 165), fine
£150-200

184
Samanid, Nasr b. Ahmad, dinar, Madinat Amul 326h, 4.08g
(Stern -), old scrape on reverse, fine
£150-200

No Saffarid dinars of this date appear to be recorded, although a
similar piece is known dated 326h.

185
Samanid, Nasr b. Ahmad, dinar, al-Muhammadiya 326h,
3.70g (Miles, Rayy 167), weakly struck but about extremely fine
£150-200
177
Saffarid, Ahmad b. Muhammad, dinar, Sijistan 335h, obv.,
lillah / Muhammad / rasul Allah / al-Muti` lillah, rev., Qur`an cxii,
1-4 (sometimes called the Umayyad symbol) in four lines, below
which: Ahmad bin Muhammad / Khalaf, 3.14g (cf Sotheby’s, 21
November 1985, lot 405 for a coin of similar type dated 332h),
matt surfaces, very fine and extremely rare
£800-1,200
178
Samanid, Nasr b. Ahmad (301-331h), dinar, alMuhammadiya 319h, 3.46g (Miles -), fine to good fine £120-150

186
Samanid, Nasr b. Ahmad, dinar, al-Muhammadiya 327h, with
Qur`an lxiv:1 in lower obverse field, 3.77g (Miles, Rayy 168; cf
Morton & Eden auction 17, 13 December 2005, lot 920, same rev.
die), weakly struck, almost extremely fine for issue
£120-150
187
Samanid, Nasr b. Ahmad, dinar, al-Muhammadiya 327h,
similar to the last, 3.49g, very fine
£120-150

179
Samanid, Nasr b. Ahmad, dinar, al-Muhammadiya 322h,
citing al-Qahir, rev., in outer margin, tawakkil – billah
(Sufficiency is from God), 3.91g, fine
£100-120
180
Samanid, Nasr b. Ahmad, dinar, al-Muhammadiya 323h, with
ornate lam-alifs and elaborate calligraphy, 3.19g (cf Miles, Rayy
164 [but legends similar to 163A]), fine to good fine £120-150
181
Samanid, Nasr b. Ahmad, dinar, Madinat Amul 324h (cf
Morton & Eden auction 20, 27 June 2006, lot 164, same dies),
outer margins flat, fine
£120-150

188
Samanid, Nasr b. Ahmad, dinar, al-Muhammadiya 329h, with
Nasr min lillah / wa fath qarib in minuscule letters on each side,
3.95g (Miles, Rayy 169), weakly struck, good very fine with
reflective fields
£150-200
189
Samanid, Nuh b. Nasr (331-343h), fals, Ferghana Malik 330h
(cf SICA XVb 45-46), green deposit and edge chip, very fine and
rare; with other mainly Samanid fulus (6) including one of Bukhar
(sic) 357h, weighing 5.18g, mixed grades (7)
£100-150

195
Buwayhid, Fakhr al-dawla, dirham, `Uman 383h, 3.68g
(Treadwell Um383; Oman 4:16), good fine
£120-150

190
Samanid, Isma`il b. Nuh (390-395h), dinar, Naysabur 391h,

obv., al-malik al-Muntasir, rev., al-Qadir billah / Isma`il bin Nuh,
3.43g, small scratch on reverse, otherwise very fine to good very
fine and extremely rare, apparently unpublished
£1,000-1,500
Samanid rule in Central Asia was finally brought to an end by the
Qarakhanids, who captured Bukhara. Isma`il b. Nuh was a younger
brother of the last Samanid ruler, `Abd al-Malik b. Nuh, who managed to
escape the Qarakhanids. Raising an army in Khwarezm, he managed to
drive them from both Bukhara and Samarqand, but the approach of the
main Qarakhanid army forced him to flee once again to Khurasan. Here
again he was initially successful and took control of Naysabur in 391h (as
this coin attests), but was again obliged to abandon his conquests in the
face of superior forces. This time, he returned to Transoxiana where he
obtained help from the Oghuz Turks, but although he continued to inflict
defeats on the Qarakhanids he was unable to strike a decisive blow. In
394h he was comprehensively beaten by the Qarakhanids and
abandoned by the Oghuz. Isma`il and a few followers escaped to
Khurasan, and after one last failed attempt to raise support in
Transoxiana he took refuge near Marw, where he was killed by a tribal
leader in 395h.

196
Buwayhid, Baha al-dawla, dirham, Aydhaj 39x, ornate
inscriptions on both sides within octolobe, rev., two crescents in
upper field, 6.03g (cf. Treadwell Ay392 for a similar piece with
slightly different legends), centres weak, fine to good fine and
rare
£150-200

197
Buwayhid, Abu Kalijar, dirham, al-Ahwaz 424h, cinquefoil in
lower reverse field, with title Shahanshah, 3.29g (Treadwell -),
toned very fine, apparently unpublished
£200-300
198
Ghaznavid, Mahmud b. Sebuktekin (389-421h), broad
dirham, Sijistan 395h (Album 1611.1), good fine for issue and
scarce
£80-120

191
Amirs of Bust, Takantash (fl. 367-369h), broad fals, Bust
369h (Album E1478 RRR), some deposits on reverse but good
very fine and rare
£150-200

192
Buwayhid, Rukn al-dawla, dirham, `Uman 364h, 2.95g
(Treadwell Um364a; Oman 4:7), edge shaved, almost very fine
£150-200

‡199
Ghaznavid dinars (6), all Naysabur, dated 390h, 41x, 411h,
418h, 421h (?), 423h, good fine to very fine; Samanid, Ahmad
b. Isma`il, dirham, al-Shash 297/9h, almost extremely fine (7)
£200-250
200
Ghaznavid, Mahmud b. Sebuktekin, fals, Ghazna 405h, with
fine calligraphy, obv., kalima within central square with
cartouches on each face, ornaments in angles, rev., linear cross
with marginal legends arranged on the diagonals and further
inscriptions in angles, 3.25g (SICA XIVd 243), striation marks on
flan, good very fine and attractive; with miscellaneous Islamic
copper issues (10), mostly Eastern, and a Seljuq dirham of
Tughril Beg, fair to very fine (12)
£120-150
201
Khwarezmshahs, `Ala al-din Muhammad (596-617h),
dinar, Badakhshan (6)11h, 3.61g (SNAT XIVc 393), margins
weak, almost extremely fine
£120-150
‡202
Great Seljuq, Tughril Beg (429-455h), dinars (4), Naysabur
433h, 435h, 453h, and (4)x7h (Album 1665), good fine to very
fine (4)
£180-220

193
Buwayhid, Abu’l-Fawaris, dirham, `Uman 373h, 3.72g
(Treadwell -; cf Um373G for a dinar of this date), ex-mount,
otherwise good fine, the date apparently unrecorded
£250-300
194
Buwayhid, Fakhr al-dawla, dirham, `Uman 382h, 3.06g (Oman
4:14; Treadwell Um382b), margins weak, very fine
£120-150

203
Great Seljuq, Chaghri Beg Da`ud (431-452h), dinar, Marw
45x (possibly 452h?), 2.10g (Album 1667 RRR), partly double-

struck on obverse with some resulting marginal weakness,
otherwise very fine and rare
£200-300

‡211
Qajar, Fath ‘Ali Shah (1212-1250h), tomans (7), Isfahan
1232h, Kashan 1232h, Kirmanshahan 1238h, Rasht 1232, Shiraz
1233h, Tehran 1233h, Yazd 1233h, good very fine to extremely
fine, some with weakly struck edges (7)
£400-450

204
Great Seljuq, Barkiyaruq (487-498h), dinar, Amul 490h,
2.17g (cf Stern 80 but without governor’s name in obverse
field), centres weak, creased, otherwise very fine or better and
scarce
£150-200
205
Great Seljuq, Barkiyaruq, dinar, Amul 491h, legends similar
to the last, 1.92g, uneven strike, very fine or better and scarce
£120-150

206
Seljuq of Kirman, Turanshah I (477-490h), dinar, Bardasir
477h, 5.26g (Album 1700 RR), unit of date weak, good fine to
almost very fine
£150-200
207
Georgia, Queen Rusudan (AD 1223-1245), regular copper AD
1227 (Lang 13), verdigris on obverse, otherwise good fine; with
another Bagratid irregular copper, probably of Queen Ta`mar;
Safavid abbasis (2) of Sultan Husayn, Tiflis 1130, and 1131h, very
fine; and Samanid fulus (2), Samarqand 281h and 305h, very fine
and good very fine, the first scarce; and other Islamic silver coins
(9), some of Caucasian interest, some fine (15)
£100-150

POST-MONGOL IRAN

208
Ilkhanid, Queen Sati Beg (739-741h), dinar, Hamadhan
739h, type HA (pointed hexafoil/looped hexagon) 4.77g (cf
Album B2233 [silver]), old scrape on reverse, very fine to good
very fine and extremely rare
£1,500-2,000
209
Safavid, Sultan Husayn (1105-1135h), rectangular 5-shahi,
Tabriz 1129h (9 re-engraved over an 8), mint and date within
cartouche on obverse, 8.70g, good very fine
£80-120
‡210
Safavid, Sultan Husayn, rectangular 5 shahi, Tabriz 1128 (KM
276.2); Tahmasp II (1135-1145h), abbasi, Isfahan 1142h (KM
303); Afsharid, Shah Rukh (first reign 1161-1163h), 2 rupi
(2), Mashhad 1161, the other with no date visible; Zand rupi,
Kashan, possibly of ‘Ali Murad Khan (1193-1199h) (KM 560); Qajar,
Fath ‘Ali Shah, half kran, Shiraz 1249h (KM 702); 5 krans (4)
1330h, 1332h, SH1306, SH1311 (KM 976, 1058, 1106, 1131),
generally very fine, 2 of the 5 krans with defects (10)
£120-180

‡212
Qajar, Fath ‘Ali Shah, tomans (10), Isfahan 1230, 1232h,
Kashan 1233h, Rasht 1232h, Shiraz 1233h, Yazd 1232h (3),
1233 (2) (KM 753), mostly extremely fine, some weakness of
strike as is usual with this series (10)
£600-700
‡213
Qajar, Fath ‘Ali Shah, tomans (10), Kashan 1232h, Shiraz
1233h (3), 1234h, Tehran 1238h, Yazd 1232h (2), 1233h (3) (KM
753), good very fine to extremely fine for issue (10)
£600-700
‡214
Qajar, Fath ‘Ali Shah, tomans (10), Isfahan 1225h, Kashan,
1234h, Shiraz 1233h (2), Tehran 1233h, Yazd 1232h (2), 1233h
(3) (KM 753), good very to extremely fine for issue (10)
£600-650
‡215
Qajar, Fath ‘Ali Shah, tomans (10), Isfahan 1232h (2) Kashan
1233h, Shiraz 1232h, 1233h, Yazd 1232h (2), 1233h (3) (KM
753), very fine to extremely fine for issue (10)
£600-650
‡216
Qajar, Fath ‘Ali Shah, tomans (10), Isfahan 1232h, Kashan
1232h?, Shiraz 1233h (2), 1234h, Yazd 1232h (2), 1233h (3)
(KM 753), mostly extremely fine for issue, some with small areas
of deposit (10)
£600-650
‡217
Qajar, Fath ‘Ali Shah, tomans (10), Isfahan (123)2h, 1235h
(date recut from 1232), Shiraz 1233h (2), 1234h (2), Tehran
1233h, Yazd 1233h (4), (KM 753), Nasir al-Din (12641313h), one-eighth toman (0.69 g) Tehran 1294h (KM 821),
and an imitation toman with legends of Muhammad Shah on
one side and Nasir al-Din on the other, good very fine to
extremely fine for issue (13)
£650-700
‡218
Qajar, Nasir al-Din, 2 tomans (3) 1298h, 1299h (2) (KM 942),
very fine to about extremely fine, the first scarce (3) £300-350
‡219
Qajar, Nasir al-Din, tomans (3) undated (struck 1294-1295H)
(KM 932), very fine (3)
£250-300
‡220
Qajar, Nasir al-Din, tomans (8) 1297h (5), 1299h (3) (KM
933), very fine to extremely fine (8)
£300-350
‡221
Qajar, Nasir al-Din, tomans (3) 1301h, another with date
partially erased (from ring mount?) (KM 933), 1311h (KM 937),
good very fine (3)
£160-180
‡222
Qajar, Nasir al-Din, 5000 dinars (6), 1299h, 1300h, 1301h,
13(0)5 (3) (KM 927); 2000 dinars (2), 1297h, and another with
unclear date (KM 924), very fine or slightly better (8) £220-250
‡223
Qajar, Muzaffar al-Din (1313-1324h) toman, 1314h, lion
and sun on reverse (KM 988), extremely fine
£100-150
‡224
Qajar, Muzaffar al-Din tomans (4), 1316h (2), 1318h (2) (KM
995), very fine to good very fine (4)
£180-200

‡225
Qajar, Muzaffar al-Din, 5000 dinars (3) 1320h, 1322h, 1323h
(KM 994.1, 994.2); 2000 dinars undated (KM 991), very fine to
good very fine (4)
£140-160

MISCELLANEOUS

‡226
Qajar, Muzaffar al-Din, 2 toman, 1322h, royal birthday issue
(KM 997), very fine with trace of mount
£100-150
‡227
Qajar, Muhammad ‘Ali (1324-1327h), 5000 dinars, “1362”h
(for 1326) (KM 1025); Sultan Ahmad (1327-1344h), tomans (2)
1341h (KM 1074), very fine to about extremely fine (3) £120-150
‡228
Qajar, Sultan Ahmad, 5000 dinars (9), 1334h (3), 1335h (2),
1337h (2), 1342h, 1343h; 2000 dinars (2), both 1343, very fine
to good very fine (11)
£180-200
‡229
Pahlawi, Reza Shah (1344-1360h), 2 pahlavis (2) SH1306
(KM 1115), very fine to good very fine (2)
£100-120
‡230
Pahlawi, Reza Shah, reformed coinage, half pahlavis (3)
SH1310, 1312, 1314 (KM 1132), very fine to good very fine (3)
£180-200

236
Glass weight: An Islamic uniface weight in aubergine-coloured
glass with milky grey iridescence, in the centre: `Ali, unread
inscription around 31mm, minor chips but good very fine and
clearly stamped
£150-200
237
Miscellaneous Islamic coins (25), in silver (21) and base
metal (4), including an Arab-Sasanian drachm of al-Hajjaj b.
Yusuf, BYŠ 83h, a Kakwayhid dirham of Muhammad b
Dushmanzar, and Ottoman crown-sized silver (5), a few pierced
or damaged, some fine or better, et infra (3) (28)
£100-150
238
Miscellaneous Islamic coins (60), almost all silver and
mostly Ilkhanid or later, including some of Iranian interest,
mainly fine, some better (60)
£200-300

‡231
Pahlawi, Muhammad Reza Shah (SH1320-1358), pahlavis
(2) SH 1325, 1336 (KM 1150, 1162), first good very fine, second
extremely fine (2)
£180-200
232
Afrasiyabid, anonymous, citing the hidden Imam al-Mahdi
Muhammad, silver 6-dirhams, Sari 760h, 4.26g (Album A2347
RR), weak areas on both sides, about extremely fine
£100-150
233
Mangit of Bukhara, Haidar Tora (1215-1242h / 18001826), tilla, Bukhara 1233/1233h, 4.54g (Album 3030.1), small
test-marks on edge, good very fine
£120-150

234
Ghorid, Muhammad b. Sam (567-602h), posthumous dinar,
Balad Ghazna 603h, 8.18g (Album 1762), uneven strike, good
very fine
£200-250
‡235
Afghanistan, Amanullah (1337-1348h), amani and half
amani SH1404/7 (KM 912, 911); with a silver 5-rupees of
Habibullah, 1324h (KM 843), a rupee of Abdur Rahman, Kabul
1317h (KM 819.3), an anonymous rupee of Ahmadshahi 1253h,
and a Sikh rupee of Amritsar, VS 1877 (KM 20.1), gold coins
good very fine, others fine to good fine (6)
£150-120

(illustration reduced)

239
A circular bronze uniface cast decorative roundel,
probably a mirror and possibly Seljuq, depicting two humanheaded lions back-to-back within a border of ornate Kufic script,
with a pierced central boss, 110mm, sandy patination, very fine
and rare
£700-1,000

INDIAN COINS
240
Gandhara Janapada (c. 600-400 BC), Bent bar coinage,
satamanas (2), with septa-radiate symbol at each end of the
bar, bankers’ marks in middle, 11.38, 11.34g (Mitchiner ACW
4071-4), very fine (2)
£150-200
241
Gandhara Janapada (c. 600-400 BC), Bent bar coinage,
satamanas (2), similar to the last, additional symbols punched in
the middle of the bars, 11.53, 11.42g, very fine (2)
£150-200
242
Gandhara Janapada (c. 600-400 BC), Bent bar coinage,
satamanas (2), similar to the last, one unusually wide (17mm) and
the other narrow (9mm), 11.29, 11.27g, very fine (2)
£150-200
243
Gandhara Janapada (c. 600-400 BC), round silver 1/8
satamanas (10), each with a septa-radiate symbol as on the
Bent bar coinage (Mitchiner ACW 4079-4080), generally very
fine (10)
£300-400
244
Jammu and Kashmir, Vinayaditya (late 5th cent. AD), gold
stater, 7.85g (Mitchiner 3656), extremely fine
£100-120

‡245
Sultans of Dehli, Muhammad bin Tughluq (725-752h)
gold tanka, Balda Qutbabad 726h, in memory of his father (G&G
D321) good very fine and rare
£300-400
‡246
Sultans of Dehli, Qubt al-Din Mubarak (716-720h) square
silver tanka, Hadrat Dar al-Khalifa, 718h (G&G D261), good very
fine
£70-80
‡247
Mughal, Akbar (963-1014h), mohur, probably Agra, 985h
(KM 108.1); square rupee Ahmadabad, Ilahi 38 (KM 88.1), very
fine (2)
£180-200

‡248
Mughal, Shah Jahan I (1037-1068h), mohur, Ahmadabad,
(10)42h, month of Di (KM 255.1), good very fine
£250-300

‡251
Round gold religious token, 10.84g, imitation of an Akbar
mohur of Urdu Zafar Qarin, obv. within square with dotted
border, reverse similar, very fine and unusual
£180-200

‡252
Awadh, Ghazi al-Din Haidar (as king 1234-1243h)
ashrafi, 1235h/ahd (KM 170.1, mint epithet Dar al-Amaret, this
date combination not listed for this variety), good very fine but
with trace of mount, scarce
£180-200

253
Bahawalpur, Sir Sadiq Muhammad Khan V (1907-1947),
gold portrait ashrafi, 1343h, 7.45g, on a slightly dished flan,
minor marks, otherwise about extremely fine
£300-350
‡254
Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan II (1285-1329h)
ashrafi, 1325h/41 (Y 44.1), extremely fine
£150-180
‡255
Hyderabad, Mir Usman Ali Khan (1329-1367h), ashrafi,
1343h/14 (Y 57a), almost extremely fine
£130-150
‡256
Kutch, Desalji II (1234-1277h), gold 25 kori, VS 1914 (C 67);
Indore, Jaswant Rao (1213-1226h) nazarana rupee, 1222h
(KM 8); Banswara, rupee (KM 23) very to good very fine (3)
£100-110

‡257
‡East India Company, Madras Presidency, quarter rupee
of Chinapatan in the name of Farrukhsiyar, 1128h year 5 (not
listed in KM or Pridmore), very fine and very rare
£150-200

‡249
Mughal, Shah Jahan I, mohur, Surat, year 2, Azar (KM
255.6), good very fine
£250-300

‡258
Gold tola weight of Manilal Chimanlal & Co, Bombay,
11.72g, inscribed Diamond Fine Gold fine 9950, good extremely
fine; East India Company, Bengal Presidency, mohur,
Murshidabad year 19 type, 12.19g, possibly a contemporary copy,
about extremely fine (2)
£220-250

‡250
Mughal, Aurangzeb (1068-1118h), mohur, Surat, 1105h,
year 37 (KM 315.45), very fine
£140-160
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259
Edward IV, groat, Bristol mint, m.m. crown, 2.47g (S. 2004),
clipped, very fine
£70-100

264
Charles I, shilling, Ashby de la Zouche mint (?), 1645, m.m.
plume/A, crowned bust left, rev., declaration type and with A
below date, 6.09g (N. 2519; Brooker 1120; S. 3032), partly weak
and double struck, otherwise very fine and rare
£500-700
260
Charles I, crown, Truro mint (1642-43), m.m. rose, equestrian
portrait of king left, rev., oval shield, 28.55g (N. 2531; Brooker
1008; S. 3045), grey toned, good fine
£250-300

265
Charles I, Newark Besieged (1645-46), halfcrown, 1646,
14.44g (N. 2638; Brooker 1222; S. 3140A), 4 of date weak,
good fine
£400-500

261
Charles I, crown, Truro mint (1642-43), m.m. rose, equestrian
portrait of king left, rev., oval shield, 29.42g (N. 2531; Brooker
1008; S. 3045), sometime cleaned, good fine
£200-250
262
Charles I, crowns (2), Truro (S. 3045), one fine, the other poor;
and Bristol mint, halfcrown, 1643, date weak, fair (3) £150-200

266
Charles I, Newark Besieged, shilling, 1645, OBS NEWARKE
type, 6.31g (N. 2639; Brooker 1223, same dies; S. 3141), some
scratches, very fine and rare
£700-900
267
Charles I, Newark Besieged, ninepence, 1646 (N. 2641; Brooker
1227; S. 3144), pierced, reverse weak, fair to fine
£100-120

263
Charles I, crown, Exeter mint, 1645, m.m. castle, 28.23g (N.
2559; Brooker 1038ff; S. 3062), cleaned, fine
£200-250

268
Charles I, Scottish coinage, Third Coinage (1637-42), twelve
shillings, F over crown on rev., 5.70g (S. 5560), about very fine
£100-150

276
Anne, crowns (2), both 1703, VIGO below bust, one tooled, the
other cleaned and ex-swivel mount; halfcrowns (2), 1703 VIGO
and 1713, fair to fine (4)
£200-250
277
George II, halfcrowns (5), 1745 (1) and 1746 (4), all with LIMA
below bust (S. 3695 and 3695A), fine or good fine (5) £200-250
269
Commonwealth, halfcrown, 1653, m.m. sun, 14.99g (S.
3215), fine
£150-200

278
George II, shilling, 1741 (S. 3701), good very fine; with
shillings (3), 1739, 1745 LIMA and 1758; and sixpence, 1745
LIMA, fine to very fine (5)
£200-250

270
Commonwealth, halfcrown, 1653, m.m. sun, 14.50g (S.
3215), about fine
£100-150

279
George III, Madrid mint 4 reales, 1791, obv. with oval countermark of George III (S. 3767), toned, good very fine
£300-400

271
Charles II, crown, 1666, elephant below bust (ESC 33; S.
3356), fine
£200-250

272
Charles II, crown, 1666, elephant below bust, rev., RE.X variety
(ESC 34; S. 3356), some edge knocks, fine and rare
£300-400
273
Charles II, crown, 1666, elephant below bust, rev., RE.X
variety (ESC 34; S. 3356), good, rare
£200-250

280
George III, Mexico City mint 8 reales, 1793, obv. with oval
countermark of George III, brooch mounting removed from obv,
about very fine; Bank of England dollars (2), 1804, halfcrown, 1819,
shillings (2) and sixpence, 1787; with cartwheel twopence and
penny, 1797 and tokens (2), fine, some better (11)
£200-250

281
George III, Bank of England dollar, 1804, type with no stop
after REX (S. 3768), edge marks, traces of overstriking, good
very fine
£200-250

274
Charles II, crowns (3), 1664, 1671 and 1679, last two with
portraits re-engraved, mainly fine; and halfcrown, 1672, 3rd bust
type, edge reads V. QVARTO (S. 3366), fine; James II, crown,
1687, good (5)
£300-400
275
William and Mary, halfcrowns (4), 1689 (3) and 1693; shilling,
1693 (mounted); William III, crown, 1695, halfcrown, 1696,
mainly fine (7)
£200-250

282
Scotland, Lanark Mills, 5 shillings, Mexico City 8 reales, 1799,
assayer F.M., obv. with circular countermark PAYABLE AT LANARK
MILLS surrounding 5/ (Manville 69), edge marks, host coin good,
countermarks very fine
£180-220

291
Crown, 1690, normal variety, with much evidence of overstriking
on 1690 halfcrown (S. 6578; SC 030), very fine
£100-120
292
Crown, 1690, similar to the last (S. 6578), very fine

£100-120

283
Victoria, Gothic crown, 1847, lettered edge reads UNDECIMO
(ESC 288; S. 3883), with obverse marks, toned, about extremely
fine
£700-900
284
Victoria, Gothic crown, 1847, lettered edge reads UNDECIMO
(ESC 288; S. 3883), brooch mounting removed from obverse,
sometime cleaned, fine to very fine
£150-200
285
Edward VII, matt proof crown, 1902 (ESC 362; S. 3979),
extremely fine
£100-120
286
Crowns (9), 1822, 1889 (2), 1892, 1935 (2), 1937 (2) and
1951; double florins (5), 1887 (2), both Roman I, and 1889 (3);
halfcrowns (3), 1837, 1874, 1887; shillings (3), all 1887, mixed

grades, mainly fine or better, some 1887 issues extremely fine;
together with Victoria, mis-struck farthing, 1859, very fine and
struck off centre (21)
£220-250
287
George III-Elizabeth II, ‘Coin Library’ albums (3), containing
respectively halfcrowns (77 and 50p (2)), florins (77 and 10p
(2)) and shillings (117 and 5p (1)), mainly fine or better, the
modern dates mostly extremely fine (276)
£200-300
g288
Gold: sovereigns (5), 1957, 1963, 1964, 1966, 1967; halfsovereigns (3), 1887JH (cleaned), 1892, 1914, mainly extremely
fine (8)
£350-400
289
Enamelled Coins: George III, crown; Victoria, Gothic florin
and 1887 double-florin, shilling and sixpence; Mexico, 8 reales,
1772, all with reverses enamelled in multi colours, mainly with
brooch fittings removed, fine and better; with National Union of
Railwaymen, enamelled badge, fine (7)
£100-150

293
Crown, 1690, similar (S. 6578), centres weak, very fine and
without the usual traces of overstriking
£100-120
294
Crowns (2), similar (S. 6578), almost very fine, one dark toned
(2)
£120-150
295
Crowns (3), 1690, similar (S. 6578), about very fine (3) £180-220
296
Crowns (2), 1690, similar (S. 6578), good fine; and another
with early style obverse (as SC 015), fine (3)
£120-150
297
Crowns (3), 1690, similar (S. 6578); and another with die axis at
90 degrees to left (S. 6578D), fine or good fine, the last only good
(4)
£150-200
298
Crowns (10), 1690, similar (S. 6578), mainly fine (10)

£300-400

299
Crowns (16), 1690, similar, poor to about fine (16)

£100-150

300
Crowns (4), 1690, similar, but all with die axes of 180 degrees,
fair to good fine (4)
£100-150

Irish Gun Money of the Civil War period, 1689-91
struck under James II
301
Halfcrown, large size, July 1689, type with smaller letters J-R on
reverse (S. 6579AA; SC 010), about very fine, rare
£120-150

290
Crown, 1690, variety with reverse legend reading VICTO/RE;
die axis at 90 degrees to right (S. 6578A; SC 055), sometime
slightly cleaned, very fine, a scarce variety
£150-200

302
Halfcrown, large size, Aug: 1689 (S. 6579B; SC 025), partly
weak, otherwise extremely fine
£150-200

303
Halfcrowns (6), large size, Aug. 1689, two with month as
Augt: (S. 6579B), mainly fine to very fine (6)
£200-250

313
Halfcrown, small size, May 1690 (S. 6580B), brown patina,
good very fine
£80-100
314
Halfcrowns (2), small size, May 1690 (S. 6580B), generally
very fine (2)
£100-150
315
Halfcrowns (4), small size, May 1690, two with stop after May
(S. 6580B), mainly very fine; another, May 1690 with stop
between FR and A (S. 6580BB), about fine (5)
£200-250

304
Halfcrown, large size, Sepr 1689, with no stops on obverse (S.
6579DDD; SC 055), centres weak, extremely fine and rare
£180-220
305
Halfcrowns (4), large size, Oct: 1689 (3) and OCTr (S. 6579E),
mainly very fine or better (4)
£200-300

316
Halfcrowns (6), small size, May 1690, all with stop after May
(S. 6580B), mainly fine to about very fine (6)
£200-250
317
Halfcrowns (21), small size, mostly May 1690, two pierced,
poor to about fine (21)
£100-150
318
Halfcrowns (5), small size, June 1690 (4) and July 1690 (S.
6580 D and F), one June 1690 has been gilt, mainly good fine to
very fine (5)
£200-250
319
Halfcrown, small size, Aug: 1690, struck at Limerick (S.
6580G), about very fine
£100-120

306
Halfcrown, large size, Nov: 1689 (S. 6579G), extremely fine
£150-200

320
Shillings (4), large size, July 1689, one without stop after DEI (cf.
S. 6581A), one poor, others good fine to very fine (4)
£80-120

307
Halfcrowns (4), large size, Nov: 1689, Dec. 1689, Jan 1689, Mar:
1689 (S. 6579 G, H, J and L), mainly good very fine (4) £300-350
308
Halfcrown, large size, Mar: 1689, both letter A’s unbarred in
GRATIA (cf. S. 6579L), very fine; another, OCT. 1689 (S.
6579E), good very fine but pierced (2)
£80-120

321
Shilling, large size, Aug 1689 (S. 6581C), almost extremely fine
£100-120

309
Halfcrowns (27), large size, all 1689, months of September
(7), October (11), November (1), December (2), February (4),
illegible (2), poor to good fine (27)
£300-350
310
Halfcrowns (2), large size, Mar: 1690 and Apr: 1690 (S. 6579
M and N), mainly very fine (2)
£120-150
311
Halfcrowns (16), large size, all 1690, months of March (8), April
(6), May (1), illegible (1), poor to good fine (16)
£150-200

322
Shilling, large size, Augt: 1689 (S. 6581C), with edge cut and
minor edge scuff, extremely fine and well struck
£120-150
323
Shillings (15), large size, August 1689 (13) and illegible month
1689 (2), fine to very fine but last two good (one of which
possibly a contemporary copy) (15)
£280-320
324
Shillings (5), large size, Sepr: 1689, Oct: 1689, Nov: 1689 and
Dec: 1689, Jan: 1689 (S. 6581 D, E, H, K and M), good very fine
and better (5)
£300-400

312
Halfcrown, small size, May 1690 (S. 6580B; SC 350), slightly
cleaned, extremely fine
£100-120

325
Shillings (27), large size, all 1689, months of September (3),
October (7), November (6) and December (11), mainly fine,
some better (27)
£300-400

331
Shillings (17), small size, May and May. 1690 (S. 6582; SC 465
and 475), very fine; and others of April, May (4) and June (10),
1690, poor to fine (17)
£180-220

326
Shilling, large size, 10r (Dec) 1689, type with inverted reverse die
(S. 6581LL), surface marks, good very fine and rare
£120-150
327
Shilling, large size, 10r (Dec) 1689, type with inverted reverse die
(S. 6581LL), very fine and rare; another, 9r (Nov) 1689, apparently
with FBA for FRA on reverse, only about fine (2)
£120-150
328
Shillings (15), large size, all 1689, months of January (11), including one with inverted reverse die and three with reverse die axis at
90 degrees to right; February (1) and March (3) including two with
inverted reverse die, mainly fine to very fine (15)
£350-400
329
Shillings (16), large size. all 1690, months of March (12,
including two with no stops on reverse), April (2) and uncertain
(2), mainly fine to very fine, the last two only fair (16) £350-400

332
Sixpence, July 1689, without stops in obverse legend (cf. S.
6583B), good very fine, apparently an unrecorded variety £120-150
333
Sixpence, 7ber (Sept) 1689 (S. 6583F), discoloured, fine to
very fine and rare
£150-200

334
Sixpence, Feb: 1689 (S. 6583K), extremely fine

£120-150

335
Sixpences (7), 1689, months of July (5) and August (2), two
poor, others fine to good very fine (7)
£200-300

330
Shilling, small size, May. 1690 (S. 6582D), good very fine
£100-120

336
Other Irish, James I, Harrington farthing, m.m. cinquefoil (S.
6521); James II, halfpenny, 1686 (poor); Siege of Limerick,
halfpennies (2), 1691 (S. 6594); George I, Wood’s halfpenny,
1723; George III, Bank of Ireland, 6 shillings, 1804 (S. 6615);
and other Irish Ae (6), mainly fair to fine (12)
£120-150

British and Irish Coins from Other Properties
337
William I, Paxs type penny, London, moneyer Godric (S. 1257),
very fine
£100-150

341

Henry VIII, Second Coinage, groat, m.m. lis, portrait of Henry VIII
(N. 1797; S. 2337E), minor flan flaws, generally very fine £100-150

338
Henry VI, Annulet Issue, Calais groat, fine; other English
hammered silver (8), Henry III-Elizabeth, fair to fine and a
contemporary forgery of a Commonwealth halfcrown in silver-plated
copper, some plating removed; Ireland, Edward IV, Sixth coinage
(Light ‘cross and pellets’ issue), Dublin groat, with annulets at neck
and rosettes in two quarters on reverse, 2.14g, clipped, very good
to fine; with Spanish Colonial, cob 8 reales, Lima mint, 1699,
good fine and miscellaneous Roman and foreign minor coins,
counters etc. (28), poor to fine (40)
£250-300

Purchased from Baldwin’s, 1970.

339
Edward IV, Bristol groat, m.m. crown (on reverse), reads
BISTOLL (S. 2004), fine but pierced and Elizabeth I, milled
sixpence, 1562, m.m. star (S. 2594), surface knocks and marks,
otherwise good fine (2)
£100-150

Purchased from Baldwin’s, 1969.

340
Henry VIII, First Coinage, groat, m.m. portcullis, portrait of
Henry VII (N. 1762; S. 2316), small punch-mark in reverse field,
good fine, with clear portrait
£100-150

Purchased from Seaby, 1969.

Purchased from Baldwin’s, 1969.

342
Edward VI, Fine Issue (1551-53), shilling, m.m. tun (N. 1937; S.
2482), minor striking faults, about very fine and clear
£150-200
343
Philip and Mary, shilling, 1555, dated issue with English titles
and mark of value (N. 1968; S. 2501), weak in places, generally
fine
£140-180

344
Elizabeth I, Fifth Issue, shilling, m.m. hand (N. 2014; S. 2577), a
few surface marks, about very fine, with a good portrait £120-150

345
Elizabeth I, Fifth Issue (1582-1600), shilling, m.m. tun (S. 2577),
vertical scratch before portrait, otherwise very fine
£150-200

349
Charles I, Pontefract Besieged, 1648-49, shilling, first type,
struck during Charles I’s lifetime, on lozenge-shaped flan; obv.,
C R crowned, DVM SPIRO SPERO around, rev., Castle gateway, OBS
P-C 1648, hand holding sword at right, 5.18g (SCBI Brooker
1229-30, same dies; N. 2646; S. 3148), very fine but surfaces

marked and slightly crimped at top and bottom in a manner
which has not affected the die-struck area, rare
£1,200-1,500

Purchased from Seaby, 1968.

346
James I, Third Coinage (1619-25), shilling, m.m. thistle, sixth
bust right, rev., plumes above square shield (N. 2125; S. 2669),
minor striking crack, generally good fine
£200-300

350
Charles I, Pontefract Besieged, 1648-49, shilling, second type,
struck in the name of Charles II, on octagonal flan, 4.25g (SCBI
Brooker 1234, same dies; N. 2648; S. 3150), neatly plugged at 1
347
Charles I, Briot’s Second Milled Issue (1638-39), shilling, m.m.
anchor and B (S. 2859), some adjustment marks on reverse,
about very fine
£150-200

o’clock on obverse and with a flaw below the crown, otherwise
very fine
£500-700

Purchased from Seaby, 1968.

351
The Commonwealth, shilling, 1653, m.m. sun (ESC 987; S.
3217), about fine
£80-120

Ex 348
348
Charles I, Newark Besieged, lozenge-shaped shilling, 164[ ],

reverse die not represented in the Brooker Collection, very weak
in parts, fair; Tower shillings (3), m.m.’s bell, triangle (2), and a
Charles I coin weight for a half-unite, about fine or better; with

miscellaneous British, Scottish and other minor hammered silver
(9) and bronze (2), including a Berwick penny of type 4, poor to
good fine (16)
£180-220

352
Charles II, pattern farthing, 1665, in silver, bust left with short
hair, edge plain, 23.5/24mm (B.M.C. 411), good very fine
£150-200

364
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, crown, double florin (Arabic 1),
halfcrown, florin, shillings (2), sixpences (2, both types),
threepence, mainly extremely fine; halfcrown, 1900, shilling,
1866, Bristol token sixpence, 1811, small silver medals for the
1897 Jubilee (5), very fine; and gold sovereign, 1817, mounted,
about fine (18)
£200-250
353
William and Mary, shilling, 1693, var. with 9 of date over 0 or
inverted 9 (ESC 1076A), die flaw on reverse, good fine and
clear, rare
£150-200
Purchased from Spink, 1976.

354
George III, guinea, 1786, very fine; with miscellaneous English
and other coins (24) and medallions (2), coins including a
denarius of Caracalla, crown, 1887 and an Alwar rupee, 1880,
mixed grades and quality (27)
£200-250
355
George III, Mexico City 8 reales, 1795 F.M., countermarked
with the King’s head in small oval (E.S.C. 129), very fine,
countermark better
£180-220
356
George III, ‘Cartwheel’ twopence, 1797; other coppers
comprising pennies, 1826, 1857, halfpennies, 1799, 1853, 1854,
1857, farthings, 1744, 1841, 1853; bronze penny, 1860 (S. 3954,
dies 2/D), halfpenny, 1887, mainly very fine, some better (12)
£200-250
357
George III, ‘Cartwheel’ twopence, 1797 very fine; with
miscellaneous British and other coins etc. (189), including a few
older coins in silver and a few tokens but also many 20th century
minor issues, mixed grades and quality (190)
£100-150
358
George III, ‘Cartwheel’ twopence, 1797, rev. edge knock,
extremely fine with some lustre; and another similar, four edge
knocks, good very fine (2)
£150-200
359
George III, Bank of England dollar, 1804 (ESC 149; S. 3768), fine
to good fine; with bank tokens for eighteen pence (2), 1811, 1812,
earlier shillings (3), 1696 y, 1736 roses and plumes, 1743 roses, all
about fine, other coins (3), and small silver medals for Jubilee, 1897
and Coronation, 1902, mixed grades (11)
£150-200
360
George IV, shilling, 1825, bare head type; Victoria, ‘Godless’
florin, 1849 and copper halfpenny, 1854, all about extremely
fine (3)
£150-200
361
George IV, shilling, 1826, a little lightly struck, extremely fine;
and George V, wreath crown, 1931, very fine to good very fine
(2)
£120-150
362
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds, rev. edge scuff and knock,
other surface marks, about extremely fine
£400-450
363
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds, scuffed, about extremely
fine
£400-450

365
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof crown, one or two
handling marks, good extremely fine; with George V, wreath crown,
1933, very fine, and florin, 1922, extremely fine (3)
£150-200
366
Edward VII, halfcrowns (13), 1902, 1903, 1904 (2), 1906, 1907
(3, one good very fine with slight edge bruises), 1908 (2), 1909;
florins (9), 1902, 1903 (2), 1904, 1906, 1907 (2), 1910 (2); shillings
(8), 1902, 1904 (2), 1906-10, mainly fine (30)
£250-300
367
Miscellaneous, Maundy fourpences (6), 1835, 1850, 1853,
1858, 1859, 1867, twopences (4), 1837, 1840, 1853, 1865,
pennies (2), 1850, 1894, mainly extremely fine; France, Louis
XVI, écu, 1784A; a Becker forgery of a restoration denarius of
Trajan; with miscellaneous coins in silver (30) and base metal (78)
and medals/badges (13), some fine and better (135)
£150-200
368
Miscellaneous, British and foreign coins in silver and base
metal, including crowns (10), 1819, 1896, 1935, 1937, 1953,
1960, 1965 (4); halfcrowns, 1689, 1817, 1902; 18th century
halfpenny tokens (20); and restrike bronze Papal medals (2),
mixed grades (several hundreds)
£200-300
369
Miscellaneous, farthings (126), Charles II – Elizabeth II, half
farthings (4), third farthings (2) and token farthing of Thomas
Huns of Oxford, 1666; florin, 1887; other English silver (14);
South Africa, crown sized (15) and smaller (about 100) with
proof set, 1976; other coins (about 30), notes (3), mixed
grades, some in albums (lot)
£180-220
370
Miscellaneous, crowns (7) including 1818, 1845, 1893, 1935 (3),
other silver (33) and base metal (11) including James’ Middlesex
penny token (D & H 31), some fine or better (51)
£100-150
371
Miscellaneous, coins and medals (74), including Irish gun
money halfcrown, May 1689 and bronze service medal for the
general strike, 1926 (Eimer 2003), also coins of South American
interest, fine and better (74)
£100-150
372
Miscellaneous British and World coins (many hundreds),
the majority of British interest, including many in silver, mixed
grades (lot)
£300-400
373
Channel Islands, miscellaneous coins (112), including Victorian
issues (29), some fine or better (112)
£70-100

376
17th Century issues of Bedfordshire (39), all duplicates of
pieces in the preceding lot, comprising Williamson/Dickinson 5,
7(2), 9(2), 10, 12(2), 15, 16(2), 17(2), 18(4), 19, 24, 25(3),
29(3), 32, 33(2), 39, 47A [Mary Brine, Barford; listed by
Dickinson as ‘probably Warwickshire’], 48, 50(2), 77(2), 83A(2),
89, 90, condition generally inferior to corresponding pieces in

the preceding lot and four pierced [one each of 25, 32, 33 and
50], poor to very fine (39)
£400-500

374
Banknote: Bank of England, Henry Hase (1807-29), £1,
emergency issue dated 21 Jan. 1826, with countersignature of ‘R.
Parsons’ (D. B201d), has been mounted, with associated marginal

holes, stained at left and with some paper loss at right but the
printed area clear and complete, generally very good
£300-400

377
17th Century: A reverse brockage of John Paulin’s farthing,
Bedford, 1654 (W. 18) and a regular striking of the same token
from the same reverse die, very good to fine; together with 18th
Century, Kempson’s token depicting Flitwick Church,
Bedfordshire, dated 1797, edge plain (D.H. 537), slightly flawed,
good very fine (3)
£80-120
378
17th Century issues of East Anglian counties (8), comprising
Essex, W.167, fine, Huntingdonshire, W. 2, poor, W. 7 (4), 60 and
Lincolnshire, W. 234, these fair to good fine (8)
£120-150

Tokens

Ex 379
379
17th Century issues of various counties (5), comprising
Cambridgeshire (2), W. 62, 75, Huntingdonshire, W. 33, London, W.
3152 and Oxfordshire, W. 134, about fine to very fine; together with
a brass boundary ticket of Minster (Isle of Sheppey), rev., IOHN RICE
(Davis 61), small punch mark, very fine (6)
£120-150
380
17th Century issues of Gloucestershire (6), W. 18, 44, 49
[octagonal], 50, 78, 163, about fine to good fine (6) £120-150
381
17th Century issues of Herefordshire (6), W. 14, 55, 57, 62,
63, 71, 62 corroded and 71 buckled, fair to fine (6)
£250-300
Ex 375
375
An old collection of 55 different 17th Century issues of
Bedfordshire, referenced to Williamson/Dickinson as follows
and comprising 1A [dated1664], fair, 3, very fine, 5, good fine,
7, fine, 8, fair, 9, fine, 10, about fine, 11, very good, 12, very
fine, 14, surface corrosion, fine or better, 15, fine, 16, good fine,
17, good fine, 18, fine, 19, flan clipped, fine, 21 [heart-shaped],
metal flaw on reverse, good fine, 24, fine, 25, fair, 28, very fine,
29, fine, 30, fine, 32, very good, 33, fine, 36, about fine, 39,
some corrosion, very good, 40, very fine, 41, fair, 42, very good,
43, corroded, only fair but fully legible, 47a [Mary Brine,
Barford; listed by Dickinson as ‘probably Warwickshire’], fine,
48, fine or better, 50, severe flaw or punch-mark, otherwise
very fine, 58A, fair, 59, fair, 62, small flan clip, good fine, 67,
very good, 68, very fine, 71, surface scratched, very good, 72,
very good, 73, very fine, 73A, corroded and only partly legible,
73B, about fine, 73C, some corrosion, very good to fine, 77,
small flan clip, fine, 79, poor to fair, 80, poor but legible, 83A,
small flan clip, fine, 85, fine, 89, good fine, 90, good fine, 93,
poor but legible, 94 [reads STEVENTON], good fine, 95, buckled
and corroded, devices and legends clear, 96, very good and
101, small flan clip, very good (55)
£1,400-1,800

382
17th Century issues of Shropshire (2), both Ludlow, W. 25,
about fine, 37, slightly stained but very fine (2)
£70-100
383
18th Century, Middlesex, Orchard’s halfpenny depicting
Islington Old Church, 1798 (D.H. 403), apparently struck in a

damaged or broken collar, flan cracks but good extremely fine,
with much original lustre; with other Middlesex tokens, mostly

by Spence but also by Sims and Harrison, comprising
halfpennies (4) and farthings (5) (D.H. 478a, 714, 801, 1012,
1059, 1088, 1106, 1112, 1119), generally extremely fine, nearly
all with lustre (10)
£250-300
384
Range of 18th Century halfpennies (21), a Bath farthing,
1794 and various 19th Century pieces (5), generally good very
fine, several with traces of original lustre (27)
£300-400

385
A group of mainly 18th Century halfpennies, also with
some farthings, 19th Century issues, regal imitations etc. and
including a countermarked Adelphi Cotton Works halfpenny,
mixed grades, mostly fine or very fine (about 110)
£400-500
386
Miscellaneous: Norfolk, King’s Lynn, token farthings, 1669 (2both W. 65), one very fine, the other pierced; with a James I
‘Harington’ farthing (S.2676), rose farthings (2), Wood’s
halfpenny, 1723, various 18th-19th century copper tokens (10),
some fine and a provincial £1 banknote of Norwich &
Swaffham Bank, 1825, with bankruptcy stamps, stained, fair
(17)
£80-120
387
Counters and Book: A group of French and other counters, jetons
etc. in copper and brass (55), mostly 17th - early 19th Century,
mainly fine or very fine; together with an impaired copy of Barnard,
Francis Pierrepont, The Casting-Counter and the Counting-Board,
Oxford, 1916, 63 plates, 4to., lacking the final plate LXIV, rear board

Irish Coins and Tokens
388
Ireland, ‘Voce Populi’ Coinage dated 1760, halfpenny, D. & F.
type 6, of crude ‘square head’ style, usual die flaws, fine and
clear; with large ‘Gunmoney’ halfcrowns (3), Aug. 1689, Sepr
1689, May 1690, generally fine (4)
£80-120

389
Ireland, ‘Voce Populi’ Coinage dated 1760, halfpenny, D. & F.
type 9, with P underneath the head, good fine and clear £80-120

replaced with buckram and with some water damage to the last
half-dozen plates [although text and all the “numismatic” plates are
complete and in good condition], cover and spine in original blue
cloth, a good working copy (lot)
£150-200

FOREIGN GOLD COINS

396
Spain, Aragon, Pedro IV (1335-87), florin, shield and crown
at end of reverse legend, 3.30g (V.Q. 5602), usual poor
striking, good fine
£120-150
390
Egypt, Fuad (1922-36), 500 piastres, 1922, edge bruise,
scuffed, extremely fine
£500-600

391
Malta, Fra Emmanuel Pinto (1741-1773), 10 scudi, 1756 (R. &
S. 36), good very fine
£500-600
392
Monaco, Albert I (1889-1922), 100 francs, 1891, very fine
£240-260
393
Monaco, Albert I, 100 francs, 1895, good very fine

£240-280

394
Monaco, Albert I, 100 francs, 1904, extremely fine

£240-280

395
Monaco, Albert I, 100 francs, 1904 very fine

£240-260

397
Spain, Johanna and Charles V (1506-16), escudos (3), issued
1535, all Seville mint, with assayer's mark star, 3.33, 3.31,
3.30g (Cy 2984), generally fine (3)
£200-300

398
Spain, Philip II (1555-98), 2 escudos, undated, Seville mint,
assayer D, 6.7g (Cy 3887), most of legend off flan, very fine
£200-300
399
Switzerland, Zurich, quarter-ducat, 1692 (DT 1063c), creased,
very fine; Confederation, 20 francs (3)1886, 1891, 1909, 10
francs, 1913, 1922, very fine or better; 150th anniversary of the
Canton of Aargau, 1953, gold medal, Berne mint, 27.09g,
extremely fine (7)
£300-350

FOREIGN SILVER AND BRONZE COINS
Spanish, Spanish American and Dutch Coins
from the collection of Leslie Sanders Esq.
400
Argentina, Rio de la Plata, 4 reales, 1813, Potosi, assayer J;
Azores, Maria I, 20 reis, 1795; Bolivia, Charles III, 8 reales,
1776, 4 reales, 1774; Charles IV, 8 reales, 1797, 1808;
Ferdinand VII, 8 reales, 1823 (assayer PJ); Republic, 4 soles,
1830, mainly fine to very fine (8)
£150-200
401
Bolivia, Philip II, cob 8 reales, Potosi, assayer B; Philip III, cob
8 reales, Potosi, assayer Q, both very fine; Philip IV, cob 8
reales, Potosi, assayer T, some corrosion, fine (3)
£120-150

402
Bolivia, Charles II, cob 8 reales, Potosi, 1683, assayer V, with
three dates visible (Cy 7103), very fine for issue
£150-200
403
Bolivia, Charles II, cob 8 reales (3), 1689, 1690 and 1696, Potosi,
all assayer VR monogram; Charles III, cob 8 reales (2), 1762 and
1772, assayer V; Peru, Charles II, cob 8 reales, 1689, Lima,
assayer R, mainly fine or good fine for issue (6)
£300-400
404
Brazil, Minas Gerais, Bolivian 8 reales of 1804
counterstamped for 960 reis (KM 242), coin fine, countermark
very fine; with 960 reis (2), 1810B, 1815B; 640 reis (2), 1701P,
1783; and copper 40 reis (overstruck on 80 reis of 1831), mainly
very fine or better (6)
£180-220
405
British West Indies, Tortola, quarter dollar comprising
“TIRTILA” countermark (type III, c. 1805-24) on cut segment of
a Spanish dollar, 5.06g (Pridmore 13), coin poor, countermark
very fine; Netherlands Antilles, Curaçao, 3 reaal comprising
“3” countermark on triangular section of a Spanish dollar, 3.80g
(cf. KM 29; Pridmore p. 252-3), coin fine, countermark very fine
(2)
£100-150

407
Grenada, a cut fourteenth segment of a Spanish dollar, with
“G” counterstamp, 1.83g (cf. Pridmore 1 = Pridmore sale part 1,
lot 357 – wt. 1.70 g), coin fine, countermark very fine, rare
£300-400

408
Guatemala, Philip V, cob 8 reales, 1733, assayer J (Cy 8734;
KM 6), date weak but legible, good to fine and rare (probably
ex-Hollandia)
£200-300
409
Mexico, Philip II-III, cob 8 reales (2), assayers F and J; other
cob 8 reales (3), with illegible mints, fair to very fine (one of the
last of irregular form) and all from the wreck of the Hollandia,
with certificates; and shilling of William III, 1697Y, fair, from the
wreck of HMS Association (6)
£150-200
410
Mexico, Philip III-IV, cob 8 reales, assayer D, very fine, from the
Lucayan Beach wreck (Grand Bahama Island); Charles II, cob 8
reales, 1680, assayer L, pitted, about fine, apparently from the
wreck of the Joanna (sank 1682); Philip V, cob 8 reales, 1732,
assayer F, fine, obverse off centre, from the wreck of the
Vliegenthart (sank 1735), with certificate (3)
£200-300

The coin of Curaçao is underweight, not struck on a true segment
and is probably a contemporary imitation.

406
Chile, Republic, 1 peso, 1875 Santiago; Columbia, Ferdinand
VII, 2 reales, 1811; Guatemala, Charles IV, 8 reales, 1804 NG,
assayer M (pierced) and half-real, 1789; Republic, 4 reales (2),
1865, 1868; and peso, 1891, countermarked for half-real, 1894
(KM 224); Peru, Ferdinand VI, real, 1755LM, assayerJM;
Charles III, 8 reales, 1773 LIMAE monogram, assayer JM;
Charles IV, 8 reales, 1796 LIMAE monogram (cleaned and ex
wreck); Republic, 8 reales, 1834 Cusco (KM 142.2), 1 sol (2),
1868YB, 1888TB; Philippines, Peruvian 8 reales, 1836, with
Philippines countermark Y.II on reverse (KM 138.2), mainly fine
to very fine (14)
£200-250

411
Mexico, Philip V, cob 8 reales, 1732, assayer F, the reverse
with an Arabic countermark “235” (possibly for 1235h), plugged,

good fine with clear date, mint and assayer, rare with
countermark
£200-250
412
Mexico, Philip V, cob 8 reales (3), 1731, 1732 and unclear date,
fair to fine; pillar 8 reales, 1745 (cleaned), 1764 (multiple chop
marks), 1765, fine to very fine (6)
£200-250

413
Mexico, Philip V, cob 4 reales (4), 1730, 1732, 1733 and
unclear date; Philip IV, cob 2 reales, assayer P; Philip II, cob
real, assayer O; Bolivia, Philip IV, cob 2 reales, 1652, Potosi,
assayer E; Charles II, cob real, 1666, Potosi; Peru, Philip V, cob
real, 1714, Lima; Charles II, cob half real; Spain, Philip IV, cob
4 reales, Segovia, assayer R, fair to very fine (11)
£200-250
414
Mexico, Philip V, pillar 8 reales (6), 1736, 1739, 1740, 1741 (2),
1742, and 4 reales, both 1740, all assayer MF, mainly lightly

water worn, very fine to extremely fine, all from the wreck of
the Hollandia, with certificates (8)
£400-500

415
Mexico, Charles III, 8 reales, 1772, 1775, 1777, 1780, 1788;
Charles IV, 8 reales, 1793, 1808; Ferdinand VII, 8 reales, 1810,
1816, all Mexico City mint, mainly very fine; War of
Independence, 8 reales, 1821, Zacatecas, assayer RG, 26.83g,
local issue struck in base silver, fine (10)
£280-320
416
Mexico, Republic, 8 reales (13), 1873, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1879,
Mexico City, 1895, Hermosillo, 1857, 1870, 1886, Culiacan,
1882, Oaxaca, 1870, 1872 (2), Alamos, some with chop marks,
mainly fine to very fine (13)
£180-220
417
Mexico, Republic, 8 reales (15), 1887Z, 1897Zs, Zacatecas,
1878, 1892, Durango, 1883, 1891, Guadalajara, 1877, 1880,
1896, Guanajuato, 1869, 1882, 1892, San Luis Potosi, 1847,
1871, 1886, Chihuahua; pesos (3), 1871 Oaxaca, 1873,
Guanajuato, 1898 restrike, Mexico City, mainly very fine to
extremely fine (18)
£250-300
418
Peru, Charles II, cob 8 reales, 1684, Lima, assayer V, 26.85g
(Cy 7106), irregular edge, good fine, from the wreck of the
Hollandia, with certificate
£100-120
419
Spain, Philip II, cob 8 reales, Seville, assayer unclear; Philip IV,
cob 8 reales, Segovia, assayer R, dated 16--, fine to very fine
(2)
£200-250
420
Spain, Ferdinand VII, 8 reales, 1808 Seville, assayer CN; quarterreal, undated (Cy 14129), both toned, very fine; and Charles IV,
gold escudo, 1796, Madrid, assayer MF, good fine (3)
£120-150
421
Spanish Netherlands, Tournai, Albert and Elizabeth,
patagon, undated (1612-21); Brabant, Philip IV, patagon,
1632, half-ducaton, 1638 and quarter-patagon, 1655; Charles II,
patagon, 1672 (KM 81.1), fine to very fine (5)
£200-250
422
Netherlands, Holland, lion daalder, 1589 (Delmonte 831), very
fine, from the wreck of the Campen (sank 1627), with certificate;
Utrecht, gold ducat, 1711, water worn, about fine, from the wreck
of the Vliegenthart (sank 1735), with certificate (2)
£100-120

423
Netherlands, Siege of Breda, silver 40 stuivers klippe, 1625,
uniface, 9.54g (Delm. 322; vG 229), some graffiti on reverse,
good fine
£180-220
Ex Brand Collection, part 6, Sotheby’s, Amsterdam, 17 May 1984, lot
621.

424
Netherlands, Siege of Breda, copper 2 stuivers klippe, 1625,
uniface, 4.48g (vG 231a), probably a later striking, good very
fine
£100-150
Ex Brand Collection, part 6, Sotheby’s, Amsterdam, 17 May 1984, lot
625.

425
Netherlands, Campen, ducaton/rider, 1660 (KM 54); West
Friesland, ducaton/rider, 1660 (KM 46); Spanish
Netherlands, Brabant, ducatons (2), 1637, 1651 (KM 72.1),
mainly fine, from the wreck of the Hollandia, with certificates
and Sotheby’s envelopes (4)
£200-250
426
Netherlands, Overijssel, ducatons/riders (2), both 1742
(Delmonte 1036); Utrecht, ducaton/rider, 1742 (Delm. 1031);
West Friesland, ducaton/rider, 1742 (Delm. 1022), some

corrosion, mainly very fine or better, from the wreck of the

Hollandia, with certificates (4)

£200-250

The Hollandia sank on 13th July 1743 off the Isles of Scilly, and these
were the latest dated coins on board, part of a consignment of some
129,700 guilders in silver specie bound for the Dutch East India
Company.

Foreign Silver and Bronze Coins
from Other Properties
427
Austria, Francis I, half-thaler, 1822; Franz Joseph, Wedding,
1854, gulden; 20 kreuzer, 1852 B; Belgium, Marriage of the
Duke of Brabant, 1853, medallic 10 centimes; Denmark, ore,
1875; Germany, Frankfurt, 6 kreuzer, 1846; Nassau,
kreuzer, 1862,extremely fine or better (7)
£120-150
428
Austria, Republic, commemorative 2 schillings (10), one of
each date, 1928 (Schubert) to 1937 (Karlskirch), 1928-30 good

very fine, others extremely fine or better, 1932 (Haydn) scarce
(10)

£150-200

429
France, Louis XV, écu, 1745& (Aix), fine; another, 1765L
(Bayonne), pierced and engraved; Japan, yen (2), years 25 and
27 (1892, 1894), both chop marked; China, Hupeh, dollar (Y
131); Chihli, dollar, 1907; USA, dollar, 1881S; with
miscellaneous pieces (5) including denier of Cologne and royalin
of Pondichery, some fine or better (12)
£100-120
430
Germany, Lorraine, Charles III and Nicolas, teston, 1624 (KM
30), date weak, very fine; Charles III, teston, 1627 (KM 45),
good very fine; Austria, Olmutz, Charles II, 6 kreuzer, 1673
(KM 71.2), very fine (3)
£150-200

439
Russia, Alexander II (1855-81), poltina, 1879 (Sev. 3895), 25
kopeks, 1856 (Sev. 3642), virtually as struck; Alexander III
(1881-94), Coronation rouble, 1883 (Sev. 3939), about
extremely fine; Nicholas II (1894-1917), Coronation rouble,
1896 (Sev. 4035), extremely fine (4)
£120-150
440
Spain, Charles III, maravedi, 1770 Madrid, virtually mint
state, with much original mint lustre, scarce thus; together
with Isabel II, 5 centimos, 1862 Segovia, mint state with full
original mint lustre (2)
£100-120

431
Germany, Westphalia, Jerome Napoleon, thaler, 1813, very
fine; together with miscellaneous world coins (several
hundred), generally 17th century and later mostly in base
metal, some fine (lot)
£400-500
432
Italy, Papal, Gregory XVI (1831-46), scudo, 1831, Rome, year
1 (KM 1315.1), toned, about extremely fine; Pius IX (1846-78),
5 lire, 1870 R, year 25 (KM 1385), extremely fine (2) £200-250
433
Russia, Vasili Tiomny Vasilievich (1425-62), dengas (20),
various types (cf. Spassky pl. 56-57), mainly weak, fair to fine
(20)
£200-300

441
Spain, Joseph Napoleon, 20 reales, 1812, Seville mint,
assayer L.A. (Cy 13873), very fine and very rare
£400-600

434
Russia, Ivan III (1440-1505), dengas (12), various types (cf.
Spassky pl. 75), fine for issue (12)
£150-200
435
Russia, Vasili Ivanovich (1479-1533), dengas (10), various
types (cf. Spassky pl. 75), mainly fine; other issues of Moscow
(2), Pskov (1), Novgorod (3), Tver (1), Suzdal (2) and mid 15th
century imitations (3), mainly fair (22)
£200-300
436
Russia, Peter III (1762), rouble, 1762, St Petersburg (Sev. 1881),
fine to very fine; Catherine II (1762-96), rouble, 1777, St Petersburg (Sev. 2122), scratches before bust, very fine (2)
£150-200
437
Russia, Paul I (1796-1801), 5 kopeks, 1798, extremely fine;
Alexander I, rouble, 1807, poltina (2), 1818 (pierced), 1819;
Nicholas I, roubles (4), 1830 (2), 1846, 1854; 25 kopeks (2),
1836, 1837; Alexander II, roubles (4), 1855, 1877, 1878 (2),
poltina, 1877, 25 kopeks, 1855, 20 kopeks, 1865; Alexander III,
roubles (3), 1881, 1885, 1892; Nicolas II, Tercentenary of the
Romanov dynasty, 1913, rouble (Sev. 4179), other roubles (4),
1896, 1897, 1899 (2), 50 kopeks (3), 1896, 1912 (2) and a
silver Coronation jeton, 25mm; Finland, markka (2), 1865,
1892, mainly fine to very fine, some better (31)
£300-400

438
Russia, Nicholas I (1825-55), rouble, Alexander I monument
commemorative, 1834 (Sev. 3061), light marks, extremely fine
and toned
£180-220

Ex 442
442
U.S.A., Connecticut copper, 1787, very good; together with a worn
imitation halfpenny of George III (?), crudely engraved on the
reverse ONE CENT within an irregular border of dashes, coin poor
but clearly engraved and unusual (this illustrated) (2)
£150-200

443
U.S.A., Washington cent, 1791, with small eagle and date on
reverse (Breen 1217), some edge marks including knock below
final digit of date, otherwise good fine
£300-400

Lot 444 (enlarged)

444
U.S.A., large cent, 1793, flowing hair, chain type reverse
(Sheldon 3; Breen 1635), with some edge knocks, the obverse

fine with a number of small areas of discolouration, the reverse
sharper, very fine and clear, rare
£5,000-7,000
Purchased by the vendor in a mixed lot of coins at a church jumble
sale in Dagenham, Essex, circa 1960.

446
U.S.A., dime, 1829, variety with straight neck 2, medium “10
C.” and triple lines in the vertical stripes to the shield (Davis 11;
Breen 3189), some faint hairline marks in reverse field and spot

of deposit below M of AMERICA, otherwise mint state with
toning on the obverse and with proof-like fields
£800-1,200

447
U.S.A., quarter dollar, 1835 (Breen 3927), good very fine; dime,
1834 with large imperfect 4 (Davis 4; Breen 3205), toned, scratch
between first and second star, extremely fine; dime, 1838 with
large stars (Breen 3220), good very fine; and half-dime, 1840,
variety with drapery (Breen 3022), good very fine (4) £250-350
448
U.S.A., 2 cents, 1867 (Breen 2390); and cents (3), 1865, 1867,
1868 (Breen 1965, 1972, 1975), with original mint lustre, about
uncirculated to mint state (4)
£300-350

445
U.S.A., large cent, 1807 (Sheldon 276; Breen 1772), some
obverse marks, good very fine
£280-320

449
Miscellaneous: Mediaeval European issues (54), 9th- 16th
century, including France, Melle denier of Charles the Bold,
temple denier of Louis the Pious, gros tournois (3); Germany,
batzen of Constance and Isny; and England, Henry III Short
and Long Cross pennies; Henry VIII, Second coinage groat,
mainly fair to fine, a few better (54)
£300-500

BRITISH AND WORLD HISTORICAL AND COMMEMORATIVE MEDALS
450
Great Britain, William Herbert, Earl of Pembroke (1562), electrotype silver medal by Ready, after Steven van Herwijck, bust right,
rev., female figure and dragon before temple, 44mm (MI I, 104, 30), very fine, with loop mount
£100-120
451
Great Britain, Sir Thomas Bodley (died 1612), silver memorial medal after Claude Warin, bust right, rev., female figure holding heads of
the Sun and the Moon, 43mm (MI I, 200, 28; Jones 303), an 18th Century copy, extremely fine
£120-150

(illustration reduced)

452
Great Britain, Charles I, a bronze-gilt plaque of Charles I, after Francesco Fanelli, with equestrian portrait to right, 130mm (cf. Sotheby’s
auction of Works of Art, 2 Nov 2001, lot 76), cast from a pierced example, finely chased and with later gilding, extremely fine
£300-400

453
Great Britain, Queen Anne’s Bounty, 1704, silver medal by John Croker, bust left, rev., the Queen presenting charter to her clergy,
45mm (MI II, 251, 43), almost extremely fine
£100-150
454
Great Britain, Anne, Union with Scotland, 1707, silver medallet, 15mm (MI II, 297/114); Lille Taken, 1708, bronze medal, 44mm (MI
II, 338/169); and bronze medal for the Death of Isaac Newton, 1727, by John Croker, 51mm (MI II, 469, 83; cf. BDM V, 160), very fine or
better (3)
£80-120

455
Great Britain, Anne, Concord of Britain, 1711, bronze medal by P.H. Müller, bust left, rev., a harp, 44mm (MI II, 386, 238),
extremely fine and rare
£100-120

456
Great Britain, George I, Naval Action off Cape Passaro, 1718, silver medal by John Croker, bust right, rev., rostral column amidst
pile of arms, surmounted by a statue of the king as Neptune, 45mm (MI II, 439, 42; Eimer 481; MH 150), extremely fine
£150-200

457
George III, Fortieth Wedding Anniversary of Peter and Mary Muilman, 28 April 1774, silver commemorative medal, by Thomas Pingo,
rev., view of Kirby Hall, Essex, 33mm (B.H.M. 191), incipient die flaws and minor surface marks, good very fine
£180-220

458
Great Britain, Death of George III, 1820, bronze medal by Küchler, bust left, rev., inscription in wreath, 48mm (BHM 991), extremely
fine; and Küchler’s bronze medal for the impending execution of Louis XVI, 1793, 48mm, very fine (2)
£100-120

Ex 459
459
Great Britain, William IV, The Medallic Illustrations of the Holy Scriptures, by Sir Edward Thomason, a set of 60 white metal medals,
issued circa 1830 and contained in five leather-bound and gilt-embossed volumes in book-form (12 medals per volume), comprising various scenes
from the beginning of Genesis to the Ascension of Christ, taken from paintings by the Old Masters, each medal 73mm (BHM 1468), virtually as
struck and very rare as a complete set (60)
£1,500-2,500
See also illustrations on inside front and back covers
Provenance: Lord de Saumarez, removed from Shrubland Park, Suffolk. Pasted on the inside cover of each volume is a crowned initial ‘M’ indicating
the original owner as probably Sir William Fowle Middleton, 2nd Bt., of Crowfield and Shrubland. In addition each inside cover bears a circular card
stating: ‘Struck at the Works of G. R. Collis & Co Successors to Sir E. Thomason, Church-St, Birmm’ around instructions as to how to handle the
medals. The set is accompanied by a sheet giving details of the pictures from which the scenes are taken.

460
Argentina, Expulsion of the British from Buenos Aires, 1807, silver satirical medal, by P.G. Arrabal, British soldier attacking a local civilian,
rev., Spanish soldier pointing sword at kneeling British soldier, 54mm (Quadras y Ramon 14169), reverse field scratched, otherwise good very fine
and very rare
£400-600

461
Austria, Johann Graf Tserclaes von Tilly, silver-gilt medal, 1628, bust right, rev., coat of arms, 38mm (Habich p.533, fig. 577; BDM
III, p. 543), old cast, extremely fine
£100-150

462
Austria, Rudolph II, Diet of Regensburg, 1599, silver medal, bust right, rev., double eagle surrounded by the shields of Bohemia,
Pfalz, Saxony, Brandenburg, Cologne, Trier and Mainz, 30mm (Montenuovo 666), edge slightly smoothed, very fine
£250-300
463
Austria, Erection of Monument to Joseph II, 1806, silver medal by Stuckhart, bust of Joseph II right, rev., his equestrian monument,
48mm (Montenuovo 2347), minor marks, extremely fine
£120-150

464
Bohemia, Martin Luther, parcel-gilt silver medal, 1537, by Wolf Milicz, bust of Luther three-quarters right (after an engraving by the
Master IB), rev., two cherubs holding shield, 45mm (Katz 277, pl. 42, 6), slight file marks at top, the portrait, cherubs and shield gilded,
about extremely fine and contained in a fitted leather case
£700-1,000
465
Canada, Governor General’s medal, in silver, 1916, by F. Bowcher, conjoined busts of the Duke and Duchess of Devonshire left (the
Duke was governor general, 1916-21), rev., coat of arms, 52mm, minor marks, extremely fine, in damaged fitted case
£70-100
466
France, Louis XIV, bronze medals by Mauger (5), comprising Capture of Douai, 1667, Peace of the North, 1679, Battle of Fleurus, 1690,
Capture of Mons, 1691 and the Siege of Landrecies, 1712, 41mm, first and last restrikes, very fine or better (5)
£150-200
467
France, Louis XIV, dynastic bronze medal, 1693, by Roussel, bust right, rev., bust of Louis the Dauphin left with those of his three
children, Louis Duke of Burgundy, Philippe Duke of Anjou and Charles Duke of Berry, 76mm (Betts 75), very fine but with areas of
corrosion on obverse and sometime cleaned
£150-250
The medal was used for general presentation purposes and is also documented as an Indian Peace Medal.

468
France, cast uniface bronze medal for the arrival of Louis XVI in Paris, 1789, 83mm, Ravitaillement de Paris, 1871, bronze medal, 70mm;
pair of gilt medals presented by the city of Fontainebleau to mark the Russian fleet’s visit to Toulon, 1893, 50mm, in case of issue; modern
silver medal commemorating Lumiere and cinematography, 68mm, cased; Belgium, bronze medal for the marriage of the Duke and
Duchess of Brabant, 1853, by Wiener, 32mm; and a pressed wooden late 17th century draughtsman depicting Charity, 55mm (in brass
mount), very fine to extremely fine (7)
£100-150

‡469
Germany, Pfalz-Neuburg, Ottheinrich (1502-59), silver medal by Matthes Gebel, 1532, bearded bust facing three-quarters right, rev.,
the base of a candelabrum flanked by putti and ornamented with a roundel depicting Pirckheimer’s Allegory, 49.12g, 44.9mm (Habich 1072, pl.
127, 5; Stemper, A, Die Medaillen der Pfalzgrafen und Kurfürsten bei Rhein, 1997, 61), a contemporary cast on a thick flan, the fields tooled,
the edge with a tiny letter ‘A’ countermark at three o’clock, in high relief and extremely fine, extremely rare
£2,000-3,000
The medal has a diameter ranging from 44.3 to 44.9mm - slightly larger than the silver examples recorded by Stemper (42-44mm). Its weight at
49.12g also exceeds those recorded by Stemper (36.71-39.90g). The extensive tooling of the fields is not so typical of Gebel’s own work and may be by
a different, possibly later, hand. No explanation has been found for the tiny letter ‘A’ stamped into the edge of the medal although it may be the mark
of a so far unidentified collector.
Pirckheimer’s Allegory depicts the forging of the Christian heart: Tolerantia reclines, supporting an anvil on her hip, while Invidia holds the heart in a pair
of tongs, Spes looks on, raising her left arm, and Tribulatio wields the hammer. The allegory was suggested by Willibald Pirckheimer to Albrecht Dürer
and is also known as a print by the Master I.B. of 1529 (Stemper p. 70, fig. 17). The same image appears as the reverse of a medal by Gebel of a
member of the Geuder family who was a nephew of Pirckheimer, for which see Habich 1257, pl. 143, 4a.

470
Germany, the Sinking of the British Cruisers Aboukir, Hogue and Cressy by the U9, 22 September 1914, large cast iron medal
by Ziegler; obv., uniformed bust of Lieutenant Otto Weddingen, Captain of the U9, threequarters left, rev., the Aboukir sinking, Hogue and
Cressy turning towards her, 105mm, extremely fine
£150-200
471
Italy, Adria, Foundation medal of the cathedral of SS Peter and Paul, 1776, cast in bronze, façade of the cathedral, rev.,
inscription relating to Bishop Arnaldo Speroni, 59mm (Voltolina 1621), extremely fine with brown patina and bright metal border £150-200
472
Italy, Venice, Dr Alberto Pieropane, cast silvered bronze medal, 1780, by A. Schabel, a human leg in an orthopedic apparatus, rev.,
inscription, 59mm (Brettauer 883; Storer 2828; Voltolina 1646), very fine and rare
£100-150

473
Netherlands, Assassination of John and Cornelius de Witt by the populace of the Hague, 1672, silver medal, conjoined busts
right, rev., two ships on stormy waters, 48mm (van Loon III, 81, 4), about extremely fine
£180-220

474
Netherlands, Peace of Utrecht, 1713, silver medal by D. Drappentier, Peace locking the door to the Temple of Janus, rev., Europa
seated, looking towards ships on a calm sea, 48mm (van Loon V, 227; MI II, 402, 262; Eimer 459), about extremely fine
£300-400

(illustration reduced)

475
Netherlands, a large 18th Century oval bronze plaque of St Peter, draped bust facing left, 150 x 130mm, very fine, with black lacquer and
a thin gilded border, with suspension loop
£200-300

476
Papal, Paul II (1464-71), bronze medal attributed to Emiliano Orfini, the Pope in public consistory, rev., Christ in glory, 79mm (Hill 775;
Arm II, 33, 19; Kress 215), pierced, early cast with brown patina
£200-300

477
Papal, Paul II, bronze foundation medals for the Palazzo Venetia (2, Hill 782, 783); with gilt memorial medal of Charles I (damaged),
bronze medals (2) of Charles Roach Smith (BHM 2636), St George’s Hospital bicentenary bronze medal and restrike bronze medal of
Gregory XIII for the Battle of Lepanto, some fine or better, two cased (7)
£100-150

478
Russia, Elizabeth Petrovna, Founding of the Colony of New Serbia, 1754, silver medal, by A. Klepikov, bust right, rev., Minerva
with instruments of war and peace, and a monument bearing the arms of New Serbia, 65mm (Smirnov 237), scuffed both sides, extremely
fine and toned, a nineteenth century striking
£400-500
Ex Sotheby’s, 3-4 October 1991, lot 788.

479
Russia, 19th Century restrikes of earlier medals (2), comprising Placement of the Monolith for Peter the Great’s Monument in St.
Petersburg, 1770, in copper, by Gass, 65mm and Marriage of the Tsarevitch Paul and Maria Federovna, 1776, in bronze, by
Waechter, 65mm (Smirnov 263, 279), very fine (2)
£200-300

480
Russia, The Borki Incident, 17 October 1888, large bronze medal, by A. Grilikhes, obv., the Family dressed for travelling, rev.,
kneeling figure of Russia blessed by an Angel, in ex., view of the derailed Imperial Train at Borki, 89mm (Smirnov 958), light handling
marks, extremely fine
£700-1,000
When the Imperial Train was derailed and wrecked at Borki, near Kharkov, the Czar himself took the weight of the collapsed roof of the dining car long
enough to enable his family to crawl to safety.

481
Sweden, Death of Gustavus III of Sweden, 1792, bronze medal by Küchler, 56mm; white metal memorial medal of Maurice of Saxony,
55mm (scuffed) and silver medal of Charles Alexander of Lorraine by Roettiers, 1751, 37mm, mainly good very fine (3)
£80-120
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A COLLECTION OF ITALIAN COINS
GOLD COINS

Bologna

482
Anonymous Bentivoglian issues (1446-1506), doppio
bolognino, 6.94g (CNI 2; Bellesia 16), slightly crinkled, very fine
and scarce
£700-1,000

Florence

486
Republic, florin, Third series, 1252-1303, 3.53g (Bernocchi 90
var.; Bellesia 1), good very fine
£200-250

487
Republic, florin, Third series, 1252-1303, 3.51g (Bernocchi 95;
Bellesia 1), good very fine
£200-250

483
Anonymous Bentivoglian issues, doppio bolognino, variety
of the last, 6.91g (CNI 10; Bellesia 16), has been loop-mounted,

and plugged at edge to left of lion, otherwise very fine and
scarce
£300-500

484
Alexander VI (1492-1503), ducat, rev. with Orsini arms to
left of St Petronius (Munt. 33; Bellesia 29a), poorly struck, fine
£150-200

488
Republic, florin, Fourth series, 1252-1303, 3.50g (Bernocchi
132 var.; Bellesia 1), good very fine
£200-250
489
Republic, florin, 1461 First Semester, with the arms of
Francesco di Paolo di Giannozzo Vettori to left of St John, 3.45g
(Bernocchi 2810; Bellesia 1), creased, good fine; together with
Cosimo I de’ Medici (1536-74), First Period as Duke of the
Republic (1536-55), scudo d'oro, 3.16g (CNI 8; Bellesia 11), has
been lightly clipped, fine (2)
£200-300

Ferrara

490
Alessandro de’ Medici (1532-37), scudo, 3.41g (CNI 3;
Bellesia 6), very fine and scarce
£300-350
485
Alfonso I d'Este (1505-34), scudo del sole, arms, rev., hill of
Calvary with cross, 3.37g (CNI 13; Bellesia 11), good very fine
£300-400

491
Giovanni Gaston (1723-37), florin, 1731 (Bellesia 65i);
Francesco III (1737-46), zecchino, 1741 (Bellesia 68d), fine to good
fine; Pietro Leopoldo (1765-90), ruspone, 1778 (Bellesia 70n), has
been loop mounted, otherwise very fine (3)
£250-300

Genoa

492
Biennial Doges, Phase 1 (1528-41), scudo del sole, 3.25g (CNI
55; Bellesia 66), possible trace of mounting above R of
CONRADUS, good fine
£150-200

493
Biennial Doges, 96 lire, 1796 (CNI 3; Bellesia 108d), good fine
£250-300

Lucca

494
Issue in the name of Otto IV (post 1209) issued under the
authority of Friedrich II, grosso d'oro, .OTTO. -.REX., monogram
traditionally identified as that of Otto, the three pellets above the
cross-bar, rev., .S.VVLT.-.D.LVCA., the Volto Santo to left, 3.60g (CNI
2; Bellesia 1), extremely fine and extremely rare
£15,000-20,000
See also front cover illustration.

497
Francesco I Sforza (1450-66), zecchino, first type, without
title of Count of Pavia, bust right, rev., armoured duke on
horseback, 3.45g (CNI 3; Crippa 2; Bellesia 14), spade mark
below bust, fine, reverse somewhat better
£400-500

498
Gian Galeazzo Maria Sforza (1476-94), doppio ducato, bust
right, rev., arms with helmet surmounted either side, one with
chimera on top, the other with plume (as on the 4 ducati), 6.99g
(CNI 14; Crippa 2, R/5; Bellesia 28), a few marks in obverse field,

almost extremely fine, reverse better, an extremely rare variety,
seven examples recorded by Crippa
£10,000-15,000

499
Philip II (1556-98), doppia, 1582, bust right, rev., arms,
6.54g (CNI 52; Crippa 4/B; Bellesia 55b), very fine
£350-400

Milan

495
Luchino and Giovanni Visconti (1339-49), half-ambrosino,
gothic M, rev., St Ambrose, 1.76g (CNI 3 [First Republic]; Crippa
1a; Bellesia 5), test mark on upper edge, otherwise almost
extremely fine
£300-400

500
Philip II, doppia 1588, similar to the last, 6.46g (CNI 114; Crippa
4/E-3; Bellesia 55e), reverse off centre, about very fine £200-250

496
Filippo Maria Visconti (1412-47), fiorino, armoured duke on
horseback, rev., helmeted arms, 3.50g (CNI 14; Crippa 1c;
Bellesia 11), struck on a small flan, very fine
£400-500

501
Maria Theresia (1740-80), zecchino, 1779, 3.48g (CNI 118;
Crippa 37/B; Bellesia 73b), good very fine, reverse better, scarce
£500-600

Piacenza

502
Provisional Government of Lombardy (1848), 40 lire, 1848
(Pagani 211; Crippa 1; Bellesia 107), extremely fine
£600-800

503
Provisional Government of Lombardy, 20 lire,1848 (Pagani
212; Crippa 2; Bellesia 108), hairline marks on obverse,
extremely fine and scarce
£500-700

Mirandola

508
Paul III (1534-45), scudo d'oro, 3.36g (Munt. 176; Bellesia
4), very fine
£250-300

509
Ranuccio I Farnese (1592-1622), 2 doppie, 1618, bust left,
rev., wolf, 13.28g (CNI 38; Bellesia 14s), plugged to left of bust
and deep scratch by nose, otherwise fine
£200-300

Reggio Emilia

504
Lodovico II Pico (1550-68), scudo del sole, 3.29g (CNI 6-7;
Bellesia 15), very fine
£250-300

Naples

510
Ercole II d'Este (1534-59), scudo d'oro, 1554, 3.29g (CNI
21; Bellesia 4b), small edge crack, very fine
£250-300

505
Gioacchino Murat (1808-15), 20 lire, 1813 (Bellesia 47),
minor edge fault, very fine
£140-160

Parma
511
Ercole II d'Este, scudo d'oro, undated, 3.32g (CNI 111;
Bellesia 4h), pierced at top of obverse, otherwise about very fine
£120-150

506
Ferdinando di Borbone (1765-1802), doppia, 1788 (CNI
92; Bellesia 34d), scratch on obverse, about very fine £150-200

507
Maria Luigia (1815-47), 20 lire, 1815 (Bellesia 40a), good
fine and scarce
£300-350

Rome
512
Clement XII (1730-40), zecchino, 1739 (Munt. 4; Bellesia
276b), good very fine; Benedict XIV (1740-58), zecchino, 1751
(Munt. 19; Bellesia 316a), very fine; Pius VII (1800-23), doppia
romana, A. XVIII (Munt. 2a; Bellesia 362 b), fine; Pius IX (184678), 20 lire, 1866, A. XXI (Munt. 41a; Bellesia 385b), edge
damage beneath bust, very fine (4)
£250-300

Savoy
513
Vittorio Amedeo III (1773-96), half-doppia, 1786 (Bellesia
146a), better than fine; Carlo Felice (1821-31), 20 lire, 1827
Turin (Bellesia 160j), very fine; France, 20 francs, 1815 L, good
fine; and Austria, ducat, 1859 E, plugged (4)
£180-220

Sicily
514
Roger II (1130-54), tari (Spahr 63); Friedrich II (1198-1250)
under Regency (1197-1209), tari, 1.50g; as King of Sicily (120920), tari (4), 0.72, 1.37 (2), 1.53g (Spahr 82 [2], 85 [2]), one
buckled, generally very fine; together with Charles of Bourbon
(1734-59), oncia, 1754, very fine (7)
£200-300
515
Frederick II (1198-1250), as King of Sicily, multiple tari (3),
1.89, 1.56g (Spahr 66), 4.51g (Spahr 70), very fine (3) £150-200

522
Charles V (1516-56), scudo d'oro, 1544 IAM, crown above cross
of St Andrew, Fleece below, rev., crowned eagle between mint
master's initials, 3.30g (Spahr 129; Bellesia 16), very fine £200-300

Subalpine Republic

516
Messina, Friedrich II, as Emperor (1220-1250), augustale,
5.25g (Kowalski U5/A24), obverse struck from deteriorated die,
flan cracked above eagle's head, very fine
£1,800-2,200

523
20 francs, l'an 10, very fine

£200-300

Venice
517
Manfred (1258-66), multiple tari, Messina mint, eagle's head
between T and O, 1.69g (Spahr 180), very fine and scarce £120-150

524
Ducati (3), Lorenzo Celsi (1361-65), Antonio Venier (13821400) and Michael Steno (1400-13), 3.48, 3.53, 3.47g, generally
very fine (3)
£300-400

518
Manfred, multiple tari, Messina mint, eagle's head between
pellet and annulet, rev., base of cross between two annulets,
6.10g (Spahr 180 var.), very fine and rare
£250-300

525
Andrea Gritti (1523-38), half-scudo, 1.67g (CNI 350; Bellesia
36), very fine and scarce
£300-400

519
Manfred, multiple tari, Messina mint, similar to the last, 4.74g
(Spahr 180 var.), off-centre, about very fine and rare £180-220
520
Manfred, multiple tari, Messina mint, similar to the last, 1.87g,
(Spahr 180 var.), good fine; tari, Manfredonia mint, cross pattée
to left of eagle's head, 1.06g (Spahr 190), very fine and scarce
(2)
£150-200

526
Pietro Lando (1539-45), scudo, 3.12g (CNI 169; Bellesia 39),
usual weakness, good fine
£180-220
527
Zecchini (6), Girolamo Priuli (1559-67), Aloysius I Mocenigo
(1570-77), Pasquale Cicogna (1585-95) (2), Marino Grimani (15951605) and Aloysius IV Mocenigo (1763-78), one Pasquale Cicogna
ex-ring mount and only fine, others good fine; together with Andrea
Dandolo (1343-54), ducat, ex-ring mount, fine (7)
£380-420

521
Charles of Anjou (1266-82), multiple tari, K between two
pellets, 4.15g (Spahr 18), very fine and rare
£300-400

528
Provisional Government (1848-49), 20 lire, 1848 (Pagani
176), extremely fine and scarce
£400-600

SILVER COINS
Ancona

Bellinzona

529
Republic, denari (8) (CNI 5 ff); grossi agontani (3) (CNI 20 ff);
anonymous 15th century issues, bolognini (2) (CNI 22ff, 26ff)
and mezzo bolognino (CNI 34), last clipped, many fine; Paolo IV
(1555-59), giulio (CNI 45 ff); Gregory XIII (1572-85), testone
(CNI 197 ff), fine (16)
£250-300

537
Coinage issued under Uri, Schwyz and Unterwalden,
contemporary forgery of a testone in brass, imperial eagle with
shields of the three cantons below, rev., St Martin standing,
6.10g, good fine; together with grosso, half-length figure of St
Martin, rev., cross, 2.12g (CNI 67), traces of edge corrosion,
fine (2)
£150-200

Aquila
530
Innocent VIII (1485-86), cavalli (2), tiara over crossed keys,
rev., eagle, 2.47, 2.06g (Munt. 17-18), fine and very fine £80-100
531
Charles VII of France (1495), cavalli (3), arms, rev., cross
fourchée (CNI 5 ff), one extremely fine, others fine; Louis XII of
France (1501-03), cavallo, cross potent rev., arms (CNI 3 ff),
fine (4)
£100-150

Bergamo
538
Coinage in the name of Frederick II, 13th-14th century,
denari (3), laureate bust right, rev., city gateway, generally very
fine (3)
£140-160
539
Coinage in the name of Frederick II, 13th-14th century,
denari (6), similar to the last, fine or better (6)
£120-150

Aquileia

532
Bertoldo di Merania, Count of Andechs (1218-51), denaro,
enthroned patriarch, rev., gateway with eagle above, 2.44g
(Bernardi 15; CNI 13 var.), extremely fine and rare
£300-400
533
Nicolo di Boemia (1350-58), denari (3), lion rampant, rev.,
floriate cross; Ludovico della Torre (1359-65), denaro, cross in
hexalobe, rev., eagle; another, standing bishop, rev., tower,
some fine (5)
£100-120
534
Marquardo di Randeck (1365-81), denari (4), eagle, rev.,
standing saint (2), and reliquary, rev., Tyrolean cross (2); Filippo
d'Alençon (1381-88), denaro, arms, rev., eagle; Giovanni di
Moravia (1387-94), denari (3), eagle, rev., seated figure of
saint, mostly fine or slightly better (8)
£150-200
535
Antonio I Gaetani (1395-1402), denari (3), helmeted arms,
rev., eagle, arms, rev., cross fleury with mascles in angles (2);
Antonio II Panciera (1402-1411), denari (6), arms, rev., eagle,
some very fine (9)
£200-250

Arezzo
536
Republic, 13th-14th century, grosso, cross pattée, rev., St
Donatus (CNI 5), very fine; denari (7), some fine (8)
£120-150

540
Coinage in the name of Frederick II, 13-14th century,
grosso, laureate bust right, rev., city gateway, 1.98g (CNI 138),
very fine
£150-200
541
Coinage in the name of Frederick II, 13-14th century,
mezzo grossi (2), similar types to the last, 1.29, 1.22g, one with

minor edge chip, very fine, other rather crinkled, fine, rev. better
(2)

£120-150

Bologna

542
Republic (1191-1337), denaro bolognese, +ENRICHS, I.R.P.T.
in centre, rev., +BO.NO.NI., A in centre, 0.48g (CNI 3), extremely
fine
£100-150
543
Republic, denari bolognese (2), similar to the last, 0.49, 0.40g
(CNI 3, 4), one very fine, the other about extremely fine (2)
£120-150
544
Republic, bolognini grossi (5), similar to the denari (CNI 9 ff),
good fine and better (5)
£150-200

545
Giovanni Visconti (1350-60), bolognino, similar to the last,
1.38g (CNI 1), some weakness, otherwise good very fine £100-150
546
Autonomous Republic (1376-1401), bolognini (3), similar
to the earlier issues, 1.19, 0.98, 0.86g (CNI 31 ff), fine to very
fine; Anonymous Papal Issues, early 15th century,
bolognino, 0.95g (CNI 17 ff), very fine (4)
£120-150

553
Pius VI (1775-99), half-scudo romano, bust right, rev.,
domed temple (Munt. 205), good very fine
£100-150

547
Anonymous Bentivoglian issues (1446-1506), grossone,
lion rampant, rev., St Petronius seated holding church, 2.53g
(CNI 26 ff), lightly chipped, very fine; grosso, similar to the last,
1.41g (CNI 54 ff), almost very fine; anonymous 16th century
Papal issues, carlino, arms, rev., St Petronius, 1.86g (CNI 14 ff),
extremely fine (3)
£150-200
548
Julius II (1503-13), grossone, similar to the last but with
Orsini arms on reverse, 2.61g (Munt. 97), rather stained, fine
and scarce; Clement VII (1523-34), anonymous carlini (3), 2.07,
2.00, 1.99g (CNI 36 ff), very fine (4)
£200-250

Ex 554
554
Popular Government (1796-97), scudo, 1797, city arms, rev.,
Madonna and Child; 2 carlini, undated (1796), variety without star
on reverse, first good very fine, other very fine (2)
£120-150
First piece illustrated.

Bozzolo

549
Paul III (1534-49), bianco, bust right, rev., lion rampant,
5.40g (Munt. 100), very fine
£120-150
550
Paul III, bianco, similar to the last, about fine; mezzo-carlino,
good fine; Paul V (1605-21), mezzo-carlini (2) (Munt. 202), fine
and very fine; together with miscellaneous issues (63), mostly in
base metal, some fine (67)
£300-400

555
Scipione Gonzaga (1609-70), lire (3), crowned arms, rev., St
Peter, (CNI 29 ff), 3 soldi (2), bust right, rev., three shields (CNI
146 ff), others (2), arms, rev, chalice (CNI 161 ff); sesino, eagle,
rev., St Nicholas (CNI 78); another, bust right, rev., uncertain,

one with traces of verdigris, the last and one 3 soldi poor,
otherwise generally fine (9)
£100-120

Brescia

556
Comune, grosso di 3 santi (c. 1254-1337), St Apollonius
enthroned, rev., St Giovita and St Faustino standing, 2.05g (CNI
20 var.), very fine and very rare
£600-800
551
Pius IV (1559-65), lira, Papal arms, rev., St Petronius
enthroned, 9.25g (Munt. 1075), almost very fine
£150-200

557
Commune, grosso di 3 santi, variety of the last (CNI 25 var.),
1.86g, lightly clipped, good fine, very rare
£200-300

552
Sixtus V (1585-90), bianco, bust right, rev., lion rampant,
4.40 g. (Munt. 98), almost very fine
£120-150

558
Comune, circa 1186-1254 issue, denaro scodellato (4) (CNI 1
ff), one extremely fine, others fine or better; Francesco Foscari
(1423-57), piccolo (2) (CNI [Venice] 98), good fine and
extremely fine (6)
£120-150

Camerino

Casale

559
Autonomous Republic, 13th century, quattrini (2),
inscription, rev., St Ansovinus standing (CNI 27 and uncertain);
piccolo, cross, rev, facing bust of St Ansovinus (CNI 30 ff);
Governo Popolare (1434-44), mezzo-grosso, ornate A, rev., tIVS
in field (CNI 44 ff); Giovanni Maria Varano (1503-27), quattrino,
bust left, rev., arms (CNI 48 ff); Clement X (1670-76), giulio,
bust right, rev., St Venantius (CNI 2), fourth very fine, others
fair and last pierced (6)
£100-150

564
Giovanni III Palaeologus (1445-64), maglia di bianchetto
(2), fair; Guglielmo I Palaeologus (1464-83), quarto di grosso (2),
fine or better; Guglielmo II Palaeologus (1494-1518), testone,
pierced, good fine; grosso, very fine; mezza parpagliola, reverse
fair, obverse about fine; bianchetto, very fine; Margherita
Palaeologus with Guglielmo Gonzaga (1550-66), soldo, 1563;
Guglielmo Gonzaga (1566-97), soldi (3), 1578, 1580, date off flan,
quattrini (3), very good to good fine (15)
£200-250

Carmagnola

Ex 560
560
Ludovico II Saluzzo (1475-1504), cavalotto, bust left, rev., St
Constantius on horseback, 3.50g (CNI 69 var.), fine, reverse slightly
better; together with soldino, 1.04g (CNI 107 ff), fair (2) £100-150

565
Guglielmo II Palaeologus (1494-1518), testone, bust left,
rev., arms, 9.48g (CNI 35), about extremely fine
£300-400

First piece illustrated.

566
Bonifacio II Palaeologus (1518-30), cornuto, arms
surmounted by helmet with stag's horns, rev., St Theodore on
horseback killing dragon, 5.51g (CNI 35), better than very fine
£200-250
561
Michele Antonio Saluzzo (1504-28), cornuto, helmeted
arms, rev., St Constantius on horseback, 5.41g (CNI 48 ff),
extremely fine
£150-200
562
Michele Antonio Saluzzo, rolabassi (2), crowned eagle, rev.,
cross fleury, 2.81, 2.26g (CNI 104 ff), the lighter piece a base

metal contemporary forgery, this fine, the other very fine;

together with a cornuto, heavily clipped (3)

£100-150

567
Carlo II Gonzaga Nevers (1637-65), 2 reali, 1662,
inscription in crowned cartouche, rev., Madonna and Child,
4.07g (CNI 18), traces of corrosion in reverse field, otherwise
very fine
£120-150

Castiglione della Stivieri

563
Francesco Saluzzo (1529-37), cornuto, helmeted arms
between FM, rev., St Constantius on horseback, 4.69g (CNI 13
var.), good very fine
£150-200

568
Rodolfo Gonzaga (1586-93), quattrini (2), one in imitation of
Milanese issue (CNI 9 ff, 64); Francesco Gonzaga (1593-1616),
soldi (4) (CNI 86 ff); Ferdinando I (1616-78) parpaglioli (8) (CNI
73 ff); soldi (5) in imitation of Mantuan issues (CNI 110 ff);
quattrino in imitation of a Modena issue (CNI 197); Carlo Gonzaga
(1678-80), fractional lira (CNI 6 ff), fair to fine (21)
£150-200

Chivasso

Cremona

569
Teodoro I Palaeologus (1307-38), grosso, in imitation of
Venetian issues, the marchese standing with St Martin, rev.,
Christ enthroned, 1.80g (CNI 3), very fine and rare
£300-400

575
Comune (1155-1330), grosso, in the name of Frederick II,
inscription, rev., cross, with pellets in two angles, 1.99g (CNI 10),
pierced at C of FREDERICVS, otherwise good very fine
£120-150
576
Comune, mezzanini (2), 0.70 and 0.66g (cf. CNI 12-15),
cremonese (2), 0.44 and 0.36g (cf. CNI 16-20), very fine or
better; mezzanini (4), all with stars in angles of cross (cf. CNI
29-31), fine or better (8)
£200-300

570
Teodoro I Palaeologus, grosso, similar to the last, 1.90g (CNI
3), edge cut, otherwise very fine and rare
£300-400

Corregio
571
Anonymous issues (1569-97), cavalotto with Pegasos and St
Quirinius (CNI 101 ff), fine; Camillo d'Austria (1597-1605),
sesino (CNI 64 ff), fair; Siro d'Austria (1605-30), mezzo soldo
(2) (CNI 138 ff), very fine (4)
£80-120

577
Comune, grosso of 1½ soldi, cross with two pellets and two lis
in angles, rev., St Ymerius enthroned, 2.04g (CNI 38), very fine
and rare
£300-400

Crema
578
Comune, grosso of 1½ soldi, similar to the last, 2.00g (CNI
36), very fine and rare
£300-400
572
Giorgio Benzoni (1405-14), soldino, arms, rev., initials,
0.96g (CNI 2), about very fine and very rare
£300-400

579
Comune, grosso of 1½ soldi, similar to the last, 1.98g (CNI
38), almost very fine and rare
£250-300
573
Giorgio Benzoni, mezzo-soldo, cross potent, rev., initial G,
0.54g (CNI 3), some weakness, fine and rare
£150-200

574
Giorgio Benzoni, imperiale, [G]IORGIVS BENSON[VS], cross
fleury, rev., [D]OMIN[VS] CREM.., gothic G, 0.26g (CNI 6), edge
somewhat ragged but fine and of the highest rarity, sold with a
photocopy of the anonymous article, ‘Una moneta inedita della
zecca di Crema,’ dated 1 June 1901
£400-600

580
Comune, grosso of 1½ soldi, similar to the last, 1.98g (CNI
38), almost very fine and rare
£250-300

581
Comune, grosso of 1½ soldi, similar to the last, 1.96g (CNI
36), almost very fine and rare
£250-300

Ferrara
588
Niccolo II d'Este (1361-88) marchesino (4), 1.18, 1.16,
1.15, 1.02g (CNI 1-6), good fine or better (4)
£150-200
582
Francesco II Sforza, Duke of Milan (1521-35), grosso,
1527, Milanese viper, rev., St Homobius and pauper, 1.83g (CNI
3), only fair but very rare
£100-150

Dego
589
Ercole I d'Este (1471-1505), testone, bust left, rev., man on
horseback, 9.75g (CNI 28), minor faults in obverse field, better
than very fine
£1,500-2,000
583
Enrico and Corrado, early 14th Century, imitation of a Venetian
grosso, hEns CVR M (contraction) C h S MIChAEL, 1.56g (CNI vol. III p.
2, 1 var.), good fine and extremely rare
£800-1,200

The reverse depicts the equestrian statue of Francesco Sforza by
Leonardo da Vinci which was moved to Ferrara in 1502.

Eritrea

590
Alfonso I d'Este (1505-34), testone, armoured bust left,
rev., Sampson seated holding lion's head from which issue bees,
9.80 (cf. CNI 31), extremely fine
£2,000-3,000

584
Umberto I (1890-1900), tallero of 5 lire, 1896, extremely
fine and toned
£400-600
585
Umberto I, 2 lire, lira, and 50 centesimi (2), all 1890, first two
better than very fine, others good fine (4)
£150-200

Fermo

586
Francesco Sforza (1434-46), bolognino, in fine silver, OmES,
rev., A, 1.47g (CNI 1), very fine
£150-200
587
Francesco Sforza, bolognini (2), similar to the last but in
poorer quality silver, 0.96, 0.79g (CNI 1 ff), the lighter piece

with blundered obverse legend suggesting a contemporary
forgery, good fine to very fine (2)
£150-200

591
Alfonso I d'Este, denaro, bare-headed bust left, rev., eagle of
Este, 1.96g, very fine
£80-100
592
Alfonso I d'Este, denari (4), similar to the last, fair and fine;
Ercole II d'Este (1534-59), grossetti (2), very fine and about fine;
Alfonso II d'Este (1559-97), giorgini (2), 1596, 1597, diamante,
undated; together with miscellaneous minor issues, all but one in
bronze, 15th-18th century (25); together with a plated forgery of
an Alfonso I d'Este testone, fair to fine (35)
£300-400

593
Alfonso II d'Este (1559-97), diamante, flower within
cartouche, rev., standing figure of St Maurelius, 1.99g (CNI 97),
very fine
£80-120

Florence
594
Republic (1189-1532), fiorino di stella of 12 denari, 1.53g
(Bernocchi 33); grosso guelpho, m.m. cross in shield; grosso,
1477, 1st semester (Bernocchi 3152); Cosimo I de’ Medici (153774), giulio, generally good fine (4)
£150-200

595
Republic, barile, 1 June-31 August 1524, lily, rev., baptism of Christ, 3.41g (Bernocchi 3924), very fine

£120-150

596
Republic, barile, m.m. unclear; together with miscellaneous Florentine minor issues (50), 14th-17th century, including silver issues, some
fine (51)
£300-400

597
Francesco I de’ Medici (1574-87), piastra, 1584, armoured bust right, rev., St John the Baptist, 32.39g (CNI 88), scratches in obverse
field, good fine
£300-400

598
Cosimo III de’ Medici (1670-1723), piastra, 1680, bust right, rev., St John baptizing Christ, 31.06g (CNI 58), attempted piercing to
left of D of DILEC, very fine
£200-300
599
Pietro Leopoldo (1765-90), francescone, 1784, fine; Carlo Ludovico di Borbone under the regency of Maria Luigia of Austria (1803-07),
dena, 1807, scratched to right of bust, otherwise very fine; Leopoldo II (1824-59), mezzo francescone, 1829, good fine (3)
£120-150
600
First Provisional Government (1859), fiorino; Leopoldo II, paolo and half-paolo, 1857, extremely fine; together with miscellaneous
18th and 19th century minor issues (19), mostly in base metal, many fine (22)
£120-150

Frinco

Genoa

601
Anonymous issue (1581-1601), imitation of a Piacenza 2
sesini (CNI 47); imitation of a Venetian sesino (CNI 78 ff);
imitation of Milanese denaro attributed to Frinco; together with
Desana, Agostino Tizzone (1559-82), quattrini (2) (CNI 9);
Delfino Tizzone (1583-98), imitation of a French douzain of
Henri III (CNI 11 ff); quattrino (CNI 103 ff), mostly fine or
better (7)
£100-150

602
Filippo Maria Visconti (1421-35), soldino, very fine;
together with miscellaneous minor issues, 13th -16th century
(26), many in silver, some fine or better (27)
£250-300
603
Pietro di Campofregoso (1450-58), grosso, fine; Biennial
Doges, testone, 1636, on small flan, with edge fault, about fine;
scudo stretto, 1692, about very fine; 24 soldi, 1723, edge fault,
about fine; Madonnina, 1747, very fine; 8 lire, 1797, very fine; 4
lire (3), 1794, 1795, 1797 and lire 1794, generally good fine;
together with miscellaneous minor issues (33) 17th-19th century,
some in silver, many fine (43)
£400-500

604
Louis XII of France (1499-1507), testone, 9.46g (CNI 32), very fine

£600-800

605
Louis XII of France, testone, similar to the last, 9.50g (CNI 32 var.), pierced at left limb of cross, very fine

£200-300

606
Louis XII of France, testone, similar to the last, 9.16g (CNI 32), edge fault, good fine

£300-400

607
Biennial Doges, scudo largo, 1649 BN, 37.97g (CNI 7), central weakness, good fine

£300-400

608
Biennial Doges, 2 scudi, 1692 I.T.C., 76.12g (CNI 7), some weakness, good very fine

£600-800

Gorizia
609
Giovanni Mainardo (1385-1430), denaro, 0.67g (CNI 4),

crack at upper right, partially flat, otherwise almost very fine;

Maximilian I of Austria (1500-19), quarto, Austrian arms, rev.,
lion on shield, 0.52g (CNI 9 ff), fine (2)
£80-100

Gubbio
614
Cosimo III de’ Medici, tollero, 1699, crowned bust right, rev.,
view of the port of Livorno, 26.65g (CNI 57), good fine
£120-150
610
Federico II di Montefeltro (1444-82), bolognino, ICVS in
form of cross, rev., A, 0.93g (CNI 8), good very fine
£100-150
611
Francesco Maria I della Rovere (1508-16 and 1521-38),
quattrino, Rovere arms, rev., St Ubaldus, (CNI 58 ff), very fine;
together with miscellaneous papal bronze issues (13), Clement
XIII-Pius VI, many fine (14)
£100-150

Incisa
615
Cosimo III de’ Medici, pezza de la rosa, 1699, Medici arms,
rev., rose bush, very fine
£300-400

Lombards
612
Anonymous 14th century issues of the marchesi, imitation
of Venetian grosso, ANCISIESES. - (contraction mark) M C h -.S
IOhANES, 1.42g (CNI unrecorded but compare 1-5), very fine and

extremely rare, apparently unpublished with place name written
in full
£800-1,000

616
Perctarit (672-78), silver bracteate, PER monogram, 0.15g
(MEC 331), very fine
£100-150

Livorno
Lucca
617
Henry II, III or IV (1039-1125), obol, 0.34g (CNI 19-21),
small piercing probably due to corrosion, fine and rare; denari
(3), fine to very fine; together with Republic mainly copper
minor issues (29), 15th-16th century, including quattrini (9),
1543, 1545, 1546, 1557, 1558 (2), 1561 (2), 1565, mostly fair
to fine (33)
£150-200

613
Cosimo III de’ Medici (1670-23), mezzo tollero, 1683, crowned
bust right, rev., galleass, 13.12g (CNI 18), good fine
£200-300
618
Coinage in the name of Otto IV, grosso, 13th century,
monogram, rev., the Volto Santo, 1.67g (CNI 10/11), flan crack by
head with resultant flatness, otherwise very fine
£100-150

619
Lords of the Republic of Pisa (1342-69), aquilino piccolo, 13th
century, crowned eagle, rev., L, 0.64g (CNI 20), very fine £100-150
620
Republic (1369-1799), popolino, crowned K, rev., L V C A,
0.52g (CNI 9-13); sestini (2), late 14th century, L, rev., St Vultus,
1.21, 1.13g (cf. CNI 19-21), fine or slightly better; grosso of 6
bolognini, 16th century, L V C A in quadrilobe, rev., St Vultus,
1.66g (cf. CNI 227-268), good fine (4)
£100-150
621
Felice and Elisa Bonaparte (1805-14), 5 franchi, 1808;
franco, 1808, 5 centesimi and 3 centesimi (2), all 1806, fine to
very fine; Carlo Ludovico di Borbone (1824-47), lira, 1837; 10
soldi, 1833; 2 quattrini, 1826; soldi (6), 1826 (4), 1841 (2), fair
to fine; Republic, scudo, 1756, about very fine; barbone, 1726,
pierced; together with late 17th-18th century copper issues (9),
many fine (25)
£250-300

627
Francesco II Gonzaga, quattrino, bust left wearing hat, rev.,
chalice, 1.97g (CNI 179 ff), good very fine
£120-150

628
Francesco II Gonzaga, quattrino, similar to the last, 1.84g
(CN1 179 ff), rev. slightly off centre, good very fine
£100-150
629
Francesco II Gonzaga, quattrini (2), similar to the last, 1.85,
1.40g (CNI 179 ff); another, bare-headed bust left, rev., flames
emerging from melting pot, 1.94g (CNI 193 ff), third with traces
of verdigris, very fine (3)
£180-220

Mantua

630
Francesco II Gonzaga, quattrino, bare-headed bust left, rev.,
flames emerging from melting pot, 2.33g (CNI 193 ff), slight
staining beneath bust, very fine
£80-120
622
Guido Gonzaga (1360-69), aquilino, eagle, rev., cross, 1.41g
(CNI 3), very fine
£120-150

631
Francesco II- Francesco III Gonzaga, miscellaneous quattrini
(44) and sesini (4), many fine, some better (48)
£500-700

623
Guido Gonzaga, quattrino con l'aquila (CNI 8), fair; Francesco
I Gonzaga (1382-1407), quattrini (6) (CNI 16), and bagattino
(cf. CNI 17), mostly fine (8)
£100-150
632
Federico II Gonzaga (1519-40), sesino, bearded bust left,
rev., St Catherine seated, 0.99g (CNI 99), extremely fine, rare
thus
£150-200

624
Ludovico II Gonzaga (1444-78), mezzo testone, arms, rev.,
chalice, 3.83g (CNI 18), very fine
£200-300
625
Ludovico II Gonzaga, mezzo testone, similar to the last,
3.32g (CNI 18), good fine
£150-180

633
Anonymous issue attributed to Federico II, sesino, chalice,
rev., St Longinus, 1.30g (CNI 9), good very fine
£100-150
634
Guglielmo Gonzaga (1550-87), miscellaneous issues (7),
comprising giulio (3), St Barbara type (CNI 104 ff); anonymous
sesino (CNI 67), and quattrini (3) (CNI 84 ff), fine to very fine
(7)
£150-180

626
Francesco II Gonzaga (1484-1519), sesino, bust left, rev.,
seated female figure holding chalice, 1.46g (CNI 87 ff), almost
extremely fine, rare thus
£120-150

635
Vincenzo II Gonzaga (1626-27), grossetto, undated, arms,
rev., crossed sword and palm, 0.94g (CNI 35), small piercing,
fine and rare; together with miscellaneous mainly 17th century
minor issues (about 92), mostly Vincenzo I-Carlo II, including
silver (19), mainly fair to fine (about 95)
£300-500

Massa di Lunigiana etc.

636
Carlo II Gonzaga Nevers (1637-65), quarto ducatone, 1664,
arms, rev., St George, 8.72g (CNI 19), very fine
£180-220

637
Carlo II Gonzaga Nevers, 80 soldi, undated, arms, rev., St
Barbara, 14.61g (CNI 32), trace of verdigris on reverse, almost
very fine
£180-220

641
Alberico I Cybo Malaspina (1559-1623), cervia (2), 1618
and date uncertain, fair to almost fine; quattrini (2); Maria
Beatrice d'Este (1790-1829), 4 soldi, 1792, fine; Asti, Comune,
13th-14th century denari; Bardi, Federico Landi (1590-1627?),
sesini (2); Castro, Pier Luigi Farnese (1545-47), quattrini (4);
Compiano, Federico Landi (1590-1627), sesini (4); Fano, Sixtus
V (1585-90), baiocchi (3), all church of Loreto type; quattrini (5),
comprising Gregory XIII (1572-85) (4), Sixtus V ; Gorizia, Charles
VI, soldo, 1733; Maria Theresia, 2 soldi, 1792 (2), soldi (10),
1741, 1785, 1788, 1799 (2) 1800, date uncertain (4), mezzo soldi
(2), 1763, 1794; Guastalla, Ferrante II Gonzaga (1575-1630),
mezzo giulio, quattrino; Ferrante III Gonzaga (1632-78), quattrini
(3); Macerata, Gregory XIII, quattrino, rev., St Julian;
Montalto, Sixtus V (1585-90), quattrini (2); Montarano,
Ferdinando Ferrero Abate (1547-1580), quarto; Passerano,
anonymous issues (1581-98), imitation of a Milanese parpagliola;
Piombino, Niccolo Ludovisi (1634-65), quattrini (3); Ravenna,
anonymous 13th-14th century denari (2); Benedict XIV (1740-58),
quattrini (3); Rimini, Comune (1265-1385), grossi (2);
Solferino, Carlo Gonzaga (1640-78), soldo; Sulmona, Charles
VIII of France (1495), doppio cavallo; Tassarolo, Filippo Spinola
(1616-88), luigino, 1666; Volterra, Ranieri degli Ubertini Vescovo
(1252-58?), grosso, some fine, a few better, several scarce or rare
(63)
£500-700

Mesocco

638
Carlo II Gonzaga Nevers, 40 soldi, undated, similar to the
last, 6.76g (CNI 41), scratched on reverse, otherwise very fine
and rare
£200-300

642
Gian Giacomo Trivulzio, Marquis of Vigevano and
Marshal of France (1487-1518), grosso of 6 soldi, arms,
rev., St George slaying the dragon, 3.41g (CNI 70 var.),
parpagliola, 2.02g, of similar design (CNI 77); together with
soldo, Trivulsino, arms, rev., cross fleury, 1.05g (CNI 101),
generally about very fine; trillini (2) (CNI 159-161), fair; Antonio
Teodoro Trivulzio, Count of Mesocco and Baron of Retegno
(1676-78), mezzo filippo stretto, 1676, 11.84g (CNI 46), fair,
reverse somewhat better (6)
£180-220

Messerano

639
Ferdinando Carlo Gonzaga Nevers (1665-1707), under
the Regency of his mother (1665-68), 30 soldi; as duke (16681707), quarter-scudo, 1675, this severely chipped; 40 soldi (2),
1701, 1703, 10 soldi (9), 1702 (2), 1703, 1704, 1705 (2),
undated (3), 5 soldi (2), 1689, 1702, soldi (6), 170(4?), undated
(5), some fine (21)
£150-180
640
Austrian Occupation (1708-97), mezza lira 1791, 20 soldi
(2), 1732, 1750, 10 soldi (2), both 1733, 5 soldi, 1757, 2 soldi
(5), 1732 (3), 1754, 1758, soldi (13), 1731 (4), 1736 (4), 1750,
1757 (4) mezzo-soldo (3), all 1793, sesini (3), 1732, 1733,
1754, mostly fair to fine; Siege of 1799, 5 soldi (2), very fine
and fair (32)
£120-150

643
Ludovico II (1528-32), testone, bust right, rev., St
Theonestus seated, 9.66g (CNI 26), slight traces of verdigris,
almost extremely fine
£250-300

644
Ludovico II, testone, similar to the last, 9.58g (CNI 20), traces
of verdigris, good very fine
£200-250

645
Ludovico II, testone, similar to the last, 9.55g (CNI 20), some
die rust on obverse, otherwise good very fine
£200-250

652
Henry VII of Luxemburg, grosso, cross with trefoils in
angles, rev., St Ambrose, 3.78g (CNI 9), very fine
£150-200

646
Ludovico II, testones (3), similar to the last, one scratched

653
Henry VII of Luxemburg, grossi (3), similar to the last, 3.79,
3.51, 3.39g (CNI 9), all rather stained, fine or slightly better (3)
£180-220

together with a contemporary forgery in base metal, pierced, fine;
rolabasso, pierced, about fine; Pier Luca Fieschi (1528-48),
testones (3), eagle, rev. St Theonestus standing, one pierced,
generally fine; Philiberto Ferrero Fieschi (1532-59), quarti (2);
Besso Ferrero Fieschi (1559-84), quarti (6), 1572, and date
uncertain (5); and soldo, date uncertain, fair to fine (17) £200-250

654
Henry VII of Luxemburg, grossi (2), similar to the last, 3.82,
3.75g (CNI 9); soldo, similar to the grosso, 1.81g (CNI 24), all
rather stained, fine or slightly better (3)
£150-200

behind bust otherwise better than very fine, others fair to fine;

Milan
647
Denari (12), comprising Otto I (962-73); Otto II or III (9731003); Henry III, IV or V (1039-1125) (5); Frederick I (1152-90)
(3), Frederick II (1218-50) (2), some, especially the later pieces,
with traces of verdigris, fine to good very fine (12) £200-300
648
First Republic (1250-1310), ambrosini (6), rev., plain cross,
2.77g (CNI 6); rev., cross with lunettes in each angle (2), 2.92,
2.87g (CNI 10); rev., cross with lunettes in two quarters (2)
2.94, 2.83g (CNI 12); rev., cross with trefoils in each angle,
2.86g (CNI 21) generally very fine (6)
£400-500

649
First Republic, ambrosino, rev., cross with pellet in each
angle, 2.65g (CNI -), very fine, rev. better and a variety unlisted
by CNI
£200-300
650
First Republic, reduced ambrosini (8), 2.06, 2.05, 2.02 (2),
2.01, 1.96, 1.80, 1.71g (CNI 28), two clipped, fine to better than
very fine (8)
£250-300

655
Azzone Visconti (1321-39), grosso, 2.65g (CNI 1; Crippa 2),
broken and repaired; Luchino and Giovanni Visconti (1339-49),
grosso, 2.81g (CNI 4; Crippa 3); Galeazzo II and Barnabo
Visconti (1354-78), grossi (5), 2.59, 2.50, 2.43, 2.41, 2.40g (CNI
9 ff; Crippa 2), sesini (3), 1.07, 1.00, 0.98g (Crippa 6), one
sesino cracked, generally fine or better (10)
£180-220

656
Azzone Visconti, soldo, 1.40g (CNI 14; Crippa 3), very fine,
scarce thus
£100-150
657
Luchino and Giovanni Visconti (1339-49), grosso (CNI 4 ff;
Crippa 3), heavily clipped, good fine; Azzone Visconti (1329-39)
denari (2) (CNI 7 ff; Crippa 7); Bernabo Visconti (1354-85),
denari (2) (CNI 36; Crippa 6), very fine; other mainly 14th
century denari (9), many fine (14)
£120-150
658
Bernabo Visconti (1354-85), pegioni (2), helmet and St
Ambrose types, 2.50 and 2.43g (CNI 12 ff, 18 ff; Crippa 2, 3),
sesino, 1.03g (CNI 26 ff; Crippa 5); Gian Galeazzo Visconti, First
period as Lord of Milan (1378-95), sesino, 1.06g (CNI 6 ff; Crippa
2); Second period as Duke (1395-1402), pegioni (2), both 2.32g
(CNI 23 ff; Crippa 4), sesino, helmet type, 0.85g (CNI 86 ff;
Crippa 13); denaro, 0.61g (CNI 99 ff; Crippa 14), last very fine
and clear, others fine or slightly better (8)
£150-200
659
Gian Galeazzo Visconti (1378-1405), as Lord (1378-95),
sesini (2) (CNI 6-9; Crippa 2); as Duke (1395-1402), pegione (CNI
42 ff; Crippa 7); soldi (4) (CNI 56-63; Crippa 9); sesini (6) (CNI 64
ff; Crippa 12); denari (4) (CNI 99 ff; Crippa 14), many fine (17)
£180-220

651
Henry VII of Luxemburg (1310-13), grosso of 2 soldi, St
Gervaise and St Protasius standing, rev., St Ambrose, 4.13g
(CNI 2), some weakness, almost very fine and rare
£300-400

660
Gian Galeazzo Visconti, as Duke, soldo, viper in frame, rev.,
cross fleury, 1.64 g. (CNI 51 ff; Crippa 8), good fine, rare £150-200

661
Giovanni Maria Visconti (1402-12), grossi (3), 2.39, 2.38,
2.29g (CNI 2 ff; Crippa 2), good fine to very fine; bissoli (2)
(CNI 75 ff; Crippa 9), fair and fine (5)
£150-200
662
Filippo Maria Visconti (1412-47), grosso of 3 soldi (CNI 44 ff;
Crippa 2); grossi of 2 soldi (6) (CNI 58-147; Crippa 3/A [2], 3/C
(this broken), 4 [3]); grosso (CNI 17 ff; Crippa 7), sesini (4) (CNI
163 ff; Crippa 9, 10 [3]); trillini (2) (CNI 195-208; Crippa 14, 15);
denari (2) (CNI 209-22; Crippa 16/B), some fine (16) £180-220

663
Ambrosian Republic (1447-50), grosso, cross fleury, rev., St
Ambrose seated, 2.17g, lightly clipped, fine
£80-100

669
Galeazzo Maria Sforza, mezzo testone, bust right, rev., arms,
5.19g (CNI 80; Crippa 8), very fine and scarce
£400-600
670
Galeazzo Maria Sforza, grossi of 5 soldi (4), crowned viper, rev.,
three burning branches supporting buckets (Crippa 10), one a
contemporary base metal forgery; grosso of 4 soldi, bust right, rev.,
St Ambrose (Crippa 12); grossi of 4 soldi (2), phoenix, rev., ducal
crown wound round with cloth (Crippa 13), one a contemporary
base metal forgery; soldini (10) (Crippa 14), trillini (13) (Crippa 16)
and denari (6) (Crippa 19), many fine (36)
£400-500

664
Francesco I Sforza (1450-66), grosso (CNI 54 ff; Crippa 10);
soldi (13); sesini (9), trillini (4), denari (4), some fine (31)
£200-300
665
Galeazzo Maria Sforza and Bianca Maria Visconti (146668), soldo, crowned viper, rev., St Ambrose, 1.36g (CNI 3;
Crippa 2), fine and clear with all of legend legible, scarce thus;
trillini (2), crowned G+M, rev., crowned B+M, 1.01, 0.86g (CNI
13ff; Crippa 4), good fine to very fine (3)
£120-150

666
Galeazzo Maria Sforza (1466-76), testone, bust right, rev.,
helmet, 9.68g (CNI 48ff; Crippa 6/A), very fine, rev. better
£350-400

671
Gian Galeazzo Sforza, under the regency of Bona di
Savoia (1476-80), testone, bust of Bona di Savoia right, rev.,
phoenix, feather at head in form of a horizontal S, 7.89g (CNI
14; Crippa 2/B, R/5), has been heavily tooled in fields, fine and
a rare variety
£1,000-1,500

672
Gian Galeazzo Sforza, under the regency of Ludovico
Maria Sforza (1480-94), testone, bust of Gian Galeazzo right,
rev., bust of Ludovico Maria right, 9.65g (CNI 23; Crippa 3),

fault at lower part of Gian Galeazzo's tunic and scratch to right
of face, otherwise very fine
£350-400

667
Galeazzo Maria Sforza, testone, similar to the last, 9.60g
(CNI 48 ff; Crippa 6/A), very fine
£300-400
668
Galeazzo Maria Sforza, testone, similar to the last, 9.48g
(CNI 48 ff; Crippa 6/A), stained, good fine
£140-180

673
Gian Galeazzo Sforza, under the regency of Ludovico
Maria Sforza, testone, bust of Gian Galeazzo right, rev., arms
surmounted by two helmets, 9.48g (CNI 35; Crippa 4), slightly
stained on both sides, very fine, rare
£400-500

674
Gian Galeazzo Sforza, under the regency of Ludovico
Maria Sforza, grosso of 5 soldi, chimera-plumed helmet, rev.,
facing bust of St Ambrose, 2.65g (CNI 37 ff; Crippa 5); grossi of 3
soldi (3), chimera-plumed helmet, rev., horse bit entwined with
ribbon, 2.46, 2.22, 2.02g (CNI 61ff; Crippa 7), one a
contemporary base metal forgery; trillini (4), 0.98, 0.89, 0.86g,
0.78g (CNI 77 ff; Crippa 8), denaro, crowned viper, rev., crowned
IG, 0.42g (CNI 86 ff; Crippa 9), one trillina very fine, others fine or
slightly better (9)
£200-300

675
Ludovico Maria Sforza (1494-1500), testone, bust right, rev.,
arms, 9.76g (CNI 21; Crippa 2), some staining and traces of die
rust in obverse field, otherwise better than very fine
£400-500

679
Louis XII of France, grosso of 6 soldi, French arms, rev., St
Ambrose (Crippa 6); bissona, French arms, rev., ducal crown
wrapped in cloth (Crippa 10), a contemporary forgery in base metal;
bissona, viper, rev., ducal crown wrapped in cloth (Crippa 11),
soldini with shield and cross (3) (Crippa 12); soldino with two
shields (Crippa 13); soldino with shield and St Ambrose (Crippa 14);
sesini (2) (Crippa 15); trillini of 3 lis (5) (Crippa 17); trillini of 2 lis (2)
(Crippa 18); denari (2) (Crippa 19), many fine, a few better (17)
£300-400

680
Louis XII of France, grosso of 5 soldi, French arms, rev.,
cross fleury, 2.09g (CNI 91; Crippa 9, R/5), generally fine and
extremely rare, only six examples listed by Crippa
£800-1,200

676
Ludovico Maria Sforza, testone, similar to the last, 9.55g (CNI
19; Crippa 2), pierced above, very fine; another similar, 9.31g,
this from a hoard with resulting porosity, fine (2)
£150-200
681
Massimiliano Maria Sforza (1512-15), sesino, arms, rev.,
cross fleury, 1.27g (CNI 5; Crippa 3), minor irregularities, very
fine and scarce
£100-150
677
Ludovico Maria Sforza, trillina, crowned LV rev., chimeraplumed helmet 0.99g (CNI 31; Crippa 3, R/3), very fine and very
rare
£120-150
682
Massimiliano Maria Sforza, trillina, MAXIMILIANVS, crowned M,
rev., DVX M-EDIOLANI, chimera-plumed helmet, 0.86g (CNI 8; Crippa
4), reverse slightly off centre, good very fine, rare thus
£100-150

678
Louis XII of France (1500-13), testone, crowned bust right,
rev., St Ambrose on horseback, 9.66g (CNI 64; Crippa 3/A), very
fine and rare
£800-1,200

683
Francis I of France (1515-21), trillini (6), crowned F, rev.,
cross fleury (CNI 23; Crippa 5), fine to better than very fine (6)
£100-150

684
Francesco II Sforza (1521-35), grosso of 15 soldi (?), arms, rev., St Ambrose standing, fallen warrior
below, 6.28g (CNI 17; Crippa 4 R/5 ), scratch to left of Saint, very fine and excessively rare, only six

examples recorded by Crippa and only apparently one example previously appearing at auction (Helbing, 24
October 1863, lot 1402)
£8,000-12,000

685
Francesco II Sforza, semprevivo of 10 soldi, three hills each
bearing a sempervivum plant in flower, rev., arms, 4.54g (CNI
18; Crippa 5), stained, good fine
£150-180

686
Francesco II Sforza, semprevivo of 5 soldi, similar to the last,
3.04g (CNI 22; Crippa 7), some corrosion on left hand legend of
reverse, otherwise very fine and scarce
£300-400
687
Francesco II Sforza, grosso of 5 soldi, ducal crown with olive
and palm branches, rev., arms, 2.56g (CNI 23; Crippa 8); grossi
of 3 soldi (4), ducal crown with olive and palm branches, rev., St
Ambrose, 2.57, 2.43, 2.16, 2.06g (CNI 28; Crippa 9); trillini with
mountains (2), 1.10, 0.88g (CNI 34; Crippa 11); trillini with
cross (3), 1.15, 0.96, 0.91g (CNI 35; Crippa 12), mainly fine
(10)
£200-300
688
Francesco II Sforza, grosso of 3 soldi, ducal crown with olive
and palm branches, rev., St Ambrose, 2.50g (CNI 28; Crippa 9),
very fine; trillina with cross, 1.11g (CNI 35; Crippa 12),
extremely fine with original silvering (2)
£150-200

690
Charles V (1535-56), denaro of 32 soldi imperiale, armoured bust
right, A's in obverse legend unbarred, rev., St Ambrose standing,
11.09g (CNI dies unlisted; Crippa 8/B) very fine, rare £1,000-1,500

691
Charles V, testone, arms, rev., St Ambrose, 7.23g (CNI 55; Crippa
9/B, R/4), pierced, only very good but extremely rare
£200-400

692
Charles V, quarto di scudo, undated, laureate bust right, rev.,
Pillars of Hercules, 9.04g (CNI 56; Crippa 11/A), almost very fine
£250-300
693
Charles V, quarto di scudo, undated, 5.77g, a contemporary
forgery, of crude style, fair; 8 soldi and 3 denari, Pillars of
Hercules, rev., St Ambrose standing, 2.78g (CNI 83; Crippa
16/A), very fine; mezzo bianco, arms, rev., St Ambrose in
clouds, 2.97g (CNI 85 ff; Crippa 18), fine (3)
£140-180

689
Francesco II Sforza, grosso of 3 soldi, whisk-broom tied with
riband bearing motto, rev., chimera-plumed helmet bearing
Sforza arms, 2.49g (CNI 32; Crippa 10), flan crack, very fine and
rare
£280-320

694
Charles V, denaro of 25 soldi, laureate bust right, rev., Salus
standing by river-god Po, 8.60g (cf. CNI 51; Crippa 12), better
than very fine
£400-500

695
Charles V, berlinga, crowned imperial arms, rev., St Ambrose on horseback, 7.43g (CNI 39; Crippa 13,
R/4), very fine and extremely rare
£7,000-10,000

696
Charles V, soldo (Crippa 21); terlini, type 1 (10), terlini, type 2
(2) (Crippa 23, 24), fine and better (13)
£150-200

702
Philip II, denaro of 20 soldi, bare-headed bust left, rev., arms,
6.35g (CNI 366; Crippa 34/A), severe edge fault at VS of
PHILIPPVS, good very fine and rare
£180-220

697
Philip II (1556-98), scudo, 1588, bust right between date,
rev., arms, 32.11g (CNI 125; Crippa 13/D-1), slightly double
struck, better than very fine
£200-300

703
Philip II, denaro of 20 soldi, similar to the last, 5.44g (CNI 359;
Crippa 34/B), very fine and rare
£180-220

698
Philip II, scudo, 1594, bust right, date below, rev., arms,
32.08g (CNI 217; Crippa 14/E), scratch on obverse, double
struck, good fine
£150-200

704
Philip II, 5 soldi (4), crowned PHI, rev., St Ambrose (Crippa
42); parpagliola, arms, rev., Providentia (Crippa 43); terlini (4),
crowned PHI, rev., St Ambrose; terlina, similar to the last but
with large crown on obverse (Crippa 49, 50); terlini (7), crowned
F, rev., arms (Crippa 51); soldini (4), ornate cross, rev., arms
(Crippa 46), fine or better (21)
£100-150

Ex 705
705
Philip II and Anne of Austria, soldino, 1593, without stops at
beginning and end of obverse legend, conjoined busts left, rev.,
Abundance seated, 0.75g (CNI 1 var.; Crippa 47), good fine,
reverse somewhat better, rare; another, similar to the last,
0.78g, about fine and rare (2)
£100-150
699
Philip II, half-scudo, undated, crowned bust right, stars either
side rev., arms, 55 in exergue, 15.76g (CNI 2/5; Crippa 22,
R/3), obverse scratched, fine, reverse somewhat better, very
rare
£600-800

First piece illustrated.

706
Philip III (1598-1621), denaro of 100 soldi (2), both 1605,
bust right, rev., arms, 27.54, 27.21g (CNI 57, 63; Crippa 10/B),
fine to good fine (2)
£200-300
707
Philip III, 5 soldi, 1604 (4) (Crippa 18); 4 soldi 1608 (3) (Crippa
19); parpaglioli (17), 1608, undated (16) (Crippa 20); sesini (6)
(Crippa 21); terlina, type 1 (Crippa 22); trillina, type 2 (Crippa 23);
quattrini (18), 1600 (2) (Crippa 24/A), 1603 (2) (Crippa 24/D),
undated (14) (Crippa 24/H), some fine (50)
£120-150

700
Philip II, quarter-scudo, undated, bare-headed bust right, rev.,
arms, 8.01g (CNI 334; Crippa 33/A), fine and rare
£100-150
701
Philip II, quarter-scudi (2), undated, crowned bust right, rev.,
arms, 7.49, 6.34g (CNI 341, 344; Crippa 33/A), one clipped,
generally fine; together with half-scudo, 158(8?) (Crippa 26),
11.35g, heavily clipped, poor (3)
£120-150

708
Philip IV (1621-65), filippo, 1657, 27.61g (CNI 125; Crippa
14/A), weak in places but almost very fine; half-filippo, 1657,
13.18g (Crippa 19), about fine; sesini, type 2 (6) (Crippa 25),
quattrini (12) (Crippa 27/28), some fine (20)
£200-300

709
Charles II (1665-1700), under the regency of his mother
Maria Anna of Austria (1665-76), filippo, 1666, conjoined busts
right, rev., arms, 27.90g (CNI 11; Crippa 2), very fine
£120-150

714
Philip V (1700-13), filippo, 1702, bust right, no stop after final
digit of date, rev., arms, 26.82g (CNI 5 var.; Crippa 1), good
very fine, rare thus
£400-500

710
Charles II, Second period (1676-1700), filippo, 1676, bust
right, rev., arms, obverse legend commences with colon, 27.80g
(CNI 47 var.; Crippa 3), very fine
£120-150

Ex 715
715
Philip V, filippo, 1702, similar to the last, 25.25g (CNI 16 var.),
date partially off flan, about very fine (Crippa 1); eighth-filippo,
date off flan (Crippa 6); and quattrini (3) (Crippa 7), generally
fine
£150-200
First piece illustrated.

716
Charles of Austria as Charles III of Spain, quattrini (19):
1707 (8), date of flan (11) (Crippa 5), fair to fine; as the emperor
Charles VI (1711-40), lira (2), 1721, 1724 (Crippa 19 and 20); 10
soldi (2), 1713, 1724 (Crippa 21, 22); 5 soldi (4), 1737 (3), date
illegible (Crippa 23); quattrini (12): 1725 (2), 1736 (5), date off
flan (5) (Crippa 24, 25), some fine (39)
£100-150
711
Charles II, filippo, 1694, bust right, rev., arms, 27.44g (CNI
89; Crippa 4), scratch on obverse, very fine with a strong
portrait
£140-160
712
Charles II, mezzo-filippo, 1676, 13.76g (CNI 61; Crippa 7);
another, 1694, 13.61g (CNI 103; Crippa 8), second with striking
split, good fine or slightly better (2)
£150-200
713
Charles II, quarter-filippo and eighth-filippo, both 1676 (Crippa
9, 10); quattrini (13), type 1 (2), type 2 (11) (Crippa 13, 14);
soldino, 167(-) (Crippa 7), the last very fine, others generally
fine; and a contemporary base metal forgery of a filippo, 1666,
about fine (17)
£120-150

717
Maria Theresia (1740-80), pre-reform coinage (1741-76), filippo,
1749, bust right, rev., arms, 27.98g (CNI 46 ff; Crippa 2/D), struck

on an irregular flan with resultant lack of parts of legend but
virtually as struck and toned, very rare thus
£1,500-2,000

718
Maria Theresia, pre-reform coinage, lira del giuramento, 1741
(Crippa 15); 20 soldi (2), 1762, 1771 (Crippa 7 and 8); 10 soldi
(2), 1762, 1771 (Crippa 9 and 10); 5 soldi (10), 1750, 1758 (5),
1763 (3), date uncertain (Crippa 11); parpagliola, 1758 (Crippa
12), many fine (16)
£120-150

725
Kingdom of Napoleon (1805-14), 5 lire, 1809 (Crippa 28); lira,
1813 V; 15 soldi, 1808 (Crippa 33); 10 soldi, 1811 (Crippa 35); 5
soldi (3), 1810 (2), 1811 (Crippa 37); 10 centesimi (5), 1812 (3),
1813, 1814 (Crippa 38); soldi (3), 1812, 1813 (2) (Crippa 40); 3
centesimi (4), 1809, 1810, 1812, 1813 (Crippa 42, 43), centesimi
(2), 1808, 1812 (Crippa 44, 45) many fine (21)
£100-150

719
Maria Theresia, reform coinage (1776-80), scudo, 1780,
23.13g (CNI 137; Crippa 38/D), very fine
£120-150
720
Maria Theresia, reform coinage, mezzo-scudo, 1779 (Crippa
39/D); lire (2), 1779, 1780 (Crippa 40); mezza-lira, 1779 (Crippa
41); 5 soldi, 1780 (Crippa 42); soldi (2), both 1777 S (Crippa
43); mezzo-soldi (7), 1777 (6), 1779 (Crippa 44); quattrini (3),
all 1777 (Crippa 45); sestini (3), 1777 (2), 1779 (Crippa 46),
mostly fine, a few better (20)
£120-150
721
Joseph II (1780-90), scudo, 1784 (Crippa 3/D), good fine;
mezzo-scudo, 1783 (Crippa 4/C), very fine; lira del giuramento,
1781 (Crippa 10), lire (2), 1786, 1790 (Crippa 5), generally about
fine; mezza-lira del giuramento, 1781 (Crippa 11), extremely fine;
mezza-lire (4), 1781, 1784 (2), date uncertain, fair (Crippa 6); 5
soldi (2), 1784 and date uncertain (Crippa 7), fine and fair; Leopold
II (1790-92), lira, 1790 (Crippa 1/A), fair (13)
£120-150
722
Francis II (1792-97), mezza-lira del giuramento, 1791 (Crippa
5); 30 soldi (2), both 1800 (Crippa 1), with a base metal
contemporary forgery, 1794; Francis I (1815-35), lira del
giuramento, 1815 and a striking in bronze (Crippa 21); mezzalira (Crippa 8), 1822; quarto di lira (2), 1822, 1823 (Crippa 9); 3
centesimi, 1822 (Crippa 11); centesimi (2), both 1822 (Crippa
12); Ferdinand I (1835-48), lira dell'incoronazione, 1835 (Crippa
8); quarto di lira, 1837 V; 20 kreuzer, 1842 (Crippa 10); Franz
Joseph (1848-59), 10 centesimi (4), 1849 (2) (Crippa 4), 1852 V
(2); 5 centesimi, 1852 (Crippa 10); 3 centesimi, 1852 (Crippa
11); centesimi (2), 1852 (Crippa 12), 1852 V; soldi for
Lombardy-Venetia (2), 1862 A, 1862 V; mezzo-soldo, 1862 B,
many fine or better (25)
£120-150

Ex 726
726
Provisional Government of Lombardy 1848, 5 lire (Crippa 3),
good extremely fine and attractively toned; another, obverse heavily
scratched, otherwise very fine (2)
£120-150
First piece illustrated.

Mirandola
727
Ludovico II Pico (1550-68), 15 soldi, arms, rev., Abundantia,
2.98g (CNI 16), mezzo paolo (CNI 36 ff), very fine; Galeotto II
Pico (1533-50), quattrini (2) (CNI 11ff), fine and better;
Alessandro I Pico (1602-37), soldi (4) (CNI 144 ff (3) uncertain
(1)); anonymous issue attributed to Alessandro I Pico, quattrino
(CNI 12), very fine (9)
£120-150

Modena
728
Comune (1226-93), grosso (CNI 1), fine; together with miscellaneous minor issues (83), mostly in base metal, generally 17-18th
century, mostly fair to fine, some better (84)
£400-600
729
Ercole II d'Este (1534-59), muraioli (3), arms of the
comune, rev., St Geminianus, 1.65, 1.61, 1.40g (CNI 87 ff), fine
or better (3)
£100-150

723
Cisalpine Republic (1800-02), scudo, Anno VIII (1800),
Cisalpina standing in gratitude before seated France, rev., value
within wreath, 22.93g (CNI 1; Crippa 1), almost very fine £150-180
724
Cisalpine Republic, 30 soldi (4), Anno IX (1801), Cisalpina right,
rev., inscription (CNI 2; Crippa 2), generally very fine (4) £150-200

730
Cesare d' Este (1598-1628), lira, 1611, bust left, rev., Abundantia standing, 5.59g (CNI 55), flan crack, very fine
£200-300

738
Carlo V, 2 carlini, very fine; carlino, clipped, good fine; Filippo II
(1554-98), mezzo carlini (3), grano, good fine to better than
very fine; Carlo II di Spania, carlino, 1685, fine; Sicily, Filippo
III (1598-1621), 2 tari, 1614 IP (Spahr 74), pierced, fine; tari,
1609 DC (Spahr 82); Filippo IV (1621-65), 4 tari, date off flan
DGV (1661-65), fine (10)
£200-300
731
Cesare d'Este, lira, 1612, similar to the last, 6.05g (CNI 55),
reverse scratched, almost very fine
£150-200
732
Francesco d'Este (1629-58), 2 lire, date uncertain (cf. CNI
pl. IX, 4), fair; Rinaldo d'Este (1694-1737), mezzo ducato, 1729
(CNI 123), weak in places, almost very fine; ducato 1720 and
scudo, date illegible, very good (4)
£140-160

739
Carlo III di Borbone (1730-59), 120 grani, 1734; Ferdinando
IV (I) (1759-1825), 120 grani (2), 1798, 1818; Ferdinando II
(1830-59), 120 grani (2), 1834, 1857, generally good fine;
together with miscellaneous minor issues (15), Ferdinando IVFrancesco II, including silver (2), fine or better (20)
£150-200

733
Francesco III d'Este (1737-80), 2 lire, 1738 (CNI 3), very fine;
lire (2), both 1738 (CNI 4 ff), fine and very fine (3)
£140-180

Musso
740
Gioacchino Murat (1808-15), 12 carlini, 1810, very fine
£180-220
734
Gian Giacomo de’ Medici (1528-30), quattrino, bust left,
rev., seated river-god Lario, 0.68g (CNI 8), fine and extremely
rare
£100-150

741
Gioacchino Murat, 2 lire, lira (2) and mezza lira (2), all 1813, and
3 grana, 1810, generally fine or slightly better (6)
£100-150

Padua
Naples and Sicily
735
Carlo II d'Angio (1285-1309), saluto d'argento (CNI 5 ff),

surface deposit beneath Annunciation scene, otherwise good fine;
Roberto d'Angio (1309-43), gigliati (2), one clipped, good fine and
very fine; Alfonso I d'Aragona (1442-58), carlino, very fine; reale,
clipped, fine; pierrereale (2), Federico il Simplice (1355-57) and
uncertain, first damaged, second heavily clipped; together with

742
Republic (1271-1328), denaro piccolo; Ulrich von Waldsee
(1320-21), grossi aquilini (3); Iacopo II da Carrara, 2 soldi;
Agostino Barbarigo (1486-1501), bagattini (2); and a 15th
century brass jeton of Padua, many fine (8)
£150-200

Parma

miscellaneous Neapolitan and Sicilian bronze issues (50),
mediaeval to early 18th century, many fine (57)
£400-500

736
Ferdinando I d'Aragona (1458-94), coronato, 3.99g (CNI
141 ff), surface deposit at edge, about very fine; Alfonso II
d'Aragona (1494-95), coronato, 4.00g (CNI 15 ff), very fine;
Sicily, Ferdinando il Cattolico (1479-1516), tari, 3.14g (cf.
Spahr 143), lightly clipped, good fine (3)
£180-220

743
Republic (1248-1322), grosso, 1269-99, cross potent, rev.,
St Hilarius 2.03g (CNI 2), very fine and rare
£300-400
744
Republic, denari imperiale (2), after 1302, cross potent with pellets
in alternate angles, rev., castle, 0.69g (CNI 7 ff), fine and better;
mezzano, after 1318, bull left, rev., cross potent, 0.50g (CNI 13),
fair, reverse better; Francesco I Sforza (1449-66), terlina, cross
fleury, rev., St Hilarius, 0.81g (CNI 2 ff), fine (4)
£100-120

737
Carlo V (1516-56), mezzo ducato, bust right, rev., arms,
14.35g (CNI 249 ff), very fine
£200-250

745
Ottavio Farnese (1547-86), giulio, 1557 (CNI 49 ff), fine;
half-giulio (CNI 111 ff), creased, fine; parpagliola con torello
(CNI 125), flan irregular good fine; parpaglioli con stemma (3)
(CNI 141 ff), fine; minor issues (18), in billon and bronze,
including Piacenza (2), poor to fine (24)
£180-220

746
Alessandro Farnese (1586-91), parpaglioli (2), bust of Athena
right, rev., bare-headed bust left, both about fine; cavalotti of 6
soldi (3), LS (CNI 96), PS (2) (CNI 116 ff), about fine to very fine;
together with bronze issues (4), fair to fine (9)
£100-120
747
Ranuccio II Farnese (1646-94), quarantani (2) (CNI 33 ff),
fine and very fine; with two contemporary base metal forgeries
and other miscellaneous 17th century issues (about 76), mainly
base metal including some of Piacenza, generally poor to fine
(about 80)
£200-250
748
Ferdinando di Borbone (1765-1802), half-ducato, 1784,
about fine; 6 lire, 1796, very good; 3 lire, 1792, very fine;
together with miscellaneous mainly 18th century minor issues
(59), mainly in billon and copper, including some of Piacenza,
fair to fine (62)
£200-300

753
Frederick II (1220-50), grosso, 1.47g (CNI 10 var.),
extremely fine
£200-300

754
Frederick II, grosso, 1.30g (CNI 11), very fine

£120-150

755
Frederick II, grossi (2), 1.27, 1.17g (CNI 15), good fine (2)
£150-200
756
Frederick II, denari (3), 0.69, 0.41, 0.38g (CNI 17 ff), fine (3)
£100-120

Perugia
749
Maria Luigia (1815-47), 5 lire, 1832 (Pagani 7), extremely
fine
£300-400

757
Republic, bolognini (3), post 1395, A rev., St Erculano (CNI 1
ff); late 15th century, sestini (3) P, rev., cross (CNI 23 ff);
quattrini (2), similar to the last (CNI 38 ff); uncertain quattrini
(2), griffin rampant (CNI 86); Leo X (1513-21), quattrino, Papal
arms, rev., lion (CNI 50 ff), many fine (11)
£180-220

Pesaro

750
Maria Luigia, 2 lire, 1815 (Pagani 8), extremely fine, scarce
thus
£300-400
758
Costanzo I Sforza (1473-83), terzo di grosso, cross pattée,
rev., St Terentius, 1.12g (CNI 36), very fine
£150-200
759
Costanzo I Sforza, bolognino, quattrini (3); Giovanni Sforza
(1489-1500, 1503-10), grossi (2), denari (3); Guidobaldo II della
Rovere (1538-74), bolognini (3), revs., oak tree (2) and St
Terentius; together with a cast copy of a terzo di grosso of
Costanzo Sforza of double weight, the two grossi pierced, some
fine or better (13)
£200-250
751
Roberto di Borbone (1854-58), 5 lire, 1858, minor edge
bruise, better than very fine and rare
£400-600

Pavia
752
Otto III (983-1002), denari (4) (CNI 1 ff); Henry III (10561106), denaro (CNI 1 ff); Comune (1250-1359), doppio grosso
(CNI 1 ff), mezzani (3) (CNI 13 ff); Galeazzo Maria Visconti (13781402), grossi of 2 soldi (2), fine to very fine (11)
£150-200

Piacenza
760
Comune, coinage in the name of Conrad (1140-1313), grossi (2),
2.01, 1.84g (CNI 13), both about very fine (2)
£150-200
761
Comune, coinage in the name of Conrad, grosso, 1.99g (CNI
13); mezzani (4), 0.94, 0.88, 0.78 0.73g (CNI 15 ff), fine to very
fine (5)
£150-200

762
Anonymous issues under the Papacy (circa 1520), sesini (2)
(Munt. 5); quattrini (9) (Munt. 8 [8] and 9), last pierced, fair to very
fine; Paul III (1534-49), grossi (2), rev., St Justina (Munt. 179), fine;
together with Parma, anonymous issue circa 1520, half-giuili (3)
(Munt. 4), sesini (3) (Munt. 11), quattrini (5) (Munt. 14. [2], 16 [3]),
bagarone (Munt. 23), poor to fine (25)
£150-200
763
Ottavio Farnese with his son Alessandro, parpaglioli (4), all
with conjoined busts left, rev., Minerva seated left, dated 1568 (CNI
6), about fine; 1571 (CNI 8), some weakness, very fine; 1591
(issued after the death of Ottavio) (cf. CNI 65), fair; and date
illegible, fine; Odoardo Farnese (1622-46), 10 soldi (4), arms,
rev., St Anthony on horseback (CNI 50 ff); Ranuccio II Farnese
(1646-94), 40 soldi, 1693, (CNI 2) fine or better (9)
£120-150

770
Ercole I d'Este, bagattini (8), various varieties; Alfonso I d'Este,
second reign (1523-34), bagattino, arms, rev., St Prosper, mostly
fine to good fine (9)
£180-220

771
Alfonso I d'Este, first reign (1505-12), mezzo testone,
armoured bust right, rev., standing figure of St Prospero, 3.69g
(CNI 2 [testone]), extremely fine and toned, extremely rare
£3,000-4,000

Pisa

772
Alfonso I d'Este, first reign, bagattino, armoured bust left, rev.,
arms, 2.16g (CNI 21), weak in places, good very fine
£120-150
764
Coinage in the name of Frederick I (issued 1150-1312),
grosso, Madonna and Child, rev., crowned eagle, 3.29g (CNI
32), good very fine and toned
£150-200

773
Julius II (1512-14), bagattino, Papal arms, rev., arms of Reggio,
1.13g (CNI 16), about very fine; Leo X (1514-21), bagattini (3),
1.91, 1.85, 1.67g (CNI 7 ff), fine to good fine (4)
£100-150

765
Miscellaneous issues (22), 14-16th century, some in silver,
including a doppio grosso of the Second Republic (1495-1509),
mostly fair; with a mezzo grosso, 1714, fine; and two jetons, one
bronze, the other lead, attributed to Pisa, very fine (25) £120-150

Pomponesco

774
Alfonso I d'Este, second reign (1523-34), grossetto of 3
soldi, bust left, rev., St Daria standing, 1.70g (CNI 16 var.),
good fine and rare
£200-300

766
Giulio Cesare Gonzaga (1583-93), quattrino, bust left rev.,
four-line inscription, 0.77g (CNI 78), good very fine and rare;
another, variety of the last 1.17g, very fine (2)
£120-150
First piece illustrated.

Ragusa

775
Ercole II d'Este (1534-59), biancone, bust left, rev., arms,
4.06g (CNI 136 ff), very good
£80-100

767
Republic, libertina, 1793, very fine, rev. better; 15th century
grosso, very fine; follaro, circa 1500, fair; 18th century soldi (3),
fair to fine; Serbia, grossi (6), in imitation of Venetian matapans,
including two of Stephan Urosh II, fine (12)
£150-200

Reggio Emilia
768
Nicolo Maltraversi Vescovo (1233-43), grossi (2), N, rev.,
lis, 1.26, 1.08g (CNI 1 ff), fine and very fine (2)
£120-150
769
Ercole I d'Este (1471-1505), bagattini (2), type 1 and type
3, bust left, rev., arms; Alfonso I d'Este, first reign (1505-12),
bagattino, generally good fine (3)
£120-150

776
Ercole II d'Este, colombino of St Daria, bust left, rev., St Daria
standing, 1.53g (CNI 222), very fine
£200-300
777
Ercole II d'Este, colombini of St Daria (2), similar to the last,
1.71, 1.66g (CNI 215 ff), good fine (2)
£200-300

778
Ercole II d'Este, quattrino (CNI 260 ff); bagattini (8) (CNI 272
ff [4], 344 ff [3]); Alfonso II d'Este (1559-97), sesini (3) (CNI 73
ff), many fine, some better (11)
£150-200

Rome
779
Miscellaneous 14th-16th century minor issues, comprising
Senate of Rome, anonymous billon denari provisini (2); Clement XI
(1370-78), bolognini (2); Calixtus III (1455-58), grosso, rev., SS
Peter and Paul, heavily clipped; Paul II (1464-71), picciolo; Sixtus
IV (1471-84), picciolo; Innocent VII (1484-92), quattrino; Leo X
(1513-21), uniface copper (possibly a coin weight), 2.45g; Paul III
(1534-49), quattrino; Julius III (1550-55), giulio; Paul IV (155559), giulio; Pius IV (1559-65), testone; Pius V (1566-72), quattrino;
Gregory XIII (1572-85), quattrini (4); Clement VIII (1592-1605),
testone, rev., Holy Door; and quattrino; together with Avignon,
uncertain 15th century half-grosso, this fragmentary but with old
ticket attributing it to Urban VI; Fano, Sixtus V (1585-90),
quattrino, mostly poor to fine (22)
£180-220
780
Sixtus IV (1471-84), grosso, rev., SS Peter and Paul, 3.30g
(Munt. 16); Alexander VI (1492-1503), grosso, 2.72g (Munt.
15); Julius II (1503-13), giulio, 3.29g (Munt. 32); Paul III (153449), paolo, 2.88g (Munt. 40), fine to very fine (4)
£120-150

781
Sede Vacante, 1 December 1521-9 January 1522, giulio,
arms of Camerlengo Cardinal Francesco Armellini, cross keys
and canopy above, rev., SS Peter and Paul, 3.68g (Munt. 3 var.
1), flan slightly irregular beneath arms, otherwise very fine and
extremely rare
£1,000-1,500
782
Sede Vacante issues (8), 18 August-25 December 1559,
giulio, cracked, poor; 9 December 1669-29 April 1670, testone
and grosso, 1669, first pierced otherwise very fine, other good
fine; 22 July-21 September 1676, piastra, has been mounted,
otherwise very fine; 21 February-12 July 1730, giulio, edge
marks, good fine; 6 February-17 August 1740, grosso, pierced,
fair; 3 May-6 July 1758, scudo, has been mounted, better than
fine; doppio giulio, pierced about fine; Bologna, Sede Vacante
20 August-28 September 1823, scudo, has been mounted and
tooled (9)
£140-160

784
Alexander VII (1655-67), piastra, St Peter reclining above
Papal arms, rev., St Thomas of Villanova giving alms to a
beggar, 32.17g (Munt. 7), very fine
£200-300
785
Piastra (7) of Clement X (1670-76) (Munt. 19); Innocent XI
(1676-89), An II, rev., St Peter's basilica (Munt. 38); Innocent XII
(1691-1700) (3), 1693, 1696, 1698 (Munt. 23, 21, 19); Benedict
XIV (1740-58), 1754 (Munt. 45); Pius VI (1775-99), 1780 (Munt.
17); with Clement XI (1700-21), half-scudo (Munt. 54) and
Gregory XVI (1831-46), scudo, 1834, all mounted, generally fine;
Pius IV (1559-65), giulio, fine; together with miscellaneous minor
Papal issues (16), many very fine (26)
£200-300

786
Innocent XI (1675-89), piastra, 1684, bust right, rev., legend
within palm wreath, 32.05g (Munt. 25), very fine
£180-220
787
Clement XI (1700-21), piastra, A. XV, bust right, rev., arms,
31.81g (Munt. 49), has been mounted, otherwise very fine; halfscudo, AN. XI, bust left, rev., façade of the Pantheon, 15.85g
(Munt. 53), has been mounted and tooled, good fine, both rare
(2)
£180-220
788
Benedict XIV (1740-58), half-scudo, 1754; Pius VI (177599), half-scudo, 1775, fine; together with miscellaneous Papal
minor issues (about 83), Paul V-Pius IX, some in silver, mostly
fair to fine, some better (about 85)
£250-300
789
Pius VI (1775-99), scudo, 1780, 26.34g (Munt. 17); Pius VII
(1800-23), scudo, 1802, 26.19g (Munt. 6a); Leo XII (1823-29),
scudo, 1825, 26.55g (Munt. 6), generally very fine, last slightly
better (3)
£150-200

783
Urban VIII (1623-44), piastra, 1643, bust right, rev., Virgin
Mary, 31.13g (Munt. 31), fine
£150-200

790
Pius VI, 5 and 2½ baiocchi; Fermo, mezzo baioccho, 1798;
Civitavecchia, 2½ baiocchi, 1796; Perugia, 2½ baiocchi,
179-; San Severino, 2½ baiocchi (4 – one pierced), 1796 (3),
1797; mezzo baiocchi (2), year XXII and uncertain; Viterbo, 5
baiocchi, year XXIII; 2½ baiocchi (2), 1796, 1797; First
Roman Republic, Fermo, quattrino, mostly fine to very fine
(15)
£200-300

791
Second Roman Republic (1849), 40, 16, 8 (2), 4 (2), 3, 1
(2) and half baiocchi; Ancona mint, baiocchi (3), fine or better;
Pius IX (1846-78), scudo, 1847, Anno II, extremely fine;
together with miscellaneous minor issues (24), mostly in base
metal, generally fine or better (38)
£200-250
792
Papal Medals (4), Innocent X, in bronze, rev., fountain in the
Cirque des Agonales, 38mm, a restrike, very fine; Election of Pius
IX, 1846, by F. Broggi, in bronze-gilt, rev., Una and the lion,
44.8mm, extremely fine; Pius IX and Carlo Alberto of Savoy, 1847,
oval medal, in brass, 30.5 x 27.5mm, good very fine; Feast of SS
Peter and Paul 1867, in bronze, 48.5mm, extremely fine; other
medals (3), comprising Excavations on the site of the Amphitheatre
of Verona, 1825, by Putinati, in bronze, 49.5mm, Antonio Canova,
undated, by Putinati, in bronze, 32mm; Death of Ferdinand, Count
Bubna-Lititz, 1825, by Nesti, in bronze, 44mm, these all slightly later
strikings, with traces of die rust, extremely fine; with miscellaneous
mainly Italian base metal medals (16) and a lead bulla of Urban
VIII, mainly fine or better (24)
£300-400

Roveredo

793
Gian Francesco Trivulzio, Count of Mesocco, Marquis of
Vigevano and Castelnuovo (1526-49), testone, bust left,
rev., St Blaise seated, 9.52g (CNI 3), extremely fine and very
rare
£1,500-2,000

San Marino
797
5 lire and 2 lire, both 1898; 10 centesimi (2), both 1875; 5
centesimi, 1869, last very fine, others extremely fine (5) £150-180

House of Savoy
798
Amedeo VI (1343-83), forte escucellato (2) (Simonetti 16);
Amedeo VIII (1391-1434) as count (1398-1416), quarto di grosso
(Simonetti 14); obolo di bianchetto (2) (Simonetti 26); as duke
(1416-34), quatri (3) (Simonetti 39), generally fine (8) £150-200
799
Carlo II (1504-53), 5 grossi, Vercelli mint (Simonetti 43);
parpaglioli (3), generally fine; together with miscellaneous minor
mainly 17th century issues (16), mainly in base metal, fair to fine
(20)
£150-200
800
Emanuele Filiberto (1553-80), 4 grossi (3), 1575, 1576,
date off flan; Carlo Emanuele I (1580-1630), ducatone, date off
flan (1598-1604), 22.40g, heavily clipped, fair; due fiorino,
162(5?) (Simonetti 60); fiorino, 1630 (Simonetti 62); together
with miscellaneous 16th and early 17th century minor issues (14),
many fine (20)
£200-300
801
Carlo Emanuele II (1638-75), under the regency of his
mother (1638-48), half-lira of 10 soldi, 16--, fair; 5 soldi (2),
1647, 1648, first fair, other very fine; Vittorio Amedeo II (16751730), under the regency of his mother (1675-80), mezza lira,
1679, good fine; as duke (1680-1713), lira, 1691, 15 soldi,
1691, 5 soldi, 1697; as king of Sicily (1713-18), mezza lira,
1718, fine or better; miscellaneous 17th century base metal
issues (9); together with Sardinia, Charles II of Spain, 3
callaresos, date uncertain, callarese, 1668; and Corsica, 4 soldi,
1766, many fine (20)
£200-300
802
Carlo Emanuele III (1730-73), lira, 1743; quarter-scudo,
1756; Vittorio Amedeo III (1773-96), half-scudo, 1773; Carlo
Emanuel IV (1796-1802), half-scudo, 1798, 7.6 soldi, 1800, reale
sardo, date uncertain, generally fine, fourth scarce (6) £180-220

794
Gian Francesco Trivulzio, testone, similar to the last, 9.34g (CNI
3), somewhat discoloured, very fine and very rare
£600-800

Sabbioneta

795
Vespasiano Gonzaga (1540-91), sesino, bust left, rev.,
thunderbolt, 1.50g (CNI 15), very fine and rare
£100-150
796
Vespasiano Gonzaga, sesini (7), all with bust left, rev., St
Nicolas (CNI 46 ff); together with Luigi Carafa and Isabella
Gonzaga (1591-1637), sesini (2), letter S, rev., St Nicholas (CNI 13
ff), generally fine (9)
£100-150

803
Piedmont Republic (1798-99), quarto di scudo, an VII (1799),
fine; Nazione Piemontese (1800), 2 soldi (2), fine or better; together
with miscellaneous 18th and 19th century base metal issues (about
73), and a doppia coin weight, many fine (about 77)
£200-300
804
Carlo Felice (1821-31), 5 lire, 1829 Turin; Carlo Alberto
(1831-49), 5 lire, 1844 Genoa; Vittorio Emanuele II (1849-61), 5
lire, 1851 Genoa, 2 lire, 1853 Turin; Second Tuscan Provisional
Government, lire, 1860, last two fine, others generally very fine
(5)
£100-150
805
Umberto 1 (1879-1900), 50 centesimi, 1889, very fine and
scarce; together with lira, 1900, 5 centesimi (8) and centesimo,
all 1895, generally very fine; Victor Emanuel III (1900-43), 10
centesimi, 1911, good extremely fine; Victor Emanuel II, (186179), 20 centesimi, 1863 M, and a brass striking of a 10 centesimi,
1866 M, last with several test marks, very fine (14)
£120-150

812
Berengar I, Third coinage, denaro, temple type, 1.35g (cf. CNI
[Milan] 15; MEC 1018), reverse slightly stained, good very fine
and toned
£100-120
806
Achaian Branch, Filippo di Savoia, as prince (1301-34), tornese
piccolo, +PhILIP PRICES, cross with pellet in second quarter, rev.,
+TORINVS CIVIS, six pointed star with two pellets in angles, 1.02g
(CNI 8; Simonetti 8a), fine and very rare
£300-400

Siena
807
Republic, miscellaneous issues (22), comprising denar piccolo
(13), before 1250 (CNI 29 ff); grosso, first half of the 13th
century (CNI 36); quattrini (3), after 1350 (CNI 115 ff); grosso
of 5½ soldi, late 14th century (CNI 146 ff); mezza parpaglioli (2),
late 15th century (CNI 57 ff) one a contemporary imitation;
parpagliola, first quarter of the 16th century (CNI 146 ff; mezzo
parpagliola, 1550 (CNI 314 ff); and an old forgery of a mezzogiulio, 1548, 2.16g many fine, a few better (23)
£300-400

Ticino

808
4 franchi, 1814, arms, rev., standing warrior, star beneath
value (CNI 9), very fine and scarce
£200-300
809
Mezzo franco, 1835 (CNI 12); quarto di franco, 1835 (CNI
13); 3 soldi (6), 1813, 1835 (5) (CNI 6, 14 (5), 15); 3 denari (2),
both 1814 (CNI 11), mostly fine to very fine (9)
£80-100

Urbino
810
Guidobaldo di Montefeltro (1482-1508), quattrino, bust
left, rev., arms (CNI 26); another, variety of the last (CNI 36);
together with miscellaneous minor issues (16), 16-17th century,
mostly in base metal, many fine (18)
£200-300

Venice

811
Berengar I (888-924), Third coinage (901-15), denaro, temple
type, 1.37g (cf. CNI [Milan] 15; MEC 1018), good very fine and
toned
£120-150

813
Henry III Emperor (1039-56), denaro, severely chipped;
together with grossi (20) comprising Pietro Ziani (1205-29); Iacopo
Tiepolo (1229-49); Marino Morisini (1249-53); Ranieri Zeno (125368) (2); Lorenzo Tiepolo (1268-75) (2); Iacopo Contarini (1275-80)
(2); Giovanni Dandolo (1280-1289) (3); Pietro Gradenigo (12891311) (3); Andrea Dandolo (1343-54); and uncertain (2), many fine
(19)
£200-300
814
Francesco Dandolo (1329-39), soldino and picciolo; Andrea
Dandolo (1343-54), soldini (3); Antonio Venier (1382-1400),
soldino; Giovanni Dolfin (1356-61), soldino; Michael Steno (140013), soldino; Nicolo Tron (1471-74), soldino, bagattini (4);
Giovanni Mocenigo (1478-85), doppio bagattini (3); together with
miscellaneous minor issues (about 275), mainly 16th-18th century,
some in silver, many fine (about 290)
£600-800
815
Francesco Foscari (1423-57), grossone (2), one clipped, the
other very fine and rare; marcelli (18), Nicolo Marcello (147374) (2); Pietro Mocenigo (1474-76) (2), one pierced; Andrea
Vermandin (1476-78); Giovanni Mocenigo (1478-85) (6); Marco
Barbarigo (1485-86); Agostino Barbarigo (1486-1501) (3);
Leonardo Loredan (1501-21) (3), fine and better, first four and
Agostino Barbarigo issue, scarce (20)
£300-400

816
Marco Barbarigo (1485-86), brass bagattino, MARC. BARBARIGO.DVX, doge standing holding flag, L to left, Λ to right, rev.,
winged lion, 1.32g (CNI unpublished), good very fine and
extremely rare
£100-150
817
Leonardo Loredan (1501-21), mocenigi (4) STF, AM, IAT
and IB, 6.45, 6.43, 6.54, 6.53g (CNI 5, 52, 86, 103), very fine or
slightly better (4)
£150-180
818
Miscellaneous silver issues (30), Andrea Gritti (1523-38),
mocenigo, marcello; Pietro Lando (1539-45), mocenigo; Aloysius
I Mocenigo (1570-77), 40 soldi (3), anonymous lirazzi (4), 4
gazzette; Nicolo da Ponte (1578-85), half-scudi (2), 40 soldi, 20
soldi; Francesco Contarini (1623-24), quarter-scudo; Giovanni I
Corner (1625-29), quarter-scudo; Francisco Erizzo (1631-46),
quarter-scudo; Domenico Contarini (1659-75) half and quarter
ducato; Aloysius Mocenigo II (1700-09), half-ducato; Giovanni II
Corner (1709-22), half and quarter ducato and lirazzi 1722 (2),
one a contemporary base metal forgery; Aloysius Pisani (173541), quarter-ducato; Aloysius IV Mocenigo (1763-78), lirazzi (3),
1767, 1778 (2); Paolo Renier (1779-89), osella, 1784, year VI,
last mounted and gilt, many fine, some better; together with
Pasquale Cicogna (1585-95), bronze medal for Palmanova,
1593, plugged; and Treviso, Agostino Barbarigo, brass
bagattino, very fine (32)
£400-600
819
Giovanni I Corner (1625-29), scudo FM 31.35g (CNI 14);
Francisco Erizzo (1631-46), ducato of St Giustina, 27.02g (CNI
224); Domenico Contarini (1659-74), ducato of St Giustina, GD,
27.86g (CNI 46), very fine (3)
£200-300

820
Ducati (4), Giovanni II Corner (1709-22) AM (CNI 64);
Francesco Loredan (1752-62) GAC (CNI 28); Paulo Renier (177989) LAF (CNI 30); Ludovico Manin (1789-97) FB (CNI 47); and
tallero, 1797 (CNI 129), good fine to very fine (5)
£250-300
821
Provisional Government (1797-98), 10 lire, 1797, 28.29g (CNI
1), central weakness, otherwise very fine; Austrian occupation
(1798-1802), 1½ lire, 1802, lire, 1800, extremely fine (3) £150-200

Verona

825
Frederick II (1218-50), grosso of 20 denari, 1.65g (CNI 13
ff), good very fine
£120-150

826
Frederick II, grosso of 20 denari, 1.65g (CNI 13 ff), good very
fine
£120-150
822
Provisional Government (1848-49), 5 lire, 1848 (CNI 2),
extremely fine
£150-200

827
Denari (8), in the name of Frederick II, 1218-1329; Bartolomeo
and Antonio della Scala (1381-87), quattrini (2); Gian Galeazzo
Visconti (1387-1402), soldo, many fine (11)
£150-200
828
Anonymous issues of the della Scala (1259-1329), grossi
of 20 denari (2), 1.26 and 1.22g (CNI 16-17), very fine or better
(2)
£120-150

823
Provisional Government, 5 lire, 1848 (CNI 2), extremely fine
£150-200

829
Maximilian I of Austria (1509-16), bagattino, Austrian eagle,
rev., St Zeno, 2.00g (CNI 23), very fine and rare
£200-300

VICENZA

824
Provisional Government, 5 lire 1848 (CNI 3), minor edge
bruise, otherwise extremely fine
£150-200

830
Comune, 13-14th century, grosso aquilino, eagle, rev., cross,
1.16g (CNI 2), chipped, otherwise good fine and very rare £150-200

END OF SALE

Conditions of Business for Buyers
1. Introduction
(a) The contractual relationship of Morton &
Eden Ltd. and Sellers with prospective Buyers
is governed by:(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers;
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers
displayed in the saleroom and available from
Morton & Eden Ltd.;
(iii) Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity
Guarantee;
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in
the sale catalogue, in each case as amended by
any saleroom notice or auctioneer's
announcement.
(b) As auctioneer, Morton & Eden Ltd. acts as
agent for the Seller. Occasionally, Morton &
Eden Ltd. may own or have a financial interest
in a lot.
2. Definitions
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting
or considering making a bid, including
Buyers;
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest
bid or offer accepted by the auctioneer,
including a Buyer’s principal when bidding
as agent;
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale,
including their agent, or executors;
“M&E” means Morton & Eden Ltd.,
auctioneers, 45 Maddox Street, London W1S
2PE, company number 4198353.
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or
expenses due to Morton & Eden Ltd. from
the Buyer;
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission
payable by the Buyer on the Hammer Price
at the rates set out in the Guide for
Prospective Buyers;
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the
Property accepted by the auctioneer at the
auction or the post auction sale price;
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus
applicable Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s
Expenses;
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the
minimum Hammer Price at which the Seller
has agreed to sell a lot.
The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses
and Hammer Price are subject to VAT,
where applicable.
3. Examination of Lots
(a) M&E’s knowledge of lots is partly
dependent on information provided by the
Seller and M&E is unable to exercise
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot
is available for examination before sale.
Bidders are responsible for carrying out
examinations and research before sale to
satisfy themselves over the condition of lots
and accuracy of descriptions.
(b) All oral and/or written information
provided to Bidders relating to lots, including
descriptions in the catalogue, condition reports
or elsewhere are statements of M&E’s opinion
and not representations of fact. Estimates may
not be relied on as a prediction of the selling
price or value of the lot and may be revised
from time to time at M&E’s absolute
discretion.

4. Exclusions and limitations of liability
to Buyers
(a) M&E shall refund the Purchase Price to
the Buyer in circumstances where it deems
that the lot is a Counterfeit, subject to the
terms of M&E’s Authenticity Guarantee.
(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither M&E
nor the Seller:(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any
oral or written information provided to
Bidders by M&E, whether negligent or
otherwise;
(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders
and any implied warranties and conditions are
excluded (save in so far as such obligations
cannot be excluded by English law), other than
the express warranties given by the Seller to
the Buyer (for which the Seller is solely
responsible) under the Conditions of Business
for Sellers;
(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts
or omissions (whether negligent or otherwise)
by M&E in connection with the conduct of
auctions or for any matter relating to the sale
of any lot.
(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any
claim against M&E and/ or the Seller by a
Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price for the
relevant lot. Neither M&E nor the Seller shall
be liable for any indirect or consequential
losses.
(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or
limit the liability of M&E or the Seller for
death or personal injury caused by the
negligent acts or omissions of M&E or the
Seller.
5. Bidding at Auction
(a) M&E has absolute discretion to refuse
admission to the auction. Before sale,
Bidders must complete a Registration Form
and supply such information and references
as M&E requires. Bidders are personally
liable for their bid and are jointly and
severally liable with their principal, if
bidding as agent (in which case M&E’s prior
and express consent must be obtained).
(b) M&E advises Bidders to attend the
auction, but M&E will endeavour to execute
absentee written bids provided that they are,
in M&E’s opinion, received in sufficient
time and in legible form.
(c) When available, written and telephone
bidding is offered as a free service at the
Bidder’s risk and subject to M&E’s other
commitments; M&E is therefore not liable
for failure to execute such bids. Telephone
bidding may be recorded.
6. Import, Export and Copyright
Restrictions
M&E and the Seller make no representations
or warranties as to whether any lot is subject
to import, export or copyright restrictions. It
is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain
any copyright clearance or any necessary
import, export or other licence required by
law, including licenses required under the
Convention on the International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES).

7. Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse
bids, withdraw or re-offer lots for sale
(including after the fall of the hammer) if
(s)he believes that there may be an error or
dispute, and may also take such other action
as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.
(b) The auctioneer will commence and
advance the bidding in such increments as
(s)he considers appropriate and is entitled to
place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the
Reserve Price for the lot, where applicable.
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract
between the Buyer and the Seller is
concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's
hammer.
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall
incorporate these Conditions of Business.
8. Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance,
payment of the Purchase Price is due in
pounds sterling immediately after the auction
(the "Payment Date").
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer
until M&E has received the Purchase Price in
cleared funds. M&E will generally not
release a lot to a Buyer before payment.
Earlier release shall not affect passing of title
or the Buyer's obligation to pay the Purchase
Price, as above.
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit
required by law, as outlined in Condition 6,
shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation to pay
for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots
within 10 working days of the auction.
Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working
days after the auction. Until risk passes,
M&E will compensate the Buyer for any loss
or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer.
M&E’s assumption of risk is subject to the
exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of the
Conditions of Business for Sellers.
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the
Buyer's risk. M&E will not be liable for any
acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers.
9. Remedies for non-payment
Without prejudice to any rights that the
Seller may have, if the Buyer without prior
agreement fails to make payment for the lot
within 5 working days of the auction, M&E
may in its sole discretion exercise 1 or more
of the following remedies:(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere
at the Buyer’s sole risk and expense;
(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by
M&E against any amounts owed to M&E by
the Buyer for the lot;

(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;
(e) charge interest at 4% per annum above
Lloyds TSB Bank plc Base Rate from the
Payment Date to the date that the Purchase
Price is received in cleared funds;
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with
estimates and reserves at M&E’s discretion,
in which case the Buyer will be liable for any
shortfall between the original Purchase Price
and the amount achieved on re-sale,
including all costs incurred in such re-sale;
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property
in M&E’s possession, applying the sale
proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer
to M&E. M&E shall give the Buyer 14 days
written notice before exercising such lien;
(h) commence legal proceedings to recover
the Purchase Price for the lot, plus interest
and legal costs;
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller
to enable the Seller to commence legal
proceedings.

10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but
does not collect the lot within 20 working
days of the auction, the lot will be stored at
the Buyer's expense and risk at M&E’s
premises or in independent storage.
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within
6 months of the auction, following 60 days
written notice to the Buyer, M&E will re-sell
the lot by auction or privately, with estimates
and reserves at M&E’s discretion. The sale
proceeds, less all M&E’s costs, will be
forfeited unless collected by the Buyer
within 2 years of the original auction.
11. Data Protection
(a) M&E will use information supplied by
Bidders or otherwise obtained lawfully by
M&E for the provision of auction related
services, client administration, marketing and
as otherwise required by law.
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of
Business, the Bidder agrees to the processing
of their personal information and to the
disclosure of such information to third

parties world-wide for the purposes outlined in
Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per
Condition 9(i).
.

12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions
and all other materials produced by M&E are
the copyright of M&E.
(b) These Conditions of Business are not
assignable by any Buyer without M&E’s
prior written consent, but are binding on
Bidders' successors, assigns and
representatives.
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set
out the entire agreement between the parties.
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business
be held unenforceable, the remaining parts
shall remain in full force and effect.
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be
interpreted in accordance with English Law,
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English Courts, in favour of M&E.

Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee
If Morton & Eden Ltd. sells an item of
Property which is later shown to be a
“Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below
Morton & Eden Ltd. will rescind the sale and
refund the Buyer the total amount paid by
the Buyer to Morton & Eden Ltd. for that
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase
Price.
The Guarantee lasts for two (2) years after
the date of the relevant auction, is for the
benefit of the Buyer only and is nontransferable.
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property
that in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s reasonable
opinion is an imitation created with the intent
to deceive over the authorship, origin, date,
age, period, culture or source, where the
correct description of such matters is not
included in the catalogue description for the
Property.
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit
solely because of any damage and/or
restoration and/or modification work
(including, but not limited to, traces of
mounting, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply
if either:-

(i) the catalogue description was in
accordance with the generally accepted
opinions of scholars and experts at the date of
the sale, or the catalogue description indicated
that there was a conflict of such opinions; or
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date
of the sale that the item was a Counterfeit
would have been by means of processes not
then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or
likely to have caused damage to or loss in
value to the Property (in Morton & Eden
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or
(iii) there has been no material loss in value of
the Property from its value had it accorded
with its catalogue description.
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer
must:(i) notify Morton & Eden Ltd. in writing
within one (1) month of receiving any
information that causes the Buyer to
question the authenticity or attribution of the
Property, specifying the lot number,

date of the auction at which it was
purchased and the reasons why it is believed to
be Counterfeit; and
(ii) return the Property to Morton
& Eden Ltd. in the same condition as at the
date of sale and be able to transfer good title in
the Property, free from any third party claims
arising after the date of the sale.
Morton & Eden Ltd. has discretion to waive
any of the above requirements. Morton &
Eden Ltd. may require the Buyer to obtain at
the Buyer's cost the reports of two
independent and recognised experts in the
relevant field and acceptable to Morton &
Eden Ltd. Morton & Eden Ltd. shall not be
bound by any reports produced by the Buyer,
and reserves the right to seek additional
expert advice at its own expense. In the
event Morton & Eden Ltd. decides to rescind
the sale under this Guarantee, it may refund
to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to
two mutually approved independent expert
reports, provided always that the costs of
such reports have been approved in advance
and in writing by Morton & Eden Ltd.

ABSENTEE BID FORM
in association with

Sale Title:
Ancient, British, Islamic,
Italian and World Coins, Historical
and Commemorative Medals

(please print clearly or type)

Name
Address

Date:
28-29 November 2006
Postcode

Please mail or fax to:
Morton & Eden Ltd.
45 Maddox Street
London W1S 2PE
Fax: +44 (0)20 7495 6325
Important
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for
the following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s)
mentioned below. These bids are to be
executed as cheaply as is permitted by other
bids or reserves and in an amount up to but
not exceeding the specified amount. The
auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot
by placing a bid on behalf of the seller. The
auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the
seller up to the amount of the reserve by
placing responsive or consecutive bids for a lot.
I agree to be bound by Morton & Eden’s
Conditions of Business. If any bid is successful, I
agree to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer
price at the rate stated in the front of the
catalogue and any VAT, or amounts in lieu of
VAT, which may be due on the buyer’s premium
and the hammer price.
Methods of Payment
Morton & Eden Ltd. welcomes the following
methods of payment, most of which will
facilitate immediate release of your purchases.

Telephone/Home

Business

Fax

VAT No.

Email
Signed

Date

Card type (Visa, Mastercard, AMEX, Debit)
Card Number
Cardholder Name
Expiry Date

Issue No. (debit cards only)

CVV2 (Security Code)
Billing Address (if different from above)

Cardholder Signature

If you wish Morton & Eden to ship your purchases, please tick
Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Wire Transfer to our Bank
Lloyds TSB Bank plc
10 Hanover Square, London W1S 1HJ
IBAN No:
GB94 LOYD 3093 8401 2112 05
BIC No:
LOYDGB21055
Sort Code:
30-93-84
Account No: 01211205
Account Name: Morton & Eden Ltd.
Credit/Debit Card
A 3% surcharge is payable on all credit card
transactions; there is no surcharge for UK debit
cards. By signing this form you are authorizing
payment for this sale.
Sterling Banker’s Draft
Drawn on a recognised UK bank.
Sterling Cash or Cheque
Cheques must be drawn on a recognized UK
bank. We require seven days to clear a cheque
without a letter of guarantee from your bank.

ª

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

